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KTRODIJDTIOW 
This inimstigation ms undertaken in an effort to establish the 
structural pattern of the male copulatory structures in the species of the 
subfamilies, to observe the stability of these structures, and to determine 
•whether these structures cotild b© used in tte overall classification of the 
Urida©, 111© application of the male genital parts in the taxonoiny of the 
Miridae, partioiilarly in the determination of relationships of species and 
allied genera, has been swccessfmlly employed in the past years. The 
claspers aM the details of the iresica have been particularly useful in 
separating the species of the same genus or closely related genera. The 
woAs of Reuter (1883), and particularly Knight (191?)* have established 
the differentiating characters in the claspers, and Kni^t (1926), Wagner 
(19l;0), Sottthwood (1953), and Kelton (1955) have demonstrated that liie 
details of the vesica could be euployed in specific determinations. 
The vesica has not been tested or obserrod for the degree of vari­
ability in ita basic pattern ^ thin a larg^ gro'up, and its usefulmss as a 
basic tool in tl^ classification has not been determined. Goosequently, 
in this study an attoapt -was sade to compare th® modifications in the male 
copulatory structures within the txlbea and subfamilies, and on the basis 
of these ©odifications, to present the observations or indication's con­
cerning the phylogemtic relationships between genera and hi^r categories 
of the family as Slater (1950) had indicated for the female genital struc-
•toes. In this study an at'tempt was raade, not so nmch to work out •the 
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specific differences between species and related genera, but rather to 
obserro whether the male genital parts, particularly the vesica, indicate 
the phylogenetic relationships between genera and higher categories. 
The second important aspect of tl» study has been an attempt to 
establish scsae type of correlation between the male genitalia and the 
tarsal arolia# To the present tine the arolia have been assmed to be 
typical for each particular subfaaily, and it ms felt that the study of 
the male genitalia aight reveal whether the vesica or the tarsal arolia 
are more resistant to change -when the external appearance of the various 
j^cies assumed extreme Modifications from the generalized foiros of the 
group. It is hoped that this study •will serve as a stiaulus for further 
studies upon genera and species of th© fandly, particularly those genera 
that appear highly modified or anmalous in th® group, with tte insult that 
t!» added Imortedge of the ardia and the genitalia may substantially con­
tribute to the uncterstanding of relationships of the genera within the 
family. 
The present study indicates that the arolia must be used urith consider­
able caution when separating subfamilies, for they are subject to change 
and modificatic® in form as is the external appearance of the species that 
bear the®. Kulleiiberg (l^liTb) has been of the <^inion that the tarsal claw 
structures are not of high phylogenetic value, and suggests that these 
structures are highly adaptable and unstable, so as to be not nearly as 
basic for establishing relationships as are the genitalia of the faaale. 
The present study of the male genitalia also seems to support this 
view, and the results observed indicate that the male structures are 
equally as laportairt; as the female geiri.talia in establishing the 
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relationships of the species. It was observed that th© basic stnicttu-e of 
the vesica corrtiintjes to display group characteristics while the tarsal 
arolia and external morphology wndergo considerable variation. It is felt 
that as more genera are studied it will probably be fotmd that the arolia 
ar© too plaatio to serve as a fundamental subfamily chara^jteristic, and 
consequently may lose tteir exaggerated valtie as a guide to relationships 
in liie genera of th© Mirida©., 
The two stractttwis of the mle genitalia considered in this stixdy were 
the vesica and the claspers, Ocmsiderable more emphasis was given to the 
vtsioa sine© it appeared to possess a structwal pattern of extreme taxo-
nomic aM pl^logemtic vain® that could b© ©aployed in establishing th® 
generic limits and relatimships of species. Thus the vesica appears to be 
aa extranely reliable criterion on which to base gemric, and subfamily 
relationahips of the faaaily* 
The regions of the vesica found to b© of considerable value hwebeen 
the design or the appearance of the gonoposw, the ductus sesainis, and the 
t^pe of processus vesicae surrounding the gonopore. The phallotheca also 
appears to be of so®© value in specific detemination, and undoubtedly pjood 
characters a3-So exist in the phallobas© (Fig* 2) that possibly could be 
used at tribal or subfaaily level. However, attention was concentrated on 
th© vesica since it showed considerable differentiation even within the 
closely related groups,, and offered striking differences between species 
that W0W! remotely related. 
lo »a|£«r «phasia was placed on an^ particxilar subfamily, rather the 
niMber of species exaiained in each group was determined by the type material 
that was readily available for study. The large siae of the family and the 
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distribution of c«rtaia species ha"^B »ade it impossible to study more than an 
@xtreffi@ly saall portion of the species, representing only a relatively small 
ntaaber of genera, Em@r@r, in the majority of oases an atten^t was mad© to 
sel®ct what were considered to be the typical species for the group, as wbII 
as the aorpbologieally distinct aerabers of the group, so as to observe tlM 
degree of aodification in th© genital structures between these extreme 
species included in the same tribe or subf^aily. 
The structures of th© wssica appear to be of extreme taxoncmic isipor-
tance and may mrm as reliable indicators of group relationship, and thus 
used with considerable success in the classification of the liridae. The 
^nitalia of the species exaiained in the present study appear to indicate 
the relationships to their allies, even -feough the erberoal morphology of 
the species may show no such affinity. In sewral instances the -vesica 
suggests that the p»sent taxoncsaic placement of a number of species based 
on their arolia is not in accord -with the ©Tidence offered by the genital 
structures studied.*. 
It is the hope of -Uie ifriter that this study will contribute substan­
tially to -yiie knowledge of the fundmental structure of the vesica in the 
Miridae, the importance of the vesica relative to taxonouy, a»J that other 
studies along this line raay be initiated, with the ultimate result that the 
phylogenetic relationships of the species will become more adequately known, 
and that the classification of the fassily will beccme more reliable. 
Hie present investigation is baaed on a study of nearly 500 specimens 
representing 300 species from apprcEXlmately 120 genera of the Miridae. 
lhanever possible aa attempt was made to examine more than one specimen of 
each species fr<m widely separated locAities, 'there appeared to be no 
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significant rariations in. the genital staructures of the same species, par­
ticularly in th© basic pattern of the vesica. The slight vartations found 
were in. th© processus vesicae# and these were limited to the sclerites, 
aiid involved minor modifications in the length, curvatxire, or the degree 
of sclerotiaation of the parts. This was found to be particularly true 
when teneral materiaL was examined. Perhaps the greatest difficulty 
eneouBt«red, and which could contribute substantially to the variations in 
ttie appearance of the vesica of the same species, ms the incomplete in£la^ 
tion of the membranous processus vesica® when present. 
IheTO possible an att«pt TOS made to study the groups investigated 
by Slater (1950), with mor® diversified groups added, to bring the male and 
female studies into harmony and thas avail to the taxoncaaists a more complete 
understanding of th© taxoamic structures that appear to be extremely use­
ful in the classification of the Mridae. 
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Tmammm OF tmonoiic TEIS® 
fh© terminology of the stTOctures under study is not excessive or 
complicated, the teims being provided by woricers i»ho have made morpho­
logical studies of the copulatory apparatus in the Hemiptera and illustrated 
the structures. As a conaequence of the taxonmic or morphological 
researches of Knig)it (1917), Sin^-Pruthi (1925), Ladwig (1926), Baker 
(193X), Snodgrass (1935), Kullenberg (19to.), Sarka (1951), aisi Borihag and 
Wick (1953)# th® follcwing homologies are provided. For more complete 
details of the male genitalia the reader is referred to the above papers 
which are readily available for further comparison. 
Both the claspsrs and parameres are gemrally accepted terms for the 
clasping organs of the H®aiptera, The haarpagoiMS of Snodgrass (1935), 
gonoforoeps of Michemr (19Uii) and Truxal (1952), and gonostyli of Bonhag 
and Wick (1953) are synor^ous with the two fomer terms. In the present 
study, the term clasper ms adopted because of its wide applicability and 
the long established usage by specialists in the Miridae of North America. 
Ill® teminology us^d for the regions of the claspers is that of 
Kullenberg (19^41, 19ii7b), nrlth isdnor modifications. 
The tera vesica as it is used in this study consists of structures 
beyond the phallobase, and includes in part the ductus seminis with its 
gonc^or®, and the processus vesicae (Dupuis and Carvalho, 1956). The 
vesica is synonytaous with the virga of Crampton (1922) j the endoscma, 
ejaculatory duct, and the vesical appendages of Sin^-Prathi (1925)? the 
aedeagus of Snodgrass (1935)J aM disticonjunctiva, the cricoid sclerlte. 
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and vesioa of Bonhag and Wick (1953)• The aectmdary gonopore (Dupuis and 
Carvalho, 1956), tlmt Is, the teroinal opening of the ductus saminis, is 
called the gonopor® for bre-rity in this study. The term phallus is used 
to designate the intrcaaittent organ as a •stoole (Snodgrass, 1935). Th® 
phalloibase is the sclerotized basal region of the phallus# 
The Tmsiea aiay consist mlj of ductus seiBj.nia -wj-th a simple sheath-
llk® prcKjessu® vesica©, or the latter may be modified into various forma 
bearing sclerites with different degrees of sclerotiaation. Often a 
niaaber of membranous lobes possess strong spines or more strongly sclero-
tized rod-like structures. The ductus seminis may be either cylindrical 
throughout its length, or expanded before the gcwiopore into bladder-like 
enlargement, the latter possibly ser^g as a temporary depository for the 
spena during their passage through the ductus soninis. 
The phallotheca of Snodgrass (1935) is th® structure enclosing the 
Tesica and is the exposed part visible wj^n the phallus is in the state 
of repose. The phallotheca is comparable to the theca of Sharp (1890), 
phallosama of Slngh-RrutM. (1925), and phallobase of Bcaihag and Wick 
(1953). In the Mridae the phallotheca ims generally found to be strongly 
sclerotiaed, often possessing subapical plates or flanges. 
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MBVim OF LIflMTCHE 
The need for the study of genital structures in taxoncssdc work arose 
wben the taxonomists realized ttet closely related species could not be 
readily separated from their allies by external featuMS alone» Eeuter 
(1883) 'sra.s the first taxonaudst to use the claspers as taxonamic structxires 
in Mirlda©. For the first time, the claspers mre dissected from the 
genital capsule and illustrated to show the differences between the 
®p©cies. 
fan Dussee (1916) made an att®ipt to classify the Morth Jtoarican species 
Qrt-hotyluSj and illustrated the claspers of several species of the genus. 
Knight (1916) ompamd and illustrated the claspers of two very closely 
related species of Lygusj and later (1917) revised the genas on the basis 
of the genital claspers. frm that titae to the present, Knight (1921, 1923, 
I9lj.l), and later woi^cers continued to employ the claspers as a tool in 
d»onstrating the differences between the species, since they appeared to 
offer a reliable means by which species could be Identified. 
Mmerous authors ©mplc^d the claspers in their systeisatic or taxoncraic 
studies of ti» species in the Mridae, and illustrated the claspers with 
the descriptions of ne* species, or as a means of separating species. 
Grarapton (1922) studied the claspers of the species of Lopidea; lindberg 
(1930) used them In the description of new species of Lygas} Stichel (1930) 
relied on "ttieaa to separate species of Orthopsj and Miller (1937) used the 
claspers in the description of nm species of Parasthenaridea, Wagner 
(1939) figtjred the claspers in the description of the new species of 
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Alloeotamus} while Schmidt (1939) illustrated them in the species of 
Laemoooris and Psallus* Hsiad (I9ij-1) diagr^aed the claspers of Asretas? 
Stanger (I9li2) illustrated the differences in the claspeirs a£ certain 
species of North Araerioan Lygusi while Taylor (19it7) employBd them to point 
out the specific differences of last African lygus. Kiritchenko (1951) 
illustrated the claspers of several speoi©s In the Orthotylinae and 
Phylinae. Mnnawori (1951) acecanpanied the description of species of 
Calocoris with figures of claspera. Lest on (1952) made an attempt to show 
the relationships of the lygus groups by using the claspers. Bli-ven (195U) 
acccsapanied description of species of Rgtocoris and Dichrooscytus with 
illustrations of claspers. Hussey (195it) acccmpanied the description of 
new species of Lyg^s with figures of claspers? and Seidenatucker (195Ua) 
included the figures of th© claspers of the species of Brachynotocoris« 
loa^ard (195i).) included figures of claspers of the new species of 
Feliaacua, 
The aedeagus as a taxoncodc character came into use when Sin^-Pruthi 
(1925) Made a morphological study of the male genitalia in the Haniptera, 
and illustrated the aedeagus of a nuciber of species of the Miridae. This 
contribution has played an important role in the taxoncosy of the Miridae, 
particularly in the last 15 years in which the vesica has been used. 
The following authors enployed the claspers, and in addition illus­
trated the vesica in their taxonomic studies of the species. Knight (1926) 
made extensive use of the vesica (flagellian) in separating the species of 
Phytoeoils» Usinger (1931) illustrated a poartion of the vesica in the 
description of a new species of Platylygusj and Wafmer (19U0) compared and 
illustrated the details of the vesica in order to establish the specific 
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dlffereaoes in th© European species of Igrgtia. 
The vesica came into promii»»c® irtien Kulleriberg (l9Ul) made a morpho­
logical and taxonoiaic study of the cc^ulatory apparatus of the male in the 
Mlridae^s illustrating the specific differences in the vesicae of rttytoGori8» 
Igfigust and Phylinae grcwps. 
China (19lili) aade use of the vesica for a more positive identification 
of the speciesi and Garvalho (19^jh) ©asployed these structures in the revision 
(£ the genus Euiylceata. Hcfeerlandt and Jordan (19Ui) ccanpared the gems 
OaiBPonotidea with that of Mymlcoris by using the vesica. Lindberg (1951) 
used the vesica in the sieparation of species of the genus Ganariocoris* 
linnavuori (1952) included the vesica wj.t-h the description of new species 
of Atcmoscelis. 
StehlSk (1952) illustrated parts of the vesica of the species in the 
Orthotylusi aaid Ossiannilsson (1953) included the vesica -with the 
description of a new species of Psallusi and Seidenstucker (l95Ub) did like­
wise in describing a new species of Diohrooscytus. Moore (1955) compared 
the vesicae of the species of Agn0G0.riSj and concluded that the G;enus was 
distinct from L:ygt^« 
In addition to the claapers and iresiea, Wagner and Slater (1952) also 
e!«plo3red the fonal® genitalia in demoostrating the structijral differences 
in a number of Holarctic species of Lygus and Mgnalocoris* Southwood (1953) 
studied the male and female genital structures and published on the 
morphology and taxoncwy of the genus Orthotylusf while Keltcm (1955)» 
using the male aiKi female genital parts, grouped the species of the Lygus 
complex into genera and subgenera on the basis of their structural 
relationships. 
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In the above refearenoss an attes^t Tras made to select only the paper 
of each author which ms believed to be the first by that author in -which 
the male ^ nital structures -rore (Mploy©d. If tM same author first used 
the claspers aad in the aibsequent papers deals with the vesica, then each 
paper is listed in its proper sequeme# 
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MATSRIAIS AND HIOCEDUHES 
Tbe iaseot spectesns used in this study -vrere dried, point-mounted 
Biusem specimens# The materials arid teclmiques used during the course of 
this study have been similar to those used in other ccanparative f^nitalic 
studies. 
The posterior portion of abdcmen was detached from the remainder of 
the body toy carefully chipping through the abdomen with a pair of very 
fine forceps. In a nustoer of cases •where the abdcsnen iias extremely brittle, 
a bit of irater was transferred to the area by means of the forceps, in ordter 
to soften t3» tissues and facilitate the separation. 
The seTOMd portion was tl^n placed in approximately 10 per cent hot 
KOH to soften the tissues. After 3 to 5 minutes, it was transferred by 
Mans of a medicine dropper to a depression slide, and dissected in KOH 
under the micaroscope. Ordinaiy steel chucks holding minuten nadeln were 
used for dissecting needles. 
The extraMous material of the genital capstxle was removed to expose 
•Uie phallus (Fig. 2). The claspers wre separated and the phallus gently 
scp;®esed out from the genital chEoaber, and the dorsal muscle attachments 
seirei^d. The phallus was then observed for the normal position of tha 
gonopore if visible, and for ai^ apj^nded structures present on the 
phallotheca. It unusual structuros were present, the phallotheca wag then 
illustrated, or only a short description is given. 
The phallus was then transferred to a depression slide containing 
distilled water. This change from the KCK to distilled water caused the 
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membranons processus vesica©, when present, to expand and protrude out of 
the phallotheca opening. Usually complete unfolding and expansion of the 
lobes were achieved in about five laiRates. If, hamver, the lobea did not 
inflate in that tSffl®, the phallus was left in the water for about 20 
minutes, then with the forceps removed from the water and dipped for a 
second or two into KOH, and irasediately returned to distilled water. 
Ihen the vesica ms fully unfolded, the phallotheca -was removed by 
splitting the opening towards the base and then carefully working around 
the base until separated from the point of attachmeirt;. 
- After dissection and study, the structures -were neutralized in 
dilute acetic acid aiid placed in aicrovials containing a very small aanoimt 
of glycerine, corised, and attached by the coiic to the pin holding the 
specimen. The glycerine was introduced into the vial by means of a hypo-
demic needle. 
Bfflobranous nature of the vesica in the Mirinae, Deraeocorinae, 
and others, presented a continuous problem to insure uniform inflaticm of 
the lobe®. In mai^ cases this was acccsnplished by dissectSjng several 
specimens of the same species, and then selecting the vesica most fully 
extended. In many instances where the scareity of material made it 
impossible to dissect more than one specimen the vesica was illustrated 
at the maxiaua inflation achieved} however, the basic stinictures were indi­
cated to aHow the recognition of the species. 
TbB claspers, vesica, and other structures illustrated are drawn to 
the same scale, unless the structure proved to be too large in size, 3ii 
such oases an individual line scale of the appropriate magnification was 
inserted by the structure} otherwise a single millimeter scale was \ised 
lit 
for each plate» All the structures are oriented to the position best 
displaying the structural details. 
The illustraticRS were prepared with the aid of a squared ocxilar 
using a Bauach and Lcwb diaseeting aicroscope irith magnifications. 
Pencil drawings were first made on Stratlmore bristol board which was 
previously lightly squared by lines oae-half inch apart. The drawings 
were inked with India iidc. 
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C»IEMI, DISCWSSIOH OF THE SUBFAMILIES 
fhe present classifieation. of th® Miridae is based primarily on the 
tarsal claw charaeteristics as proposed by iReuter (1910), and elaborated 
by Knight (1918). Th© latest classification and arrangeB^nt of subfami­
lies a-^ailabl© are those of Garvalho (1955), who lists six subfamilies and 
takes into account not only the tarsal arolia, but also to a limited extent 
the female genitalia investigated by lullenberg (19ii7b) and Slater (1950). 
Thffl present study of the family includes material from 17 tribes 
representing the six subfainilies of Garvalho. The evidence from the 
material examined appears to suggest that the present subfamily distinctions 
and allocation of genera as proposed by Garvalho are in general a^ement 
with the relationships Indicated by the laale genital structures studied. 
However, in a number of cases the structures of certain species observed 
seemed to show a closer relationship to other tribes of the same subfamily. 
The genital parts of still other genera suggest that the present taxonomic 
placement of a ntmber of species allocated to particular subfamilies on the 
basis of the tarsal arolia is not in accoj^ with the evidence obtained 
from the study of the male genitalia. 
The relationships of the subfanilies as indicated in the study of the 
female [':eiiital structures by Slater (1950) appear to be in general agree­
ment with relationships evidenced to the male genital parts examined. 
There is, however, in a number of instances less variation in the basic 
structure of the male genitalia than in the female, so that a condition 
very likely exists where the male structures indicate a more pronounced 
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similarity betweers species in one group than do the female structures, and 
vie© versa. 
It is trae that the aiaount of material examined during this irivesti-
gation has been sufficient only insofar as to suggest tentative conclusions. 
HoKrever, the species studied seem to indicate the stractural affinity to 
their allies, and suggest a considerable degree of phylogenetic relation­
ship between genera and higher categories of the family. A further stucfy 
of the roale and female genitalia is necessary before definite conclusions 
regarding the relationships of the trtbes and subfamilies can be accurately 
determined. 
The subfaiailies Bryocorinae and Fhylinae are considered here to show 
the most simplified type of vesica studied. In the Bryocorinae the ductus 
SQBiinis of tlie vesica is flexible at the base, with a sclerotized and 
stiffened distal portion, and a membranous processus vesicae. The phallo-
theca is also meiAranous (Fig, 128)* In the Phylinae, on the other hand, 
the vesica consists of a highly sclerotissed ductvtf! seininis and processus 
vesicae, the foraier without any flexibility at the base except at the point 
of articulation with the "Fuhrungsstack*' of Kullerberg (l9l|.l). The phallo-
theca is also highly sclejrotized and pointed at apex (Fig. 98), 
The tribe Dicyphini whidi is included in the Phylinae seems to shcnr 
no affinity to the Hiylinae, if the vesica is to be considered as an indi~ 
cator of relationship. The vesica is highly luembranous, and very much 
unlike that found in the IF^lini and Hallodapini. The ductus seminis is 
flexible throughout, with the processus vesicae membranous and corapletely 
enclosing the diffuse gonopore (Fig. 118). The Dicyphini show a closer 
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affinity to the Gylapinae (Pig* 126), and possibly to the Deraeocorinaa 
(Fig. 9lt). 
No relationship of the PliQrlinae to the O-thotylime iras indicated by 
the ml® genitalia, Th© jrelationship to the Pl^linae suggested by Slater 
(19^0) is ©xplidned by the species studied, Smivm hirtum Retit,, which was 
considered to belong to the Orfchotylime btit whose female stjnictvures showad 
aa affinity to the Phylinae, fhis species seems to belong irlth the Phylinae 
as th® present study of the male genital pairts apf)ear to indicate (Fig. 
67). Th© tarsal arolia, although sometihat hair-like in appearance, have a 
tendency to show convergeme, and it i® likely this factor that has con­
tributed to its anneetant position. 
The species of Cylapinae see® to show no close relationship to any 
other group studied, but th© vesica is suggestive of the condition found 
in Dicyphini, and certain species csf the tribe Halticini. The vesica has 
a flaxi.ble ductus seminis, the distal portion enclosed by a membranous 
sao-like processus vesicae, the latter supporting a nmber of spiculi 
•within (Fig. 125). The type of gonopore and the surrounding meabranoua 
sac found in Gylapus axe very similar to the vesica of Orthocephalxis in the 
Halticini (Fig. 73)# while the details of the vesica in Fulvius and 
Peri-tropis are siiailar to the type of vesica examined in the Dicyphini 
(Fig. 118). Since the number of species studied has been limited no 
further statement can be made of the subfamily relationships. 
The IferaeoGorina© is a smewhat specialized group in which the 
species show seme degree of similarity to the species of tJie Mirinae. 
The claspers the vesica also indicate a remote relationship in the 
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similarity of their basic structures, particularly the processus vesicae. 
In the Deraeocorinae the vesica consists of a flexible ductus seminis at 
the base aM a hi#ly tubular or bulbou® processus vesicae, with several 
sclerotiaed spiculi, a conditim siniilar to the Mirinae. The design of the 
gcfRopore, however, makes the group distinct and readily separated fran the 
other subfaailies studied# The gonopore is of the depressed tjT^e, opening 
ventrally -when the vesica is in repose, and may possess heavily sclerotized 
and ornately spined plates in the region of the gonopore as observed in a 
number of the Deraeocoilnl (Pig» 87). The type of gonopore found in the 
Iteraeocortoae may be the generalized type from urtiich the coil-like rlia 
found in the Mirinae developed. 
The Glivinefflini and the Hyaliodini soot to be closely related to the 
Deraeocorini in the basic stimctur© aM details of the vesica and claspers. 
The Glivinemini appears to be more closely related to the Deraeocorini than 
is Hyaliodini, the latter showing closer relationship to the Clivinemini. 
The subfamily Orthotylinae is a higjily specialissed group and appears 
to show no close relationship to the other groups examined, except possibly 
to the few species in the Deraeocorinae -which appear to show scsne resem­
blance of steilarity in the nature of the gonopore (Fig. 8!^). The fact 
that the tribes of the subfaaily contain a heterogeneous mixture of 
species, same of which apparently belong to other subfamilies, -will be 
discussed under the sttbf»ily heading. It shcmld be mentioned, however, 
that this fact of heterogeneity makes it extremely difficult to determine 
the liMtations of each tribe. 
The typical species of the Orthotylinae possess a distinctive vesica. 
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differing frcm the other groups studied in the type of the gonopor© and the 
specialized proGesatis vesicae. The rim of the gonopore is horseshoe-shaped in 
outline and opens ventrally when the vesica is in a state of repose as in 
the Derasocorinae. The processes vesicae take the form of sclerotized 
spiculi variously shaped, and arising dorsally to the ductxis seminis, the 
latter being flexible throughout its length (Pig. It8). 
?he other type of processus vesicae generally fotand in the Halticinl 
ia the membranous sac-lik« structtire containing several short spiculi 
within. It is probable that this njeabranous processus vesicae which is 
considerably different froa the Qrthotylini type may prove to be a reliable 
criterion on which to base the tribal distinction in this group. However, 
whether this modified structure is a sound basis for distinguishing? a tribe 
Hill only be knoro large nui^er of species included in the tribe are 
examined. At the present tia® it seems clear that the vesica of Halticus 
approacshes in si^licity of structure the vesica found in Geratocapsus in 
the Qrthotylinij and Sericophanes in the Pilophorini. The vesicae of the 
above three genera appear to suggest that the three should at least be in 
the aa»e tribe ratter than in three separate tribes. 
The one highly constant character found in the vesica of the 
Qrthotylini and the Halticini is the unique tod similar gonopoi^. From 
this it seems clear that the two tribes are extremely closely related, 
and that a tremendous amount of future work will be needed in these groups 
before the correct systematic positiwi of the included species ia accurately 
^terffiined. 
The tribe PilcfJhorini presents a very interesting and perplexing 
situation. The brief stut^y of this tribe indicates that it contains an 
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assembla^ of species belongJ-ng to other subfamilies. With few exceptions, 
the species of the tribe exaaimd show no relationship to one another, and 
all the genera studied show an affinity to the Orthotylini, or to the other 
subfaEdlles of the Miridae, 
The -TOsica© of Pilophorus and Alepidea are very similar to each other, 
and possibly closely related to Grybopeltoeoria, but extremely different 
frata the other geaera of the siAfaraily, and very closely aresentole the 
vesica of the Phylime. The vesicae of these three genera consist of a 
higha.y sclerotissed ductus seisinis, gently curved, with a sclerotized 
processus vesicae in Pilophorus aM Alepidea originating below the gonopore 
(Pig. 80)* The ducttia semdnis and the gonopore are very dissimilar to 
those of the other Orthotylinae studied and obviously show no relationship 
to the subfamily, but rather display a close afftoity to the species of the 
Ph^linae, The genital claspers and the phallctheca also indicate this 
relationship to the Phylinae, The female genitalia, likewise, show no 
relationship to the Orthotylinae, but rather to the Fhylinae (Slater, 1950). 
It appears that Pilophorus, Alepidea, and Oyrtopeltocoris belong to 
the Phyliaae as indicated by the genital structures, and not to the Ortho-
tgrllnae where the genera were classified on the basis of the tarsal arolia* 
The other genera studied under the tribe ^-^ill be discussed under the 
aubfsfflily heading. 
The subffflsftily liirinae certainly represents a highly specialized group 
as the Orthotylinae, but imlilce the latter, appears to be a homogeneous 
group. The structures seoa to indicate that the included tribes are very 
closely related# lo close relationship to the other groups is indicated by 
the perdtalia, except for a possible remote relationship to the Deraeocoidaiae 
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previously discussed. 
'fhe speciea of the Mirinae possess a distinctive vesica that rsadily 
stMids out apart frcasi th® other gromps studied. The gonopore is very 
characteristic in appearance, and is not readily confused with species of 
other suMaiailies. The gonopore is ringlike in form, the rim simulating a 
coiled spring, and opens dorsally when the vesica is in a state of repose, 
milk® that of Orthotylinae and Deraeocorinae. The processus vesicae take 
on various forms, but generally are membranous, bulbous or tubular, and 
often possess sclerotized spicali of different lengths and shape. The 
ductus seroinis is flexible and cylindrical at the base, but in some renera 
may b© aodified in shape and structure before the apex (Fig, 3)* The sub-
apical shape of the ductus seminis may be a characteristic of sme value 
in determining the tribal limitations of the subfamily. 
Th© tribes of th© subfamily studied are discussed under their headings 
Tshich f ollcw. 
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SUBFAMILY MIKDIiE MM, I83I 
Siis is the largeat subfaailj of the Mridae, and at the present time 
is composed of seven tribes containing aj^roxiinately* 2Sk genera distrib­
uted over all Iti© faunal regions of tbe t«rld. Five of these tribes 
have been studied in the present investigaiAon. These incltide the tribes 
Stei»d«Bini China, Pitlianini Douglas and Scott, Mirini ifehn, Resthenini 
Beuter, and Herdoniini Distant. Ta® present study of the subfamily 
included 53 species represaating 33 genera. So material was available for 
study from tiie other %m tribes, Mecistoscelinl Heuter, and Hyalopeplini 
Care-allM). 
Ttm subfaMly Mirlnae is distinguished by the lai^e and free arolia 
arising bet-aeen the tarsal claws, the aiolia usually being spindle-shaped 
and divergent. The pronotdl collar is generally present and separated 
froB 'to® remainder of pro no turn by a fur3?0M, except in certain members of 
SteiK5de»!ini and Pithanini, in which it is absent or poorly defined, but 
these tribes have other characteristics discussed under each tribe vMah 
plam toem in the Mrinae, 
fhe male genital stoictures are also characteristic in shape, the 
left clasper being generally curved, uaially C-^ped, terminating in 
an apical process directed wntrally. Bie rf^t clasper is uaially 
cylindrical and bears a stort, slaider process at its apex. ®ie vesica 
is characteristic, jaade up of a rnmiber of bulbous, spintalate lobes, and 
occasionally assessing spiculi or sole rites of variable form. The raost 
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distinguishing feattire of the vesica is the nature and appearance of the 
gonopore. The rim of the gonopore hatf the aspect of a coiled spring that 
has been rolled in the form of a ilng. Th© phallotheca is a simple, 
mmbranous sheath, mLess otherwise stated. Uje structure of the vesica 
appears to have a real significance in the underatanding of the phylo-
genetic and taxon<»ic relationships of this subfsanily. 
The five tribes of the Mirinae studied during this investigation 
present an extremely interesting situation. In Hthanini Douglas and 
Scott, the species are BsyriBecaaorphic to fom in which the temelytra are 
reduced and only partially cover the abdomen, fhe species appear to be 
q^te distinct frm the Stenodenini China, However, apart from the ant-
like appearance of tte species and certain external characteristics that 
accompany such specialization the species of the two genera studied., 
Hthanua Fieber, and Mimoceps IJhler, do not appear to have anything 
sufficiently different in the genital structures to warrant tribal dis­
tinction frcffi the Stenodfflaini# The absence of the lateral carina of the 
praiotim i® the type of specialization also found in Collaria Prov,, 
presently placed in the Stenodeaini* The females of Leptoptema Fieb., of 
the same tribe, also show dinorphiaBi in the length of the hemelytra. The 
present study of the male genital structures seems to indicate that 
Pjthatiua and Mtooceps are closely related to the genera of Stenodemini, 
and the stmictural evidence on hand appears to suggest that the genera 
should be included under tha single tribe* 
fh© biology of the two tribes also Indicates that the genera are 
closely related. The known host plants for a iMrge number of species 
hav® been recorded as grasses and sedges (Knight, 19lil). 
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If the two tribes eventiially cme to be regarded as a single tribe, 
Plthanini Douglas .aad Scott would became the tribal name, 
fhe tribes Eesthenini Reuterj and Herdoniini Distant preserrfc a very 
interesting study. In Herdcniini, the species of the included genera are 
BiyrmeoaBorphic in form and ar® unuaual in appearance when ccaapared to the 
other species of the Mirinae# However, apart from the ant-like appearance 
of the species, and certain external characteristics that accompany suoh 
speoialiaation, the genital structures of Dacerla foaiaiclna Parsh. strongly 
suggest a close relationship to the Mirini. The •vesica appeared to indi­
cate no slgnifiCiTOt differences in structure to warrant a tribal distinc­
tion from the Mirini. 
Resthentai a similar situation arises. The tribe is based on the 
reduction of the osteolar peritreme and certain other external charac­
teristics. The species of Srepops Reut. examined during this investigation 
indicate typical lirini genital characteristics* In the slBdlar manner, 
the genitalia of the species studied failed to display anything signifi­
cantly different to warrant tidbal distinction from the Mirini, The 
investigatim into the female genitalia by Slater (1950) also revealed no 
distinctive characteristics to substantiate the tribal distinction for the 
genera. If the two tribes com® to be regarded as a single tribe, Mrini 
Hahn 1831 will become the tribal name. 
Tribe STEMOIBIINI China, 19h3 
The Stenodoaini are characterized by their slender f om, long legs 
and antemal segMntsf the scarcely overlapping tarsaO. sepients very 
flexible, the first tarsal segment Imger than second} the arolia lar^. 
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membranous, and divergent at apex? and the pronotura with lateral ridpe, 
the collar usuallj inctmplete# 
Approxiaiately 26 genera are iacluded in the Stenodemini. Only 11 
species from seven genera of the tribe •mm examined. The male genital 
stracturea of these species show typical group diaracteristics, and 
provide reliable differences within each genus for specific determination, 
fhe vesica is maabranous, with tubular or bulbous lobes, with or without 
the spiculi. The ductus seminis is typically slender and cylirdrlcal 
and very similar to ttie type found in the Pithanini. The phallotheca ia 
a simple membranous sheath. 
Leptoptema Fieber, 1858 
Genus recopiized by the lateral carina of pronotum} the Img, black 
hairs on the first antennal segment| and the long erect hairs on the body. 
One species, L. dolobratua (L.)> formerly known as Miris dolobratua, 
was studied. 
Laptoptema dolobratua (liiinaeus, 1758). Fig, 3» 
left clasper curvedj sensory lobe moderate| body teiiainating in a 
point. Right clasper curved; thicker apically than basally, horizontal 
process at apex. 
fegica consisting of three meiabianoas lobes, w1.th two lari^, curving, 
and heavy sclerotized spiculif ductus seroinis cylindrical. Locality! 
iases, Iowa. Jime 18, 1928. H, H. Knight. 
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Megaloceroea Fieber, 1858 
Gems distinguished by the lateral carina of pronotumj the very fine 
pmctures on pronotran} the very long first anteniml se^ent with short 
pubescenoQj amd the Imgitudtnal groove at vertex of head. 
The genital stractiires of two species, M, recticomis (Geoff.), and 
curta Kngt., were examined. The genitalia show pronotmced specific 
differ®iKJQS«. 
Megaloeeroea reoticomis (Geoffroy, 1785). Fig, It. 
Glaspers siadlar to that of leptoptema dolobratus but more slenderj 
left clasper without a noticeable sensory lobe; body with a recuarved 
process at apex. Right clasper -with the apical process curved ventrally. 
Vesica neabranous, with bulbous spinulate lobes, two lobes with a 
long spiculum eachf ductus seoteis eylindrieal and sla^aight. Locality! 
Ames, Iowa. June 20, 1925« H. H. Knight. 
iB^aloceroea curta Knight, 1928. Fig, 5. 
Left clasper curved as in TOCticoniisi sensory lobe more prominentj 
body narrowing to a point and bearing two short processes at apex. Right 
clasper angled, with a slender basal half and greatly enlar^d apical 
portion. 
General form siBiilar to that of recticomis but with highly modified 
membranous lobes, two of which are tubular? one curved spiculum arising 
frcaa the ldbe| ductus seminis as iji x^oticoztiis. locality! Yellowston® 
lational Parfe, Wyo, Aug, 8, 1927. H. H, Knight. 
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SteRodeiaa Laporte, 1832 
Gems characterized by the lateral carina on the pronotuinj and the 
long, dense hairs on the first anfcenml sepient. 
Three species of the genus were examined, S. vlrens (L,), vicintig 
(Prcw,), and trisplnogwa lewt» It is doubtful whether true S. vlrena 
(L.) oocurs in Morth America# The Ugarotic apecies of Stenodema that -were 
determined by several worksrs (Horv^ath, 1908, Knight, 1922), as virens (L.) 
and vieinm (Eroir#) appear to be conspecific, and henceforth sho-ald be 
dsstriated as vicintai* Ttm Etiropean virena is slightly larger in size, 
and specific differences can be detected in the genitalia. The most 
striking difference is noted in the vesica, that of virens being nearly 
two times as large as that of Ticinm, and possessing additional structures 
m>t evident in vicinum* 
Stenodeaa virens (lAnnaeut, 1767). Fig. 6 ,  
I«ft claaper with a thick senaory lobe? body slender, sharply angled, 
forming an acute angle irith the sensory lobe* Right clasper curved as in 
LeptopteCTia dolobratus but more sleiKier, two short apical processes at apex. 
Vesica entirely meobranotis, -with a large median lobe and one elongate 
spinulate process at each lateral side stoilar to that of Megaloceroea 
curta? ductus seminis cylindrical. Locality! "Thuring. German," 
Stenoderoa vioinuia (Provancher, 1872). Fig. 7, 
Claspers similar to liiGse of virens in general f om and appearance j 
left clasper with the body gradually narrowing to a sharp point. Right 
clasper thicker apically than that of virens, the apical process more 
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distinct. 
fesica siinllar to that of vlrensi but considerably smaller and lacks 
the spimlate, tubular processes. localityt Ledyard, Icfwa, knn, 7, 1928. 
G, 0» Ifetidrickson, 
Stenodqaa trlspinostm Keuter, 19(Ai» Fig. 8. 
General aspect of claspers as in viciBiaa but isaaller. Right clasper 
less angled, .and with only on© process at apex. 
Vesica mailer than that of vicinumi apparently bilobed, membranaus, 
and bearing a series of short barbules. Localitys Moscow, Idaho. May 7, 
1936. T. A, Brindley. 
Trigonotylus Fieber, 1858 
Genus distinguished by the lateral carina of pronotumi the distinct 
longitudinsd groove at •vertex of head| and the short pubescence on the 
first astennal segroent. 
Two species, T. rtificoitiie (Qeof.), aiKi tarsalls Eeut., were exandned. 
The genital structures show pronomced specific differemses and at the saaie 
time indicate characteristics typical of the Stenodemini, 
YriRoaotylua ruficornis (Geoffroy, 1785). Fig. 9. 
left clasper slender and angled, apex pointed, light clasper narrower 
at base than apex, apex with a short horizontal process. 
fesica membranous, with seTeral lobes and one spiculum; ductus seminia 
typical of Ste»od«iini» Localitys Batavia, N. Y. June 30, 1911t. H. H. 
Enight. 
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TrlRonotylaH tarsalis (Renter, 1876), Fig. 10. 
left clasper slender as in ruficomls but slightly larger, mere acutely-
angled. KL^t clasper similar to Stenodeaa trispinostBa in outline, but 
glabroiis. 
Vesica entirely Bembranous in structure, the lobes spinulate, spiculum 
absent} ductus seminis as in rufiGomis. Localitys St. Anthony Pk., Minn, 
July 6, 1921. H, H. Kni#t. 
Dollchaaj-ria Reuter, 1882 
Gems distinguished by the lateral carina of pronotuiaj the long first 
antennal se^nt covered by long seid-erect pubescence | the frons -with an 
anterior protrusion} and the vertex of hesui with a longitudinal groove. 
One species, D. linearis lent., was examined. The genital structuires 
show typical Stenodemini characteristic®. 
Doliehdiairia linearis Eeuter, 1882. Fig. 11. 
Left clasper slender and evenly curved, recurved process at apex* 
MgMt clasper as in Trigonotylus tarsalist but more slender. 
Vesica aembranous in structure, with two spiculi, one with a serrate 
inner edge} ductus seMnis as in TriEonotylug. Locality: Likely, Florida. 
July 2i4, 193it. P. McKinatry. 
feratocoris Fieber, 1858 
Gems distinguished bF the lateral carina of pronotmj the very fine 
punctures on pronotum} the short flattened head} and the very long and 
curved first antennal segment, slightly thicker at base. 
The genital structures of T. discolor Uhl. were examined. 
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Teratocoris diacolor tJhler, 1877* Fig* 12. 
Ijeft clasper curved as in MeRaloceroea eurta, but more slender. Right 
Glasper straight, narrower at base, rounded at apex with a short process. 
fesica apparently trilobed, on© somewhat tubular, with a short 
spicttlmi dactus seainis as in Megaloceroea. Locality: Saskatoon, Sask. 
Sept. 19, 19$0* 1# 1-. Brooks. 
Gollaila ProfVancher, 1872 
C«ms distinguished by the absence of the lateral carina of pronotumj 
the strongly exerted head} aid th® location of the eyes, far removed frcia 
th® pronotiaa. 
On© species, C_. aeilleurii Prov., ms examined. Ihe genital structures 
show typical St@nod®flini characteri-stics. 
Gollarla aeilleurii I'ro'TOncher, 1872. Fig, 13. 
Left clasper as Solichcaaiiris linearis but less angled. Right clasper 
broadest apically, with a short process at apex. 
fesica membranous, with four or fire lobes, two of these tubular} one 
lobe with « series of short spinesj ductus seainis as in the preceding 
species. Jjocalityt St. Anthony R<., Minn. July 1, 1921. A, Hertig. 
fribe HTHAIHI Douglas and Scott, 18® 
The Pithandni are characterized by the slender form, long legs and 
antemal s©^©nts} the scarcely overlapping tarsal segments, very flexiblej 
the first tarsal eepient longer than the second| the arolia large, loaBibranous 
and divergent at apexj the pronotua rounded at the side, region of the 
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(sallus swollenj and the cuneus and membrane of hamelytra vestigial. 
The three genera of this tribe, Myroeooria Gorski, Plthanus Fieber, 
and Miffioceps Uhler, have been placed in the Pithaiaini on the basis of the 
aiytiaeccBiorphio form of the species. The latter two genera were examined 
durir5.g the present study. In addition, species of Myrroecoris Illustrated 
by KuUenberg (19U7a) Indicate a type of genital structure aimilar to 
that observed in Pithanus and Mjmoceps, and that all belong to the sama 
general group. The genitalia of these species indicate typical Mirinae 
characteristics, and also appear to indicate a very close relationship to 
the Stenodemini, No apparent structures in the genitalia were found that 
appeared to be significantly different in these genera to place them apart 
froM the Stenodejsini. 
If the two tribes should be ccmbined under a single tribe, then 
Pithanini will have priority over the Stenodeiaini. 
Pithams Fieber, 1858 
Genus distinguished by the absence of the cuneus and membrane} the 
rounded lateral mai^in of pronotTO} the pronotuia swollen at middle j and 
the short first antennal serpent. 
one species, P* maerkelii (H.-S.), was examined. The claspers and the 
vesica are similar to those of Teratoooris and Mimoceps. 
Pithams aaerkelil (Herrich-Schaeffer, 1839). Pig. lii. 
lieft clasper sharply curved, forming an acute angle between the 
sensory lobe and the bo<^y. Eight clasper small, curved process at apex. 
Vesica similar to Teratoooris discolor in sia© and fom} ductus 
samtois as in discolor. Localitys "Europe." 
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mmoceps Uhler, 1890 
Both brachypterous and aiacropterous foms are known, the hemelytra 
showinf!' no demamation between the coritM and the membrane. Genus distin­
guished by the rounded lateral margin of pronotum, and the swollen pronotum 
at middle. 
The genital structures of M« gracilis llhl. were exemined. The claspers 
and the vesica indicate close relationship to Pithams and Teratocoris. 
Itteiocepa gracilla Uhler, I89O. Fig. 15. 
left clasper sharply bent at base forming a narrow enclosure between 
the sensory lobe and the body. Right clasper with the distal portion 
enlar^d into a knob, a short ciirved process at the side. 
Vesica' sindlar to that of Stenodema trispinosm in size and niaober of 
membranous lobes? ductus seainis as in Teratocoris. Locality: Hamburg, 
I, Y, June 6, 1891. E. P. Van Dusee. 
Tribe MIHINI Ifehn, I83I 
the Hirinl are characterized by their oval form and robust size} the 
distinct pronotal collarf the greatly overlapping tarsal sepients, the 
first tarsal sepient usually shorter than the seccmdj the large arolia 
spindle-shaped and divsr^nt at apex. 
Ti» vesica of this tribe resembles the vesica obseirved in the other 
tribes of the Mirinae. The most distinguishing feature of the vesica is 
the coil-like natua:^ of the rim of the gonopore which has been found to be 
a highly stable morpholof^cal structure. It thus appear® to be an. extremely 
twportanfe part of the vesica for \ise in taxonomy and classification of 
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genera. The processus vesicae, on the other hand, seem to be of simifi-
earice in specific deteiBdnations amd occasionally to indicate only the very 
close geiwric relationships. The phallotheca is rrenerally a partly 
sclerotized, simple sheath, tmleas stated otherwise, 
Apprradmately 175 gerara ooH^rise the tribe Mirini. In this study 37 
species frm 22 genera of the tribe iwere exasdned. The genital stractures 
of these species show typical p-otip characteidstics that make it possible 
to coinpaw the structural relationships between allied species and hifrher 
categories. The gonopor© exhibits a hi^ degree of tmiformity throughout 
the tribe, and the subfamily. This appears to be a reliable criterion by 
which closely related species that have undergone extreme specialization 
aM are morphologically different in external appearance, may be grouped 
•with their allies when the genitalia are exasiined. 
ft'opidosteptes Uhler, 1878 
The genus Heobortts Dist., has been placed in synoi^y xmder Trgpido-
steptea iJhl* (Garvalho, 195it)» 
Gems distinguished by the punctate prmotum betiseen and in front of 
callus, often extending to the headj and the carinate lateral mar^n of 
pronottsB. 
Two species, f. cardinalis !Jhl., and nif us cuius (Kngt.), were examined. 
Tl»se species appear to shew no more than just specific differences in the 
slight modification of the genital structures. Very close relationship 
appears to exist between Tropidosteptes and species of Xenoborus Reut., 
and Heoborella Kngt. 
'flie structures of the female genitalia of the above genera, except 
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Meoborella which was not studied, also stiggest that a single generic 
component is inTolred (Slater, 1950). Bie present study supports this con­
clusion as the male genital structures do not appear to show any major 
differences to warrant the separation of the above groups into distinct 
genera.. 
fropidoateptes cardinalts Uhler, 1878. Pig. 16. 
Left clasper curbed| sensory lobe large, the apex rounded; body teimi-
nating in a blunt point. Bight clasper broadest at middle, terminating in 
a narrow .process# 
Vesica with two enfolding stjnictures, partially concealing the 
spiculiia on one side and the spinose scleilte on the other? short trough 
extends beyond the gonoporsf dtictus s«inls slightly expanded at middle* 
PhaHotheos with a small rounded flange near apex. Locality! Batavia, 
N. 1. June 2ii, 1915. H. H. Knight. 
Tropidosteptes rttfusculus (Knight, 1923). Fig. 17. 
Olaspers similar to that of cardinalis but smallerj apex of left 
clasper pointed, with a short tooth before apex. Sight clasper slender, 
apical process tinincate. 
Vesica as in cardinalia, but with minor specific differences. Hiallo-
theca with a sclerotised flange near apex as in cardinalis. locality: 
Wyciiing Co., I» I» June 16, 1915* H. H. Kni^t. 
Xenoborus Eeuter, 1908 
Gems distinguished by the punctate pronotum as in Tropidosteptesj 
the striolate fronsj and the rounded lateral margin of pronotum. 
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ISffo species, X. plagifer (Iteut.) and conHnissuralis Reut., were 
exwined. The genital stmctures illustrate a very close relationship to 
Tropidosteptea« and seem to suggest that a single generic group is involved. 
Xenoborus plagifer (Beuter, 1909). Pig* 18. 
Left clasper larger than that of IVopidosteptes, btxiy more elongate, 
teminating in a sharp point. Bight clasper ahort and broad, with a short 
tooth at apex. 
Vesica very similar to that of T. rufusculua but larger. Phallotheca 
as in rufusculua but with a narrower and longer flange. Locality: Batavia, 
N. I. lug. 12, 1916. H. H. Itoight. 
Xenoborus coianissuralis Renter, 1908. Pig* 19. 
Claspers sloilar to that of plagifer but body of left clasper Icaiger 
and narrower, with a recurved tooth befoire apex. Right claeper less 
ai^lar, ar>ioal process truncate. 
Vesica similar to that of plagifer but more sclerotiaed and larger? 
ductus sraainis as in T. oardinalis. PheO-lotheca as in cardinalia. Locality: 
Strawberty Point, Iowa. July 27-29, 1927. Harris & Johnston. 
Heoborella Knif^ht, 192^ 
Genus distinguished by the punctate pronotum as in Tropidosteptea t the 
striolate fronsj and the rouMed lateral margin of pronotum as in Xenoborus. 
Neoborella separated from Xenoborus by the longer second antennal segment. 
One species, I. tuaida Kngt., mts studied. 
Heoborella ttanida Knight, 1925. Fig, 20. 
Left clasper similar to that of Tropidosteptes rufusculus in size and 
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shape, but apical process pointed rathfsr than truncate. Right clasper with 
a pointed apical process# 
Vesica as in rafuscnliis» but ri^t sclejlte greatly reduced; ductus 
sefflinis as in T. oardlnalis. I^allotheca as in cardinalis. Locality: Mt. 
lamoB, Ariz. Santa Cat# Mts. July 27, 191?. Alt. 9000 ft. H. H, Knight. 
Meurocolpis Renter, 1876 
Th© present study gtugi^sts that this genus as well as Taedia Dist., and 
Latapethnga Dist*, am very closely related and appear to fall into the same 
group. Slater (1950) investigating the female .senital parts also studied 
genus Poeas Dist.j in addition to th© above f^nera, and concluded that 
the four genera represent a single generic type. 
C^nus distinguished by the tM.dk®ned first antermal sepient, clothed 
with xmmrouB flattmed hair®. 
One species, I. nubllus (Say), was examined. The genital structures 
are of siiailar basic dmim as those of Yaedia Mid Lampethusa. The vesica 
has a large spherical gonopore, and a wide cylindrical ductus seminis. 
Specific differences are idsible in the processus vesicae and the tails 
of the spicjulim. The vesica also appears to shofw some similarity to that 
of Irbisiftt and possibly to that of Stittocapsus and Adelphocoris. 
Meurocolpus nubilus (Say, 1832), Fig, 21. 
Left clasper cujpvedi sensory lobe large and arounded. Right clasper 
flattened, apex rounded. 
fesica aanbranous, trilobed at apex| larger lobe -with a series of 
spines at apexj spiculum flattened, and supported by an adjacent aclero-
tlaed structurej ductus seminis broad and cylindrtdal, gonopore wide. 
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Phallotheca icLth a iH3curved dorsal hook at apex. Locality? Batavia, K. Y. 
July 27^ 1913. H. H. Kni#t. 
faedia Distant, 1883 
The gems Paracaloeorls Dist. has been placed in synonymy -under 
f^dia Di0t» (Carralho, 195h)* 
The present study of the genital stmjctures appears to indicate that 
tMa ipms Is very^ closely related to !feurocolpus Reut«> and Laiapethuaa 
Dlat., and seeas to suggest a congei»ric condition. 
Genus distinguished by the cylindrical first antennal servient clothed 
with long, blade hairs | and the sifcexcairated black spot situated behind 
each callus of pron.otuii. 
^fo'species, T. sorupeus (Say), and salicis (Kngt.), were examined. 
The genital part® are irery similar to those of Meurocolpus and Lampethasa, 
and iMicate a very close relationship. The similarity of the vesicae also 
se^® to indicate a relationship to Irbi3ia> and more remotely to Stitto-
capsug and Melphocorig. 
Taedi.a serupe-na (Say, 1832)» Fig., 22. 
Glaspers as in Meuroeolpus nubilusf sensory lobe of left clasper large 
and pointed at apex, light clasper with a short subapical tubercle. 
¥esiea as in nublltis» trilobedj spicule originating at base mth an 
accessory membranous stracture beyond the middle to apexj gonopore and 
ductus seadnis as in nubilus. Phallotheca as ±n nubilxis, locality: 
Portage,- M. Y. June 27, 1915. H, H, Inight. 
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faedla salicis (Knight, 1926), fig, 23. 
Claspers rerj similar in form to those of Meurocolpus nubilus« with 
minor specific differences. 
Vesica Tery similar to that of scropeus, Phallotheca with a recurving 
tip. Locality! Eamsey Co., linn. July Ifi, 1922. H. H. Knight. 
laHipetMsa Distant, l88li 
This genus falls into the leurocoli5U8 Reut,, and Taedia Dist,, group 
as mentioned aboire. 
Genus distinguished by the flattened first antennal ssf^nentj and the 
subexcavated bla<± spot situated behind each callus of pronotian. 
ftie species, L, anatina Dist., was examined. The vesica did not appear 
to be sifpiificantly different In the basi.c structure to consider the genus 
di.stinct frcffi the Heurocolpus group. 
I^aapethusa anatina Distant, 188U. Pig. 2it, 
Claspers very similar to Keurocolpua nubilus in f oim. 
Vesica as in nubilus, with minor specific modifications} spiculum very 
slender and reduced in size, 1%allotheca without a recurving tip. Localityi 
Chiriqul, Panama. Dec. 19h8. K. L. H. Krauss. 
Irbisia Reuter, 1879 
This gems new contains as its junior synoi^, the genus Thyrillua 
Uhler, l89li (Carvalho, 1952). That a close relationship exists between 
the two genera may be realized by glancing at the foim of the ?':enitalia 
of the two species studied. Slater (1950) in his study of the female 
genital parts indicated this close relationship, and the present study of 
the male parts further supports this view. 
GetBiB distinguished by th© black color? the rugose pronotum} aiwi the 
long, dense pube scenes on the head, pronot«, and hemelytra, 
Tte two species examined w«re I. serioans (Stal), said paoificus (Uhl.), 
The gerdtal parts differ from one another in a number of small details, 
and sijggest that a single generic ccaiponent is involved. 
Irbisia aericana (Stal, 1858). Fig, 25. 
left olasper acutely angledj sensory lobe moderately developed, bearing 
ntfflieroua bristles at apexj apex of body truncate. Right clasper subcylin-
drical, apex with two short processes. 
Vesica bilobed, with a membranous lobe on each side of gonopore} 
sclerotized median structure furcate, one larger than the otherj ductus 
seminis expaMed subapically. locality J Katmai, Alaska, Aug. 10, 1917. 
Jag. S, Mine. 
Irbisia pacificus (Uhler, 1872), Fig. 26. 
laft clasper cunred| sensory lobe aaialler than in serioans; apex of 
body "With a recurved pointed process, light clasper slender, cylindrical, 
terminating in a short pointed process. 
fesica similar to that of aericansi the lateral lobes largerj median 
structure bearing tooth-like serrations| ductus saninis as in serioans. 
locality? Santa Maria, Calif, May 1, 1923# G. E. Hendrlckson. 
Adelphocoils Reuter, 1896 
Genus superficially resembles Stittocapsus Kngt., separated frcsn 
that genus by the longer rostrum which extends beyond the hind coxa, and 
hi 
the shorter and broader oune-us, 
"Two species, A. llneolatug (Goea®), and rapidus (Say) "WBre examined, 
fflid ihe foraer illustrated. The genital structures indicate the genus to 
be distinct, with a possible remote relationship to Irbisia and Stitto-
oapatig. 
AdelphoGoris liaeolatus (Qoeze, 1778)« Pig. 27. 
Left clasper slenderj apex with a short flat beak. Right clasper 
slenders apex with a short cmrrod process. 
fesica 0c«ewhat sclerotized throughout, with one short curving spiculum, 
and a median serrate sclerite? dictus seainis Tsidest subapically. Locality: 
Ames, Iowa. July 2, 1929. H. H. Knight. 
StittocaDsus iCnight, 19U2 
Genus distinguished by the long, narrow cuneus, two and one-half times 
longer than iwidei the absence of the carina at vertex of head? the shalldr 
longitudinal groove between the eyesj and the short TOstrum extending to 
middle coxa. 
The single species of the genus, S. franseriae Kngt., iiaa examined, 
fhe vesica is characteristic, essentially consisting of poorly differen­
tiated processus vesicae, except for the spiculum, and a cylindrical ductus 
seainis. No close relationship to the other gewsra is indicated, except 
possibly a distant relationship to AdelphocoriSj Irbisia« Meurocolpua* 
Taedia amd Xaapethusa. 
Stittocapsus franseriae Knight, 191-1-2» Fig, 28. 
I®ft clasper curved? sensory lobe slight, with several stiff, short 
1^2 
hairsJ apical foxirth of body narrow, the apex with a short beak. Right 
clasper relatively slender with a short vertical process at apex. 
Vesica tubtilar in outline, with a nuniber of sm^l membranous lobes 
beyond the gonoporei spietilum clavate and spinoae apicallyj ductus seminis 
cylindrical. Locality» Mohrt<, Ariss., April 6, 1937* Loyd L. vStitt, 
Galoeoris Fieber, 1858 
Germs distinguished by the absence of the carina at vertex of headj 
and the short, black pubescence on the first antennal segaent. 
One species, C. norvegious (Ckel.), ms examined. The genitalia 
ap|-)@ar to indicate a distinct generic group, not closely related to any 
other genus studied. 
Galoeoris norvegleus (Gwlin, 1788). Fig. 29» 
Left clasper broadly curved and uniformly slender? sensory lobe 
reduced! apex of body dorsoventrally flattened temdnating in a short 
laterally compressed process. Right clasper unifoimly slender with a 
curved apical process. 
Vesica spiculate rather than lobate, with six sclerotized processus 
vesicae? ductus seislnis cylindrical, soaewhat constricted before apex. 
Localitys "Mass." 
Polyroeras West«rood, 1839 
Genus distinguished by the silky or woolly pubescence on the body 
and hemelyl3'a| the small osteolar peritremej and the slender third antennal 
seipent, much thinner than second, 
'Ite genital strsictures of one species, P. ohrysopsis Kngt., weare 
h3 
exaiBined.* The Tesica is highly conqslicated in structiire, having merabrajious 
lobes, spiculi, and sclerotized spinose processes. The right clasper is 
greatly reduced to size. These structures appear to indicate a distinct 
generic group. 
Pol»erus chrysopsis Knight, 192^* Pig. 30. 
left claaper slender, ftlabrotisf sensory lobe poorly developed? body 
gradually narrows to a point, light clasper cylindrical, greatly reduced 
in sise, apex "with a short tubercle. 
¥esica meHibranous, with three spiculi, one of these recurved and poorly 
sclerotised at apex, connecting at base to a plate-like, serrate aclerite| 
similar serrate plate adjacent to the gonoporei ductus seiainis tubular. 
Khallotteca with a sclerotized subapical tubercle. Locality: Jordan, 
Minn. Sand. area. July 13, 1923. H. H» Knight. 
Allorhinocoris Eeuter, 1876 
Gems distinguished by the very long and slender antennal serpents, 
first segment longer than the length of pronotum} the shallowly silicate 
v«rt®3C of headj the carinat© side of pronotumj and the short, black bristles 
on heiselytra. 
One species, A. flavua Sahlbg., was examined. The ^erdtal stimictures 
appear to shcfw no close relationship to any other gemra studied. 
Allorhln.ocoris flavus Sahlberg, 1878» Fii^, 31. 
Left clasper gently curved| sensory lobe moderately developed, with 
short tubercles at base of hairs j body uniform in thickness, apex with a 
sharp beak. Right clasper slender, broader apically than basally, apex 
hk 
with a short oblique process* 
fesica simple, essentially ooiisisting of du-ctus seminis, and poorly 
differentiated processus vesicae, terainal lobes reduced in aizej ductus 
seffiinis expanded aubapically. Phallotheca conical, the apex recurved into 
a short hook. LocalityJ Eainier latl. For#, %sh. Aug. 10, 1932. Lodge 
Pole oaap. A, E. Rolfs. 
Stenotus Jakovlev, 1877 
Genus distinguished by th© elongate, narrow form? the absence of carina 
at vertex of h®ad| aai the first segment of hind tarsus longer than thijrd. 
The genital strictures of two species, S, binotatus (F.), and n%ro~ 
cfuadristriatus (Kirk.), mm examined. The genitalia seems to augfrest no 
inffliediate relationship to any other genera studied. 
Stenotua binotatua (Fabricius, 179ii)* Fig» 32. 
Left clasper curved? the sensory lobe well developed, roundedj body 
laterally ccmpresssd at apex, with a ventral be^. Right clasper sub-
cylindri.cal, terminating iri a beaked process. 
Vesica entirely laembranous and spinulate, with four large bulbous 
lobes, and two small conical lobes} ductus seminis expanded subapically. 
locality: Ames, Ios?a, June 2it, 1930. H. H. Knight. 
Stenotus nigroquadristriatus (Kirkaldy, 1902). Pig. 33• 
left clasper broadly curvedf sensory lobe well developed, conical} 
body irregular, the distal half dorsoventrally flattened with a ventral 
keel, the apical process laterally flattened and rounded. Right clasper 
with a sabapical enlargement, terminating in a short process. 
kS 
Vesica entirely Jfembrapous and generally smoothj one large tubular 
lob©, apex spinulatej ductus seiainis as in binotatus. locality: Ifalvem. 
E,_, Union South Africa* Feb# 1, 19^0. A. L, Capener. 
Dlohrooscytus Fieber, 1858 
Genus distinguished by the broad head and -sride fronsj the long rostrum 
reaching the genital sepient} and the slanting eyes paractically ccaainp Im 
contact wi-th the pronotal angles* 
On® species, D, auapectus Beut., ms examined. Ko close relationship 
is indicated by the genitalia to the other genera studied, 
Diehrooscytus suapectua Reuter, 1909, Pig. 3li, 
left clasper gently curbed, the sensory lobe well developed, rectangu­
lar in shape J body teminating in a short, notclied beak. Right claaper 
broadest subapically, terminating in a curved and thickened apical process. 
Vesica essentially bilobedj each lobe spinulate and with a number of 
sclerotized areas bearing heavy spines| ductus seminis simate, moderately 
expanded mbapicrily. localitys North Haven, Conn. July 2, 192k* (no 
other data) 
Fhytocoris Fallen, 18lii 
Gems distinguished by the Icmg, flattened hind femur, extending 
beyond the tip of abdoaeni the enl.arged lorum j and the Icffig first antennal 
segment, thinner at middle, broader at base and apex, with a number of long 
stiff hairs. 
CttiLy two species of this large genus, P. pallidicoitiis Reut., and 
tibialis Reut.f were illustrated. However, five other species were 
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exaniinecl, and the s-^enital stmctures studied appear to indicate distinct 
charaeteristics for the gems. The vesica is featured by the preaenoe of 
large tooth-lik© spines on or» or more lobes. 
PhytocoFis pallidloomis Heuter, 1876» Fig. 35. 
Left clasper curvedj sensory lobe moderately developedj body slender, 
srubapically expanded and dorsoventrally flattered, terminating in a short 
point. Bight olasper very slender, soaewhat angled near base, terminating 
in a short process# 
Vesica meaibraiiousi apparently five~lobed, the lobes tubular iwith 
smaller lobes at baeef one lobe tdth a rm of heavy spines? ductus seminls 
expanded siibapically and cons til cted at aiddle. locality: Eaterbazy, 
Sask. Aug. lli, 195ii» Brooks & Wallis. 
Riytocoris tibialis Renter, 1876. Fig. 36. 
left clasper irregularly curvedi sensory lobe smallj bo<^ slender with 
a moderate enlargeroent and a raw of spines at middle} apex dorsoventrally 
compressed and expanded into a short tubercle laterally, terminating in a 
sharp point. Eight clasper long and slender, sharply angled at baae, with 
a rcfw of spines subapicallyf apex truncate and slightly notched. 
feiica membranousj five-lobed, the lobes tubular with smaller lobes 
at base J one lobe with a row of heavy spines, another with a dense crop of 
short bristles at apexf ductus aeminis expanded subapically and slightly 
constricted at middle. Localltyi Batavia, N. I. Aug. 5, 1915. H. H, 
Kiii|#it. 
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Hatylygus Van Duzee, 191^ 
Gems distinguished by the large sizei the translucent and almost 
glabrous hemelytrai and the long roatrim. 
One species, P, grandla Kngt», was studied. The genitalia do, not 
appear to show close relationship to any of the other genera studied. The 
vesica is characteristic in having a very large meiabranoua lobe curving 
dorsally and anteriorly, the apex beset with a row of heavy curved spines. 
Hatylymts grandis Knight, 1918. Fig. 37. 
Left claaper sharply currodi sensory lobe well developed, pointed at 
apexj body with a short subapical flange, apex with a beak. Rii^t clasper 
rectangular in outline,bearing a long curving process. 
Sight lobe of vesica very large and furcate, curving dorsally and 
anteriorly, the larger portion edged with curved spines, the other membra­
nous j base of lobe wj.th a tubular process bearing a series of short spines} 
left process trilobed at apex| ductus seminis expanded subapically, con­
stricted near middle. l<c«alitys Mt. Lemon, Ariz. Santa Gat. Mts. July 
26, 1917. Alt. 9000 ft. H. H. Knight. 
Coccobaphes Uhler, 1878 
Gems distinguished by the large size and red color, and the black 
second antennal segment densely clothed with short pubescence. 
A Single species of the genus, C. eanguinailus Uhl., was ©xaaadLned. 
The structures of the vesica show seme unique and remarkable modifications, 
and seem to indicate a distinct generic group and not closely related to 
ar^r of the other genera studied. The vesica is characteristic in having 
spinose, knob-lfee structures arising from the membranous lobes. 
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Cocoobaphes aanguinarius Uhler, 1878, Fig. 38 
Left clasper evenly curved? ionsory lobe prominent, rounded and 
lainutely serratej apex of body with a flattened, currod beak. Right 
claaper relatively slender, teminal process flattened and ctirved. 
Vesica essentially MHtbranotis, the ri^t sid® greatly developed, "with 
three spinose knobs, th© two apical knobs connected by a rem? of spinesj 
two other such knoba near the gonoporej gonopore large, the ductus s^ainis 
expanded subapioally and constricted at middle, fhallotheca with a narrcfw 
lateral flange. localitys Rock City, N* Y. Cattaraugus Co. July U, 1915. 
H. H. Knight. 
Capsus Fabricius, 1803 
Genus distinguished by the black color? the clavate second antennal 
sepieiitj and the tumid jugum. 
One species, C. ater (L.)j was studied. The genital structures do not 
appear to have features in cocnnon with any other genera studied. The shape 
of the vesica and the lt»g clavate spiculura quite distinctive. 
CapstM ater (linnaeas, 1758). Pig. 39. 
Left clasper sharply angledj sensory lobe prcantrentj apex of body with 
a thick, curved process. Hieht clasper cylindrical, with a subapical con­
cavity on the median side, broad oblique process at apex. 
Vesica subsymetrically Y-shaped, the arms of the Y appended by 
spinulat© lobes at basej spiculum vei^ Img and slender originating near 
the baseI ductus seiainis expanded subapioally, and constricted near middle. 
Localityi Batavia, I. Y, June 16, 1915. H. H, Knight. 
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Horciag Bisiant, I88l|. 
Genus distinguished by the glabrous shining appearance of the pronotum 
and hentelytronj th© imaarginat® vertex of headj and the prcminent lorum. 
fhe genitalia of two speeies, H. dislocatus (Say), and seamaculattta 
(Barb,),wei^ ©xmined# "Ri© structures of the vesica seem to indicate that 
either there is a great deal of variation among the species in the genus, 
or that dislocatus is not congeneric "with seaanactalatus. The presence of 
the flattened quills in seacmaculatus and the tremendous differences in the 
characteristics of the vesica seem to point to independent fceneric identity. 
Certainly all available species must be studied before definite taxoncmic 
conclusions can b® drawn and the relationships of sped.es determined, 
Horciaa dislocatus (Say, 1832), Fig* kO. 
Left clasper evenly ctarvedj sensory lobe isell developed, rounded j body 
teiroinating in a short process directed ventrally. Right clasper broad, 
narrower apically than basallyj teminating in a short process, 
Vesica mesbranous, with several bulbous, spimilate lobes variously 
shaped, and a short slender spiculm, isith a row of shoiii hairs at basej 
ductus aeiainis expanded subapically and constricted at laiddle. Locality! 
Turtle its., Man. July 18, 1S?53» Brooks & Kelton, 
Horoias semaeulatus (Barber, 1906), Fig, itl. 
Left clasper evenly curved; sensory lobe conical, the margin covered 
with numerous stiff hairs j apex of body scraewhat dorsoventrally flattened, 
terminating in a short, pointed process. Right clasper cylindrical with a 
conical basal lobe, apex gradually narrowed into a curved process. 
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Vesica generally sclerotisedj mth three aubapical iseisbranous lobes | 
apex cohered with ntmerous flat-teried quills | two curved, slender spiculi 
arise nidway of the iresicaj with a third ctirved spioulum laterad of the 
goiiopore, and a tubular^ spinose structure laterally an.d dorsallyj ductus 
seffiinis expanded subapieally and slightly coistricted at laidd^.e. Locality: 
New Braunfels, Tex. Jhin© 22, 1917• H. H* Knight. 
Gaixocapstia Van Duae®, 1912 
Genus distingttished by the shining aM glabrous appearance of the 
proBotOTij and the long blade first antennal seiaaent, in length equal to the 
•width of the head across the eyes. 
One species, G. filiformis Van B,, iras examined. The genital struc-
tarei appear to indicate a distinct generic group, although some remote 
relationship may exist to Horcias sessaaculatug in the preserwe of Icmg 
stiff hairs irtiich may be hcfflologous to the flat quills observed in 
sesBnacalatua. 
Ganoeapsu® filifoiais fan Duaee, 1912. Pig. h2* 
Left clasper sharply curvedf sensory lobe very prcainent, conical} 
body dorsoTentrally compressed towards apex, mth a short terminal 
process s sensory lobe and body foiraing a deep enclosure bets»een them. 
Eight clasper broadest subapieally, temdnating in an oblique apical 
process. 
Vesica essentially membranous, the processus vesicae tubularj ri^t 
lob© with a crown of spines, and a short curved spictiluffl arising at the 
baseI left lobe with a number of long stiff hairsj ductus seminis expanded 
subapieally, and constricted at middle. Localityt Tucson, Aria. Aug. 29# 
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1925. Alt. 21^00 ft, A. A, Nichol-
Poeciloeapmis leuter, 1878 
Genus distingtilahed th© glabrous, shining appearance of the 
pronotm and hettelytrcn; and th© short rostrum reaching slightly beyoM 
th® first coxa. 
The genitalia of one species, P» lineatus (F.)» were studied. The 
genital structures did not appear to show any close relationship to the 
other genera exajained. 
PQeeilocapaus lineatus (Fabricius, 1798), Fig, h3* 
Left clasper sharply curved, uniform in thicknessj sensory lobe 
slight, forming a short conical process? body terminating in a curved, 
pointed process, light clasper with two short tubercles near base, long 
curved process at apex. 
Vesica meiabranous, processus vesicae spinulate and variously shaped? 
central lobes broad, two lateral lobes tubular, one shorter than the otherj 
spiculum long and slender} ductus seminis expanded subapically and con­
stricted at ffliddle. Ikjoalitys Ithaca, N, T. ^toe lli, 191ii. H. H, 
Knight. 
lygidea Beuter, 1879 
&mis distinguished by the more or less spherical eyes, only slightly 
emarginate on the inner side, the eyes not extwading feelfiw the ventral rim 
of the antennal fossaj the second antennal segment nearly as thick as the 
first? and the proainent depression behind each callus. 
Th© genital structures of three species, L, vibumi Kngt., rosacea 
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Reut., and salicle Kngt*, vere examined, and the genitalia of vibumi were 
illustrated. The genital parts appear to be distin,ct for the gems, 
Ijygidea vitoirni Knight, 1923* Fig, UU. 
left olasper sharply curved! sensory lobe prominent, rounded; apex of 
bodj flattened, teiwinating in a short process directed ventrally. Right 
clas|»r slender with a »all lobe near basej apex with an oblique, flattened 
process. 
Vesica membranous, trilobed, the lobes tubularf tsro larger Icbes each 
bearing a seiles of curved spints at apexf ductus semtois expanded sub-
apically and constricted at Kiddie. Fhallotheca with a narrcfw lateral 
flange before apex. locality: Bata-ria, H, T, June 21?, 1915. H. H. Knight. 
Tribe HESTHESIUI Eeuter, 190^ 
The Resthenini are characterized by the greatly reduced and almost 
inviaible osteolar peritrem®! the broad pronotal collar, with the mesal 
length usually as great as the width of callus? the pronotum and hemelytra 
usually covered with niaaerous papilla-lllc® structures giving the members a 
velvety appearances and the black color, with reddish or yellow markings. 
The relationship of the genera as indicated by the genital structures 
appears to be to the genera of the iirini. The claspers and the vesica are 
of the similar design and represent a characteristic laoiphological structure. 
Aside from th© external differences which seam to be no more pronounced her« 
than between other genera of the Iirini, th© genitalia of the species 
examined in the tribe appear to reveal no significant differences in the 
structure of the vesica to support the present tribal distinction for tlw 
group. However, nore materia], must be examined before definite conclusions 
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can b© foiffiulated regaling the x^lationships and taxcaicsnic position of this 
tribe, 
Ipproxlmately lit genera are included in the tribe, and species fr^i 
only one genus, Prepops Eeater, were available for stud^. The genitalia 
indicate t:ypieal Mirtoi characte2l,stiei. 
Prepopg Bettter^ 1905 
Garvalho (1952) considered Opiatheiuria Beut. as a synonjTa of Platy-
tylellua Eetit* Garvalho (195ii) later considered Platytylellus as a 
of Prepops* A study of represfntatives of these ncradnal genera 
seems to indicate a very close relationship in the form of the genital 
parts* fhe female ^nitalia also se®a to indicate this close relationship 
(Slater, 1950). 
fbe genital structures of P. clandestina ventralia (Kngt,), and 
insitivus (Say) -were ®M®ined. The genitalia indicate the typical 
structures observed in th® Mlxini. 
Brepops clandestina ventralis (inight, 1918). • Pig, li5» 
Left clasper gently curvedf sensoiy Idte mall} body narrowing to a 
point at apex. Eight clasper broader at base and gradually narrowing to a 
tooth at apex. 
Vesica Bsmbranous M.th three tub\£Lar and three sclerotized processus 
vesicaeI dactus seminis enlarf^d subapioally and constricted at middle. 
Locality! Ionian Co., linn, July 1?, 1923. H. A. Hichol. 
Prepopg insitivus (Say, 1832). fig. 1^6, 
Left clasper robust and angular| sensory lobe larger than in 
claadeistipa ventealiSj body enlarged before the apex, then narronrljig to a 
teak# Right clasper -with tte apical beak at right angle to the body* 
feaioa similar to that of dandfstina ventralls but processiis resicae 
modified in shape| duotas seminis similar to that of clandestina ventralis. 
Locality! Trs^r, Icwa# June 30, 1^31. C. J. Iferak® & H. M. Harria. 
Tribe HEHDOKIIMI Distant, 19dk 
The Eerdonilxil ar® distinguished by th© ant-lik© appearance? the 
constricted abdamea at base} aad tte lateral margin of pronotiaa rounded as 
in, Pithantoi* 
11® relationship of this tribe as indicated by the genitalia appeajrs 
to be closer to the Mirini than to the other tribes. The claspers and 
the Tesica are of the conventional design f ouM to be ccHanon in the 
Mirini. fhe ant-lik© form is certainly a highly specialized adaptation, 
but the genitalia, possibly because of their higher resistffiice to adapta-
tional chan^, reraain relatiTOly mehanged. Apart from the pronounced 
«3£t©JTial difference betimen the meffibirs, the genital atructtires of the 
specl«s «sjaiffiin®d did. not appear to show differences of ai^ sipjificanoe 
to bring support to the tribal distinction for the ^oup. 
Apprcasiffiately 18 genera are included in the present tribe, one of 
whicai ms available for study* Certainly more material imist be exanined 
before, the limitations and relationships of the tribe can be determined. 
Dacerla Sicporet, 188? 
Th® genitalia cxf D, forgicina Parsh., were examined. The geni­
tal parts illustrate characteristics that are similar to those of tiie 
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Mirini, 
Dacerla fomiclna Parshley, 1921, Fig, h7. 
Left clasper shaiply curvedj the sensory lobe small} body with a 
seiles of short spines} apex with a -mry short tooth. Right clasper sub-
oiral in shape, mimite tooth at apex. 
Vesica sooewhat sclerotized, the gonopore between two bifijupcate 
processes, one completely sclerotized, the other partly membranous toward 
apexI ductus aeminis subcylindrical. Phallotheca urith a short apical hook 
curving dorsally. Locality? Moscow, Idaho, Viola Grade, June 19, 1932, 
W, E. Shall. 
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suwmim ORTHOTILimE VAN IXIZEE, 1916 
This is the third largest subfasily of the Miridae, and at the present 
time is coiaposed «f three tribes containing approximately 138 genera* 
Material from these three tribes, Orthotylinae Van Duzee, Halticini Kirkaldy, 
aM Pilophorini Eerater was available for study during this investigation. 
The present study of the subfamily included 36 species representing 26 
genera. 
The subfamily Orthotylinae is distinguished by the large and free arolia 
arising between the tarsa3. clawa, the arolia usually spindle-shaped and 
parallel or convergent, "nie pronotal collar is generally present, but 
unlike that of the Mirinae is of the depressed type, and not separated from 
the remainder of the pronotum by the groove. 
Because of their great variability in size and shape, the male claspers 
caimot be generalized for the subfamily. In the tribes Orthotylini and 
Halticini, the claspers are ©rbremely iiregular in fona, and In general, 
the left clsffiper is ®aaller than the right clasper. In the Pilophorini -Uie 
left clasper is larger than the right. 
The vesica of Orthotylini is basically similar to that of Halticini, 
the most distinguishing feature being the nature and the appearance of the 
ductus SCTiinis and the gonopore. The ductus seminis is a simple and 
flexible cylindrical tube, with the gonopore opening subapically and 
ventrally when the vesica is in a state of repose. In dorsal view the rim 
of the gonopore has a characteristic conical or horseshoe outline, and 
this feature has been fotmd to be characteristic for Orthotylini and 
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Haiticinl. 
The processus vesicae, when developed, is heavily sclerotised, and 
varies considerably in outline between genera and allied groups, frcsn. 
slender spicultm-llke stractaresj. to twisted, serrate, and flattened 
sclerites, Th© phallotheca generally is a siiaple meinbranous sheath. 
The vesicae of the Pilophorini^ l&e the claspers, show a highly 
prono\inced difference in the basic structural pattern and sem to indicate 
no close relationship to the other two tribes in the subfamily. The 
vesica is hi^y sclerotized and rigid, the gonopore in appearance is 
very different frm the tribes above, the opening f^ing dorsally -sshen 
the vesica is in a state of repose# 
the tribes of the Qrtttotylinae studied disclose a mimber of very 
interesting situations. In the Orthotylini, the vesica varies frcan a 
simple to a highly c a^plex type. Orthotylua, Lopidea, and labqpidea repre­
sent one extreme and are typified by the presence of one to many sclerites 
of variable shape. Ceratooapsus represents the other sjctreme in that the 
sclerites are absent, and only the ductus seminis appears to be present 
•Kith a sh©atl>-like processus vesicae. 
Also in the Orthotyllni, SeM-um hirttm Beut. illustrates an unusual 
case. The genital structures indicate a starong aliailarity to those of the 
Phylinae, both in the likeness of the claspers and the details of the 
vesica. The female genital parts also suggest this jrelationship to the 
Phylinae (Slater, 1950). If the ^ nital stractures are to be considered 
as indicators of relationship, then S^iiian hirtim Reut. appears to be 
closely related to the genera of the Phylini, and it is the writer's 
coriclusiaa that this genus rightfully belongs witii the Plgrlinae. 
The tribe Halticini contaiBS -what appears to be an assemblage of 
seimral ttniqu© forms. The gems Haltlctta presents an interesting situation. 
It is the tally germs of the group studied which has a simplified type of 
iresiea, while the other genera have siich diverse specialization that the 
genital structures appear to show no apparent relationship to the type 
gems* Tiffi aam situation may exist in this tribe as observed in the 
C^hotylini where both conditions of simplicity and ccsnplexity of structures 
•were found to be prevalent in the group. 
The r©laticaiship of Orthocephalua to the other memisera of the tribe 
appears to be quite unusual as far as can be detected frcm comparison of 
•tti® vesieae# although the claispers do display con^derable similarity* At 
first glance tte vesica appears to be quit© distinct from the other Ortho-
tylini studied. Hosiever, the deviation in the vesica seems to be no 
greater than that found between members of the Phylini or the Deraeocorini. 
The pw^siling structow is t}» subapical expansicai of the ductus serainis, 
and the presence of a distinct mei&ranous sac-like processus vesicae 
endostng the gonopore and bearing two internal spiculi. It is reasonable 
to assme that this ii a modified Orthotylinae type of vesica as the 
essential features are still evident althou^ obscure. When the gonopore 
i® viewed frm lateral as|»ct it has a similar outline to that of typical 
iamb®M of the Orthotylini. 
In the tribe Pilophorini six genera were exMiined and only two, 
Serieophanes and PaeudeoEenetuai shew their affinity to the Ort^iotylinae. 
In Hloitioruaa Alepideaj and Cyrtopeltoooris the vesica is unique in being 
rigid aiKl slender, with a subapical gonopore, and qui't« distinct fro® the 
other aeabers encountered in the subfasd-ly. This type of vesica has been 
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obswrod ojxl^ in the PbyUxme^ and the present conclusion of the "s?riter is 
that FHophoraSj Altpidea and Cyrtopeltocoris do not appear to belong to 
th® Orfehotjliiiste in spit® of th© coirror^nfe aroHa possessed by the 
Bombers, but rather to tte Phylina«« 
A study of the external appearance of these f^roups also appears to 
indicate the relaMonship to gea&ra of the Phylinae* The pronotal collar 
is absent, and the ant-l&e appearance of the forms resembles certain 
HMbers of the Ktyltoae. The conver^nt arolia is perhaps a modification 
to c«Hpl«®i0nt the myrmeccaojTJhio apt^amnce, as a f\xrther adaptation to a 
specialised t|p© of habitat. 
Sericophanes and PsendosEenetus differ in their genital structures to 
th© extent found between Orthotylus and Oeratocapsus. Fseudoxenetus is 
very olosely related to the t;/pical genera of the Orthotylini, while the 
vesica of Serioophams app.»aches in similarity that of Ceratoeapsus. The 
vesica appears to indicate a close relatioifflhip, aM frcan these observations 
it se«Bis logical that the two ^ nera ^ ov® should be included with the 
Orthotylini.. 
CyphoT»lta apparently b©lon.??s to still another subfamily. The geni­
talia of C_» roodesta Van D, show a strong likeness to the genera of the 
lirinae# The clasp®rs are similar in form to the genera of the Mirinae. 
The vesica with the bulbous processus vesicae and the characfceristic 
gonopore is also of the tjrpical form found in the Mirinae. The slender 
arolia, however, have a teMency towards paralleliaa or slight oval conver­
gence. 
If the genitalia are to be considered of significance in interpreting 
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generic relabionships then PilophoruSj Alepidea, and Gyrtopeltocoris do 
not appear to belong to the Orthotylinae but rather to the Phylinae, iirhile 
Paeudoxenetiis and Serj-oophanes seon to belong to the Orthot^liniji and 
Cyphopelta to the Mirtoae, 
The vesica and its characteristic outline appear to indicate that this 
strtictiire is of real significance in detemining the taxonomic relations-
ships between genera and higher categories of the subfaroily# Hoirover, tt» 
scant suggestive evidence on hand certainly makes it apparent that a more 
Intensive study of the genera included in this subfaiaily is necessai*y in 
order to determine the relationships and the generic and tribal limits of 
the included species, 
frib® OSfHOTYIira: ?an Duzee, 1916 
The Orbhotylini are characterigied by the extremely in^gular or 
as^msMtric claspers, the left clasper generally mailer than right? the 
vesica with a cylindrj.cal ductus sminis, ria of gonopore horseshoe-shaped, 
opentog subapicallyi the sclerites slender, flattened, foriced, or serrate, 
variable in nuaiber, arising dorsally to the ductus semtnisj and the phallo-
tteca a staple membranous sheath. 
Apprcacimately 80 genera are included in the tribe. Only 20 species 
froa 15 genera Kwre exaajined during this study. The genital structures of 
these species show typical group characteristics and thus seem to provide a 
reliable means by which closely related genera and species may be placed 
into apparently nattiral groups. 
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Orthotyl'us Fieber, 18S8 
Gems distinguished by the pallid green color, occasioBally -arJ-th black 
markings J the elongate narrow fomj and the prcminent carina at vertex of 
head, without stout black bilstles. 
Two species, 0. notabilis Ki^ ., and ornatua Van D., were examined, 
the vesica is characteristic in having four Img, slender sclerites, a 
condition not obserrod in the other genera studied. 
Orthotylus notabilis Knig:ht« 1927. Fig. 
l®ft olasper -with slender, cylindrical sensory lobe, distal half 
densely clothed iiith pubescencej body extending obliquely away fran th© 
base of the sensory lobe, slender, the apex recurved into a hook. Right 
clasper flattened, subapical rounded expansion bearing a number of small 
spines on the median surface? apical portion curved inwardly and tenninating 
in a short point. 
Vesica consists of ductus seminis and four strip-like, curving and 
serrate sclerites, one with short aide fork near basef sclerites attached 
to basal plate, apex bearing five short digitate spines. Locality: Riley 
Co., Karsa. June 5, P. J. Parrott. 
Orthotylus omatus "S^an Duzee, 1916, Fig. I»9. 
I«ft clasper similar to that of notabilis» but distal half of sensory 
lobe more slender, with short apical processj body as in notabilis but 
apex sharply angled. Right clasper as in notabilis but expansion larger, 
the spines limited to the outer margin. 
Vesica basically similar to that of notabilis« bat specific differences 
evident in the sclerites. I^alityi Honeoye Falls, N, Y. June 23, 1916. 
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H. H. Knight. 
Melanotrichus Eeuter, 1875 
Gems distinguished hy the small size} the scale-like hairs inter­
mixed with nearly er®ct bristles on head, pronotxaa, and hemelytraj the head 
•with a distinct posterior margin bearing long hairs j and the tibiae-without 
black spots at base of spines, 
Om species, M, althaeae (Huss,), was examined. The genitalia indi­
cate a relationship to a group characterized by the presence of three 
®clerite.5 of the vesica, with an affinity to Psetidopaallua, Reiiteria, ard 
Heterocordyltts studied* The claspers are quite simple in form and do not 
resemble anything studied in the tribe, 
Melanotrlohus althaeae (Hassey, 192i|,). Fig. 50. 
Left clasper slender, evenly curved, terminating in a short apical 
process. Right clasper slender, broadly curved, the apex laterally 
coBipreased into a long terminal process. 
Vesica with three flattened, narrow, sclerites, one with a short 
side fork near base. Phall.otheca with a long pointed tip. Locality: 
imes, Iowa, Sept, 25, 1925« H. R. Knight, 
Pseudopsallus Van Duzee, 1916 
Genus distinguished by the green color? the white dense pubescence 
mixed -with erect hairs on the bodyf and the black spots at base of spines 
on the tibiae. 
Om species, P^, artemislcola Kf^t», -was examined. The structures of 
the vesica seem to indicate an affinity to a p^up of genera featured by 
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th© three sclsrites as in Melanotrichusj Reuteria, and Ifeterocordylua, 
altboTigh closer relationship aay esdat to Melanotrichua than to others# 
The claspers, however, are qijit© different in the two genera. 
PseudopsaXlus aytemisioola Kiaight. 1930. Pig. $1. 
Left clasper triangular, flattei»d, one ©nd with two short tubercles, 
other end "with a long slender process. Mght clasper quadrangular, tiro 
flattened processes aedially. 
Vesica with three sclerites, two of the sclerites serrate apicallyj 
other characteristics as in lalaKotrichtis, Localityj Hudson, Colo. Aug, 
25, 1925. H. H. might. 
Beutezla Putoa, 1875 
Qenus distinguished by the pallid color of the heTOlytraj the rounded 
eyes set near the middle of head aM removed froa the anterior margin of 
pronotmi and the two longfitudinal black lines on the first antennal 
segoent. 
Om spedlesj E. fuscicoamis Kngt., wm examined. The structures of 
the iresica seea to indicate an affinity to the general group characteri-aed 
by the three sclerites., including lelaKotrichuSj Paeudopsallus^ and Hetero-
cordyltia, Th© clasi»rs, howefer, are quite dist,inct in Eeuteria. 
Beuteria ftiacicomis Kaii^t^, 1939. Fig* 52. 
left clasper slender, apical porfcicm of body divided into two 
processes ifflth a short prong belaseen. Eif^it clasper with the basal and 
iBediaa processes nsultidentatej apical process long, slender and sharply 
bent at middle. 
Vesica -with thiree sclerites, two sclerites long and flattened niith 
serrate margins, one of these with a short median fork? third sclerite 
long and very slender. Locality? Stras^erry Point, Iowa. July 27-29, 
1927. Harris & Jotaston. 
He teroGordylus Fieber, 18^8 
Genus distinguished by the black or reddish color} the thickened aub-
apical portion of the second antennal segaentj and the scale-like pubes­
cence interaixsd with short i^gular pubescence. 
One species, H. nialtous Reut., was examined. The genital structures 
indicate distinct generic characteristics with a possible relationship to 
the grcwp including Beuterla, Pseudopsallus and Ifelanotrlchus. This 
affinity to the group is evidenced by the three sclerites of the vesica. 
The claspers and the vesica of this genus show a marked degree of modifi­
cation frtm the other genera. Pseudoxenetus,presently placed in the 
Pilophorini, also may be closely related to this p'oup of genera. 
Heterooordylus malijias Beuter, 19C^. Fig. 53* 
Claspers large and irregulari left clasper flattened with a number 
of slender processes and shorter tubercles as illustrated. Right clasper 
laterally compreasedj short pronp: at base and three processes aplcally. 
Vesica with three sclerit©s| tssro sclerites ccanpressed and serrate 
near apex, other aclerlte cylindilcal bosally, ccmpressed apically, with 
serrate margto. Loc^ity: ItMca, N, I. June 27, 1920. H. H. Kni^t. 
Iflpidea Ohler, 1872 
Gems distinguished by tAie reddish-oS?ange and black colorj and th® 
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oblique sniure on th© gpna extending frcra antennal fossa to beneath the 
eye. 
Three species, L. BBdia (Say), eoofluens (Say), and teton Kngt., •were 
©xaained. The genitalia of these species indicate significant specific 
clmracteristi.cs and a possible relationship to the geneipa possessing two 
soleroti2©d processes of the -resica. This group includes Ilnacoraj 
nnacorella.i SlateroQoriSa and 
topidaa aedia (Say, 1832). fig, 5li.. 
Left clas|«r greatly developed beyond the base into a rectangular 
structures apex divided a deep groonrej serxsory lobe isith a short 
tubercle., Mght clasper -rory lar^, with a long slender process? body 
tojad, with a ^ diaa tildentate tul^rclej subapical tubercle qtiadridentate, 
ap«x with a row of teeth, 
fesiea irlth two sclerites, one spiouliaa forked srabapical3,y, the other 
attached to a basal plate. Phallotheca idth a shallow aubapical notch, 
localityf Ed^rville, lesra# July 1$, 1927> Harris & Johnston. 
liopidea c«flu®ns (Sa^, 1832), Pig, 55« 
l«ft clasper siailar to that of media but saaaller and more roimded 
rather than angular, light clasper elongate, basal tubercle reduced, 
fijeslally located, curvedf swbapical tubercle short, apex broadened, one 
0Xtr®iaity rouaded, ti» other -with a shaip process, the area between 
studded isith several rows of teeth, 
Vesica very sljailar to that of mdia with minor specific differences. 
Idealitys "la, Ixp, Sta, Ac, Cat. 739*" 
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Lopidea tetm Knight, 1923 • I'ig» 56* 
Claspers siJiHar to those of cottflttens in general form, but •with 
proacmced spes^ic differences# 
Vesica sistilar to that of inedia and confluena with various specific 
modifications. Localitys 7 ffli», Wl fhojs^son, la. Jun® 30, 1928. G. 0, 
ifendrickson. 
Ilnaeora Bemter, 1876 
Gems <M.stingai0!»d by the green, colorj the body -with black scales 
between light-colored brisrbless the pronotiaa isitii black scaly spotsj and 
the tibiae without dark spots at -ttie ba» of spines. 
Qm species, stalii Beut., was exaoiiiied. fhe genital parts show 
an affinity towards the species of Lopidea examined. Except for the color 
difference of the species and the acale-like pubescence, the similarity of 
structures indicates a very close relationship. 
Unacora atalil Eeuter, 18?6. Pig, ^7* 
Claspers similar to thoae of Lopidea| left clasper as in confluena, but 
aor© slender. Mj^t clasper isith a slender basal and median processes? 
Sttbapioal process <p»dridentate| apical portiai slender, gently curving, 
serrate towards apex# 
Vesica similar to those of 1. media and confluens but the fork very 
short and the basal plate appears to be absent, localityj Ames, lam., 
Sept. 29, 192U. H. H. Knight. 
llnaoorella Knight, 1925 
Genus resembles ELnaoora, but may be separated from it the black 
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bristles with silvery or black scales betweenj the pronotum without black 
scaly spots I and the first antemal segment much longer than the width of 
the vertex between the eyes# 
One species, I. sulcata Kngt,, was examined. The structures of the 
vesica, by virtue of the two sclerites appears to show a relationship to 
species of Lopidea, Ilnaeora, Slateroeoris, and Hadronem studied. The 
genital olaspers also show a similar tendency of relationship, although 
the modifications are more extreme. 
Hnacorella sulcata Knight, 1925. Fig. 58. 
Olaspers very similar to those of Ilnacoraj left clasper mth a long 
and slender apical process arising at a sharp angle. Right clasper an.nled, 
basal and median process slender, auical portion with a slender process and 
on® shorter prong. 
Vesica with two sclerites, one sclerite a lar?^ grooved process, tl:» 
other short and foriced, arising at the base of the otherj other charac­
teristics as in Ilnacora. LoeaLitys Shoshone M. Forest Wyo. Aug. 7, 
1927. H. H. Kni|#it. 
Slateroeoris Wagner, 1956 
This genus proposed by Wagaer contains the Nojrbh American species 
fomerly placed in Strcaifflrloeoris Blanch. Wagner further suggests that the 
species of Slateroeoris have a greater afi'inity to the species of Oiiiho-
tyliai than to axay other ginup. The present study of the genus is in full 
agreement with tiiis viirw. 
Genus distinguished by the black shiny colors the sharp well-defined 
carina of the head| the two disc-like Ijjjpressians between the eyes? and th® 
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generally pubescent form. 
Two species, S, stjgicus (Say), and hlrtus (Knpt.), were examined. 
The genital structures of these species indicate a distinct f^eneric group 
with m affinity to the genera characterized by the presence of two 
sclerites as in Hadronemaj Ilnacora., Ilnacorella and Lopidea* 
Slaterocoria stygious (Say, 1832). Fig, 59. 
Left clasper curved, slender, scmewhat coiapressed apically. Right 
clasper broadly curbed, basal process pentidentate, distal portion spread 
out 3-nto a row of four or five processes. 
Veaica with two sclerites, one spiculum flattened and oirved near 
apex, the other forked and serrate. Locality! ^es, Iowa. June 18, 1928, 
H. H. Knight. 
Slaterocoria hirtua (Knight, 1938). Fig. 60. 
Left clasper evenly cursred, relatively unifom in thicknessj apex with 
a very short process. Right clasper broadly curved, thicker at base, mojre 
slender beyond the median process, apex tidfurcate. 
Vesica similar to that of stygicus. localityj Ames, Iowa. July 2, 
1930. H, H. Inight. 
Hadronema Uliler, 1871 
Genus distinguished by the generally dark color, with traces of 
reddishj and carina at vertex of head with erect, stout, black bristles. 
One species, H. militaris Uhl., was examined. The stimctures of the 
vesica seea to indicate an affinity to a general group characterized by 
the presence of two sclerltes, as in Lopidea, Ilnacora, and Ilnacorella 
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studied. The presence of a membranous sac enclosing the gonopore region 
appears to presage the ooBdition that becomes fully evident in certain 
ger»ra of the Halticini, particularly Orthocephalus. 
Hadronema milltaris IJhler, 1872. Fig« 61. 
Left clasper lojg and cylindrical, densely clothed with long, curled, 
silvery pubescence j apex recurired into a short beak, light clasper laterally 
compressed and gently curved| medially with a broad, short tubercle on 
mesial sidef apex truncate witli a very short point. 
Vesica with two sclerites, me sclerite ccsipressed and serrate on one 
side, giving rise to two very slender spiculi at apexj other scleirite 
tubular, spinulatei the above sclerites partially enclosed by a membranous 
sac. Locality* Big Horn Its,, I'yo. Aug. 1?, 1927. H. H. Knight. 
Macrotyloidea Van Dazee, 1916 
Genus distinguished by the green col or j the long rostrum extending 
beyond hind cracai the very large clsrpeugj and the silvery scale-like 
pubescence intenaixed with regular pt&escence. 
One species, M. vestitus (Uhl.), was examined. The genitalia indi­
cate distinct group characteristics, with a possible relationship to 
Parthenious and labopidea* The affinity of this species for the above 
genera is indicated by the presence of only one oclerite adjacent to the 
ductus seminis. The f^nital claspers also bear out this relationship in 
their general similarity of fom. 
Macrotyloidea vestitus (Uhler, 1890). Fig. 62. 
Left clasper curved, sensory lobe rounded, with minutely seirate 
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laarginj body slender towards apex, light clasper sharply angled, apex 
pointed* 
Vesica isith one sclerite, the sclerite rod-shaped, Phallotheca a 
dOBje-shaped sheath. Locality? Moscow Mt,, Idaho. June 18, 1932. T, A. 
Irindley. 
Xabopidea Uhler, 1877. Fig. 63. 
This genus resembles Macrotyloidea but for the smaller clypeus, and 
rostrum not reaching hind coxa. 
One species, sjiaplex (Ohl.), tos studied. The genital structures 
indicate a -rery close relationship to Macrotyloides veatitua (Uhl.). The 
sifflilarity of the vesica and the genital clasf®rs indicate an almost coii-
generic condition. localityi ?eta Pass, Colo. Aug. 9, 192^. H. H. Knight. 
Parthenicua Ifeuter, 1876 
Gems distinguished by the scale-like pubescence intermixed with 
ordinary bristles| vertex of head mthout carinaj and the enlarged posterior 
femur. 
One species, P, azddus Kngt., was studied. The genital structures 
indicate a relationship to a distinct group including Macrotyloides and 
labopidea. This affinity is indicated by the presence of one sclerite 
adjacent to the ductus seminis. 
Parthenlcus arl&is Knight, 1918. fig. 6b. 
left claaper shaiply angled, -jrlth a short flattened tubercle at 
middle, apical portion conipressed and greatly expanded to form a large, 
rouwded subapical plate | apex flattened and truncat-e, curved into a 
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rounded process. Eight clasper similar to the left but Ydthout the hi^ily 
ocopressed and ©xpandBd apical portim. 
Vesica -with one rod-shaped aM twisted sclerite. Locality: Deming, 
H. Mex. July 12, 1917. Trap light. H. H, Kni^t, 
Ceratocaps'aa Retiter, 1875 
Genus distinguished hj the thickened antennal segments, the three 
latter segmnts almost equal in thictoiess. 
Tm species, G. modestua (Uhl.), and ptoailua C®Jl.), were examined. 
The genital stracttires sugf^st a distinct generic group with a possible 
relationship to Halticua and Sericophanes. The vesica is characteristic 
in its simplicity of form, essentially consisting of only the ductus 
aeminis. The region of the gonopore is similar to that of other genera 
studied within the tribe, but the absexxce of the sclerotized processus 
vesica© indicates the most simplified ^ pe of vesica in the Orthotylini 
studied, with the gradual addition of sclerltes froEu this genus to 
Orthotylus. The genital claspera are chwacterlstic for the genus# 
Oeratocapsus mo'destus (tiller, 1887). Pig. 
left clasper trifurcate, the processes variously shaped. Ri^t 
clasper sabcyliadrical, gently curved, with a short tubercle near base and 
sabapically. 
Vesica consisting only of tM ductus seminis, and undifferentiated 
processus vesicae? regicm of the gonopore of the typical form. Hiallotheea 
slender and cmical, sclerotized, •wf.th two dorsal flanges near base, 
localityt St. Anthoi^ Be., Minn. Aug. 1920. H. H. Knight. 
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Ceratocapsus pumllus (Uhler, 1887). Fig, 66. 
left clasper siiBilar to that of modestusi basal process of right 
clasper thiiily cospressed, triangular| median process elongate, narrow? 
distal portion somewhat delicately serrate. 
Vesica similar to that of modestus but smallerj phallotheca as in 
modestus. localityt Batavia, N, I, Aug, 1, 1916, H. H. Knight. 
Semititn Renter, 1875 
The meabers of this germs have such a tinique fom that their unusual 
appearance has obscured the possible relationship of the genus to its 
allies. The male genitalia of the species studied show a striking affinity 
to the typical members of the Phylini. The vesica in particular display 
this extremely close relationship in the sclerotized, rigid, tube-like 
appearame of the ductus seminis, as well as in the curvature of the vesica, 
the phallotheca and the claspers a3.ao show a striking degree of similarity 
to the genera of the Phylinae. 
The tarsal claw characteristics n^fhich have been used in considering 
this genus with the Orthotylinae are remarkable in their fom. The feature 
of the genus is a pair of straight, scsnetrhat thickened hair-like arolia 
between the cla*s. These hair-like arolia are parallel or slightly conver­
gent at apex siaulating the condition generally observed in the genera of 
Orthotylina©, The claws, however, by virtue of their slender, pently 
curving, and long forffl resemble the type of claws fouM in the members of 
the Ehylinae# 
Genus distinguished by the characteristics listed abovej the lateral 
area of the pronotum separated frcm the dorsal part by a distinct suturej 
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the base of the pronottJiH raised, projecting above the scutellvan, and the 
long, erect pubescence curved at the tips. 
One si»oi0s, S. hirtma Rent,, was examined. The vesica and the claspers 
display characteristics that aire t^ical of the Phylinae» The female 
posterior wall (Slater, 19^0) was also found to be similar to that of the 
Hiylinae. Knight (I9UI) had suspected this relationship to the Phylinae 
and placed the genus close to the Phylinae in his arrangement of the genera. 
The present study of the genus appears to suggest that Semium hirtum Reut. 
does not belong with the Orthotylinae but rather Tdth tl^ Phylinae. 
Semium hirtum Reuter, 1876. Fig. 67. 
Left clasper with the sensory lobe moderately developed, forming a 
receptacle with the body for the support of the vesicaj body with a short 
sttbapical beak. Right clasper small, globular, and compressed, with a short 
apical process. 
Vesica very slender, sclerotized ductus serainis, gently curved, gono-
pore near apex. Phallotheca partly sclerotized, pointed at apex and 
curved to the left. Locality! itees, Iowa. Sept. 15, 1931. H. H. Knight. 
Tribe miSXGim Kirkaldy, 1902 
Ti^ tribe Halticini appears to exhibit the same gemral pattern in 
the gonopore as observed in the Orthotylini, although somewhat modified in 
structural details of the vesica. The genus Halticus exhibits a very 
simplified type of vesica with no apparent differentiation in the processus 
vesicae, while the other genera in the tribe follow a general c^oup pattern 
in that the vesica has a aac-like membranous processus vesicae containing 
spiculi of variable size and number. In Halticus and Labops, the rej^ion of 
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the gonopore retains the cylindrical form as in the Orthotylini ndiile the 
remaining genera have a distinctly flattened and expanded appearance when 
Tierod fr(M dorsal aspect, this modification in the region of the gonopore 
with th® mxique aembrmous sac appears to offer a aouiKi group characteris­
tic for the included genera studied, except for the type genus, Halticus. 
Perhaps Halticus shorn its greater affinity to Ceratocapsus of the 
Orthotylini rather than to the other genera of the present tribe, Chly 
artensiire study of this group and, examination of a large number of species 
i«ill disclose tlie natural relationships of the ^nera in this tribe, and 
tteir ultimate sjBt®matic position in th© subfamily. 
At the present time th© tribe contains 23 genera, five of which irere 
exanined in this study, fhe vesicae of the nine species studied, irith the 
exceptiai of those belonging to HalticuSa show unique group characteristics 
and thus provide what appears to be a useful criterion in deteiminlng the 
relationships of allied genera, 
Halticus Hahn, 1832 
Genus distinguished by the saall size, oval form, and black colorj 
the large hind femur modified for juB^jing, the head with a depression 
between the eyes? and the very Icmg and slender antenna, the second segment 
four or five times as long as the first. 
Two species, H, apterua (L.) and intenaedius Uhl,, were examined. The 
f»nital stinictures se« to indicate a distinct generic group, with a close 
relationship to the genera of Orthotylini. The genitalia also show an 
affinity to the other genera studied in the Haiticini. The vesica is 
characteilstic in its simplicity of for®, essentially consisting only of 
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the ductus seiainis, a ccmdition also found in Ceratocapsus of the Ortho-
tylini and Serieophanes of the Pilophorini, It is possible that the species 
of Haltious are more closelj related to theae two genera than to the other 
genera of Haltioini# Studies of additional genera in the tribe are 
necessary before definite conclttsions can be forarulated» 
Hfaltlcua apterus (lAnnaeus, 1758). Fig, 68. 
Left clasper cunredf body broad at base, flattened subapically and 
sharply recurved, the margins serrate. light clasper laterally ccstipressed, 
broader apioall.y than at base, apex with a large lateral tubercle. 
Vesica very simple, with no differentiated processus vesicae? gonopore 
as in the genera of Orthotylini. Phallotheca dome-shaped. Locality! 
"Tschita Amur.*' 
Haiticua intenaedius Uhler, 190ii. Fig, 69. 
Claspers similar to those of apterus but smaller| body of left 
clasper not noticeably flattened, and not recurved, apex blunt, with a 
slender subapical process directed tcfward. the base* Right clasper less 
flattened, -fee lateral tubercle not as pronounced as in apterua. 
Vesica and phallotheca very similar to that of apterus. Localityt 
Ft, Collins, Col. Dixon's Canyon. Aug. 19, 1898. E. D. Ball. 
labops Burmeister, 1835 
Genus distinguished by th® distinctly pedunculate eyes. 
Three species, L. hirtus Kngt., hesperius fJhl., and sahlbergi Fall., 
were exauiined. The gerdtal structures indicate a distinct generic group 
with a close relationship to typical members of Orfchotylini on one hand 
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and to th@ genera of the Halticini on th® other. The distal regicjn of the 
dBctug saminis with its gonopore ia sSiailar in appearance to that region in 
the OrtholyliBi, while the meabrarioms sac with the enclosed needle-like 
spiculi are reminiscent of certain aembers of the Halticini, 
labops hirttts Knight, 1922, Fig* 70, 
left clasper elongat® slender? sensory Ictoe -well developed, paiallel 
to th® body, light clasper obtusely angled and laterally compressed, tlffi 
arsgl© -with several short spines| distal portion apically expanded and 
rotaided, with a short lateral process. 
Qonopore region of vesica as in the species of Orthotylinij manbranous 
sac with several slender spike-like spicules, Wiallotheca conical, with a 
trifid sexrate sclerite subapically. Locality: leHosrstone Mat. Fk., 
1^0. Atig, 8, 1927. H. H, Knight. 
Labops hesperitts Uhler, 1871. Fig* 71. 
left clasper similar to that of hlrtus but with a gently curving body 
and smaller sensoiT- Icfee. Right clasper as In hirtus but spines replaced 
by stiff bristlesf distal portion rounded as in hirtus but without the 
lateral process. 
Vesica sisdlar to that of hirtus. RiaHotheca wito a differently 
shaped aubapical sclerite. loealityi Mar^berrles, Alta. June U, 1952, 
A. 1, Brooks. 
labops eahlbergl Fallen, 1829. Pig. 72. 
I«ft clasper as In hesperixis but with a straight body. Right clasper 
siffiilar to that of hirtua but without the lateral process. 
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¥eaica aa in the other species of Labops studied. Phallotheca -srith an 
additional apical sclerite. Locality* "lac Nttorti EnvaM." 
Orthooephaltts Fieber, 1858 
Gems distinguished by the black colori the i^ite scale-lilce hairs 
with ordinary hairs or bristles| the head and pronotuia with long stiff 
black bristles; and the vertex of head with two pale snots. 
Two species, 0. Butabilis (Fall.), and brevis Panz., were examined. 
The genital structures indicate a distinct generic group. The distal 
region of the ductus semlnis is greatly expanded and sclerotized, similar 
to the condition observed in Euryopicoris nitidua and Strmgylocoris 
l@ueoe.©phalue. The membranous sac enclosing the gonopore, honrever, has 
two long spiculi rather than the ne0dle~like spicules fourd in the other 
two genera studied. The genital claspers are also very similar in the 
three genera. 
The vesica also appears to exhibit a certain amount of siailarity to 
the vesica of Cylapus studied. 
Orthocephalus inutabilis (Fallen, 1807). Pig. 73* 
Left clasper angled} sensory lobe roundedj body slender with a short 
beak at apex. Eight clasper laterally flattened, oval, margin serrate, 
apex rounded. 
¥esica characteristic, terminal region of ductus s«ninia expanded, 
dorsoventrally flattened! aembrfflious sac with two elongate spiculi. 
Phallotheca simple, d<aa©~like, witti lateral expansions towards the base. 
Looalityj Ringwood, Ithaca, M. 1, July 13, 1920. H. H. Knight. 
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OrthocephalTis brevls Panzer, 1798, Firt. 7h. 
This species Is larger and less pubescent than matabiliat with a 
rugose rather than smooth pronotum# 
Left clasper alMlar to that of autabilisj right clasper elongate, 
slightly flattened with a short tubercle at apex. 
Vesica and phallotheca very sijnilar to that of mutabilis. Locality: 
"Carintai, alp." 
Eu3:'yopiooris leuter, 1875 
Genus distinguished by the small, blade, oval formj the shoart and flat 
head, the posterior margin and the eyes lunate when viewed from above j and 
the secmd antermal segment shorter than width of head across the eyes. 
One species, gjtidus ley., ms examined. The details of the vesica 
seem to indicate the relationship to the grcfap characterized by the expanded 
and flattened gonopore region and the membranous sac-like processus vesicae 
containing two to several short prongs or spicules. The gensra with this 
type of genital structtires are Orthocephalua and StrongylcK! ori s. The 
genital olaspers also indicate this relationship. 
Euryopicorls nitidus (Meyer, I8li3). Fig. 75. 
Left clasper angled| sensory lobe with stiff bristles} body slender 
wl.th a small serrate subapical flange, apex "with a short beak. Right 
clasper obtusely angled, scmewhat laterally compressed, body with several 
short spines and longer bri-stles, apex with a very short process. 
Vesica with the subtemlnal region of the ductus seminis expanded and 
dorsoventrs0.1y flattened} membranous sac with several spike-like spicules. 
Hmllotheca dcsme-shaped with a wider expansion towards base. Localityi 
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"Europe". 
Strongylocoria Blanchard, I8I4O 
In. the recent paper by Ifagner (1956) this genus has been divided into 
two distinct generic groups, the above genus extending into Europe, Asia, 
and North ifriea, while Slateroccxris Wagner is restricted to North America. 
The affinity of Strongflocoria is strmigly towards Euryopicorls. The 
distinguishing characteristics listed for the latter genus also apply to 
Strongylocoris» The genera appear to be very closely related if not con­
generic with each other. 
One species, S. leucocephalua (L,)», was examined. The details of the 
vesica show a atrcang affinity to the vesica of Euayopicorls, and a more 
distant relationship to Orthocephalus, and possibly Labops. The ^onopore 
region is expanded and somewhat dorsoventrally flattened. The processus 
vesicae caatain only four short spiculi. The genital claspers are very 
siiailar to that of Eur:p?picorls« 
Strongylocoris leucocephalus (Ilnnaeus, 1758). Fig, 76. 
l«ft clasper as in Euryopicorls nltidus but sli^tly larger; body •with 
serrate edge. Rii^t clasper as in nitidus but broader subapically and 
narrower at apexj apex without a process. 
Vesica as in nltidus but lar^r, membranous sac with only four short 
spicules. Phallotheca -with a large subapical dome-shaped serrate stmicture 
extending dorsally. Localitys "Thuring, German." 
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Tribe PIlDPHOEIWI Renter, 1883 
The genera of this tribe studied exhibit vmusual and interesting 
features in the structural details of the gerdtalia. As mentioned under 
th© sfubfamily discussion, the genital structures found in Pilophoinis are 
mry different from those of the typical meters studied in the Orthotylinae, 
in fact, the genital parts appear to be closer to those of the Phylinae 
than to th© Orthotylinae. The Tesica resembles the tjpe found in the 
Pl^ylini^ both in structure and detail. The gonopore opens dorsally idien 
the vesica is in a state of repose. The genital claspers also resemble 
those of the Phylini, with the left clasper larger than the ilght, the latter 
CQBipressed and oval in outline# The aa^jlia, hovrever, are similar to those of 
Orthotylinae. 
The tribe contains 27 genera, but only seven species from six genera 
of the present tribe -were avail^le for exajHination during this study. In 
addition to Pilophortis, two other genera, Alepidea and Cyrtopeltocoris, have 
been fotmd to possess genital structures of the same general pattern, and 
all display their affinity to the genera of the Phylinae. The other genera 
studied appear to show greater affinity to the genera of Orthotylini or 
Haltieini, and the subfMKlly Mrinae. 
Species of Serioophanes have a ainq>le type of vesica and appixiach the 
tjrpe found in Ceratocapsus aM Halticus. Fseudoxenetus, on the other hand, 
is very much like a representative of th® Orthotylini belonging to the 
general group of genera characterised by the presence of three sclerites 
appended to the dorsal side of the ductus seniinis. 
The genital structures of Gyphopelta aodesta Van D. show characteristics 
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that have been found to be typical of the Mirinae, The bulbous, membranous 
lobes and the coil-like rim of the gonopore appear to place this genua with 
the genera of the Mirinae, 
Serioophanes Renter, 1876 
Genus distin^ished by tho equal thickness of the second and third 
antennal segsentaj the constricted abdcaaen at base| and the hemelytron 
indented at aiddle, irith several silvery pollinose bands. 
One species, S, heldeaaanni Popp«, "was examined. The genitalia appear 
to show an affinity to the genera of Orthotylini rather than to Pilophorus» 
Essentially, the vesica consists only of the ductus seminis with a typical 
Orthotylini gonopore, thus showing a structural similarity to those of 
Ceratooapgus and Halticus. 
Sericophfigxes heidentamri. Poppius, 191ii» Fig. 77. 
Left clasper gently mrmdf relatively slender; sensory lobe only 
moderately developed? body with a short apical beak. Right clasper 
globular, with a cui*ving and flattened subapical process. 
Vesica consists only of ductus seminis and undifferentiated processus 
vesica®! gonopore region similar to that or Orthotylini. Phallotheca a 
dcsne-shaped sheath. Locality! "Aaes, Iowa. July 21, 1893 
Pseudo:^mtos Beuter, 1909 
This genus shows an extraaely strong affinity to the typical members 
of the Orthotylini, particularly the group of species characterized by the 
presence of three sclerites adjacent to the ductus seminis. Externally 
the species show a high degree of speci^ization and this appearance is 
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atypical foi* the group with similar type of gonital structures. However, 
the vesica and th® claspers conTlnoirigly suggest the intimate relationship 
scutellattts (Uhl») to th© genera of the Orthotylini rather 
than to Pjlophoras* 
Genua distinguished by the elcaigat© formi the long antennal sepjentsj 
the absence of the carina between the eyes5 the constricted pronotttm in 
front I and the absent pronotal collar. 
One species, P, aoutellatus (tJhl#), was examined. The vesica and the 
.^nital olaspers display typical characteristics found in the genera of 
the Orthotylini. The female genitalia (lullenberg, 19l47a, Slater, 1900) 
also indicate relationship to the Orthotylini, 
PseudoKenetms smtellatus (Dhler, 1890). Fig. 78. 
Left clasper flattened? sensory lobe greatly developed, slender, 
with a veiy short tubercle at base} body curved, biraaous at apex. Bight 
olaaper with a pronounced basal process, bidentate at apex, shallow oon-
oavity at basei apic^ portion globate with two short subapical tubercles. 
Vesica with three sclerites| one sclerite slender and serrate 
apicallys others broad, irrepilar, one "With a deep subapical notch| region 
of the gonopor® as in Heterooordylus. localitys Portage, K. Y. June 22, 
1916. H. H. Knight. 
Cyphopelta Van Duzee, 1910 
This gems shows a renarkable likeness to the typical members of the 
lixlnae. The vesica in particular displays an extr^ely close relation­
ship in the similarity of the goncpore and the bulbous processus vesicae. 
The coiled spring-like riia of the gmopore has been observed only in the 
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vesicae of the Mirinae, and it is this characteristic that appears to indi­
cate the relatioMhip of tMs gems to the genera of the Mirinae. The 
arolia are •onusual, and are atypical for both the Orthot^dinae and the 
Mlrina© as they consist of a pair of parallel or slightly convergent hair-
like structures, thus Indicating further the inconsistency and variability 
of this criterion in certain species of the Miridae. 
Genus distinguished by the strongly -tamid scutell-umj the long antennaCL 
segmentsI the constricted pronotum in front} and the first segment of the 
hind tarsus Imger than second^, a conditicn found in some species of the 
Uririae. 
One species, C, modest a Van D., was studied. The genitalia reveal 
typical characfceristics observed in the of the Mirinae, Cyphopelta 
may be related to Glosterocoria^ presently placed in the Phylinae, but 
probabljr is more closely related to the genera of the Mirinae as the 
genitalia appear to indicate, 
Cyphopelta modesta ?an Duzee» 1910, Fig, 79, 
Left clasper curved? sensory lobe nsrell developed into a dcane-shaped 
protrusionI body slender, terminating In a short hook. Right clasper 
oyiindrical, short oblique process at apex. 
feslea membranous, with several bulbous, spinose lobes, vailously 
shapedj ductus seminis expanded subapically| gonopore tApical of the 
Mirinae, Locality. Mt. famalpias, Marin Co., Cal, May 23, 1909, E, C, 
?an Dyice. 
Pilophorus Westwood, 1876 
Genus distinguished by the slender ant-like form| the constldcted 
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hemelytra at middle, with silvery pubescent bands j and the vertex of head 
oonpressed and carinate, overlapping the anterior margin of pronotum. 
Two species, P^, amoeBUS Uhl,, and atrobicola Kngt», irere examined. The 
genitalia are very unique when compared to the other genera of the Ortho-
tylinae, and do not appear to show any close relationship to the subfanily. 
However, the affinity appears to b© clearly indicated to the genera of the 
R^linae when the vesica® and claspers are examined. The genital parts 
se®B to be erferewly siailar to the genitalia that are typical of the 
Phylinae. 
The mefflbranoias and convergent arolia place the pentis mth the Ortho-
tylinae* However, if th© genitalia are to be considered as an indicator 
of relationships, then Pjlophorus appears to be more closely related to the 
genera of the Phylinae than to the Orthotylinae. The ant-like appearance 
of the Eieffibers also place the fternis closer to the Phylinae than to the 
Orthotylinae. 
Pilophorua aiaoen'aH Uhler, 1887* S'ig, 80» 
Sensoary lobe of left clasper greatly developed, equaling the body of 
the clasper in length, foiming a broad depression between. Right clasper 
oval, laterally compressed, tenainating in a short apical process. 
Vesica slender, gently curvedj ductus saainis highly sclerotizedj 
gonopore located subapicallyj slender spiculum below the gonopore. Hiallo-
theca sclerotised and curved to the left as in the Phylinae. Locality! 
fiema, Virginia. July 23, 1926. H. H. Knight. 
Pllophoras strobicola Knight, 1926. Pig. 81. 
Claspers very aluiilar to those of amoenus. 
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¥esioa and phallotheca very similar to those of aaioenus. Locality» 
Riaigwood, Ithaca, N, I, July 13, 1920. H. H. Knight. 
Alepidla Beuter, 1909 
This genus has a sjteilar aspect to that of Pilophorus but the members 
are mailer in size and the hemelytra lack the silvery pubescent bands. 
One species, A. gracilis (tJhl.), ma studied. The genitalia indicate 
an extremely close relationship to Pilophoras and the tsro genera may prove 
to be congeneric# The vesica and the claspers do not appear to show signi­
ficant differences in the stntctures to mrrant distinct f^eneric status for 
the manbers. 
Alepidia gracilis ("Uhler, 1895). Fig* 82. 
Left and ri^t clasper very sSiailar to those of Pilophorus studied, 
Vesica and phallotheca as in Pilophorus amoenus. Locality; McGregor, 
Iowa. (M Island. July 28, 1927. Harris & Jotoston. 
Cyrtopeltocorls Beuter, 1875 
The genus shews an extremely strong affinity to the typical members 
of the Phylinae. The vesica and the claspers are very stellar to those of 
the Hiylini, and the hai3>»lik© arolia, although they have a tendency to 
converge at apex, are more lilae the type observed in the Phylinae. 
Genus distinguished by the narrow form? the tumid scutellum? and the 
iorpunctate prcaiotuni. 
One species, C. albofaaciatus Beut., was examined. The genital struc­
tures display characteristics typical of the Phylinae. 
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Cyxtopeltocorls albofasciatus Reuter, 1876. Fig, 83. 
Left clasper with the sensoiy lobe greatly enlarged and expanded, with 
short spine at bas©| body truncate at apex. Eight clasper very small, 
laterally compressed wj.th a short apical process. 
¥esica typical of the Phylini, apex sharply angled. Phallotheca 
angled apically as in th® Phylini. Locality: Gillette, Tex. June 26, 
1917. 11, H. Knight.. 
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SUBFiMIU DERAEOCORimi DOIJGMS AND SCOTT, 1865 
This Is a relatively small subfamily of the Miridae, cosnposed of five 
amall tribes contaiiiiiig approximately 60 gemra. Material from only three 
tribes, Deraeocorini Douglas and Scott, Clivinemini Renter, and Hyaliodinl 
Carvalho and Drake, was available for study during this investigation. The 
study of the subfmily included lit species representing eight genera. 
The subfamily Deraeocorina® is distinguished by a pair of straight 
hair-like arolia between the olmM as in the Phylinae, but the pseudo-
arolia associated with the claws are absent, Bie claws are generally toothed 
or thickened at the base and sharply angled. The body is deeply punctured 
and bears long pubescence^ the pronotal collar is present. 
The claspers of this subfamily show considerable diversity in form. In 
general terms it may be stated that the left clasper is gently or sharply 
curved, with th© sensoxy lobe sho-wing variable types of development. The 
left clasper is consistently larger than the ri#t clasper. The f»eneral 
overall apj>earance of the claspers tends to display an affinity to the 
olaspers found in the Mlrinae. 
The vesica is highly distinctive for the entire subfamily with alight 
or ffiore pronounced modifications in its structure, but not sufficiently 
different to obscure traces of relationship between gemra and tribes of 
th© subfaajily. The most distinctive feature of the vesica is the unique 
construction of the region bordering the gonopore and the bulbous processus 
vesicae. The ductus seminis is flexible at the base. The appearance of 
the vesica in the Deraeocorina® strongly resembles the vesica of the 
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Mirinae in the ductus seminis and the processus vesicae* Hcwever, the rLm 
of the gonopore is of an entirely different nature and does not resemble 
the coil-like pattem found to he so characteristic in the Mlirinae. The 
phallothsca is likewise similar in the two subfamilies. 
The vesica of the three tribes of the Iferaeoeorinae studied disclose 
a certain degree of relationship to each other, with the closer affinity 
existing between teose of Deraeocorini and Gllvinemini than with the 
l^yaliodini. However, the genital stnictures of the genus Hyaliodes show 
more resejiiblanc® to the genera of Deraeocorinae than to any other group 
studied. The genitalia exasnlned in the gemra of Dicyphini also appear 
to show a certain amount of relationship to the Glivinraaini and Hyaliodini 
rather than to the genera of the Riylinae. 
The f»nitalia of the Deraeocorinae are very distinctive and appear 
to be hi#ly significant in interpreting the relationships of allied 
species and ^oups, generic limits, and liinitations of higher categories. 
Tribe IKRAEOGOKISl Douglas and Scott, 186^ 
The Deraeooorini are distinguished by the laedium-sized to large fonaj 
the generally daric color} and the vesica similar to that of Mirinae but 
for the margin of the gonopore, the gonopore opening into a depressed area 
or partially surrouiKied by thin serrate plates. The phallotheca is a 
simple ffiembranous sheath. 
The present tribe coBtains approximately 26 genera, five of which 
were studied. The genitalia of the ten species examined show chas^acteidstics 
that are typical for the tribe and thus provide a reliable criterton by 
irtiich related species and genera could be compared and allocated to 
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naturally related groups. 
Deraeoooris IlxaclibamB, 1855 
Certain iearctic species of Deraeocoris can not be correctly keyed 
to the genas tiaing the key to genera of Canralho (1955). The members of 
the genus are extremely variable in fona, and their further study is 
necessajy before certain species of Peraeoeoris could be correctly keyed 
to th© genus using the to the -world genera* 
In view of this difficulty, a number of ciiaracteristics that are 
paresent in the species of Deraeocoris are listed below, even though they 
may appear to be contrary to the characteristics listed in the couplets of 
the key 1:^ Garvalho. It is extremely important to check each branch of 
the key and to pay due respects to the faunal regions listed for the 
distribution of the genera. 
Cfenus recognized by medim-sized to lar^ species? the smooth fronsj 
the pronotxia and hemelytra distinctly punctate, and the dypeus not 
projecting beji-ond apex of the first antennal segaent. The following list 
of oharaoteriatics appear in certain species of Deraeocoris t rostrum 
reaching raiddle or hind coxaj lateral margin of pronotum rounded, or 
sharply carinate| second antennal sepient with simple type of pubescence, 
or with addi-tional long setae j vertex of head carinate or smooth? and th® 
collar of pronotuffi covej^ed by white fuzasy pubescence or glabrous. 
The genital structures of six species, D, sayl fieut., fasciolus Kngt., 
aphidlphafgtis Kngt«, ruber segtiainus (lall»)# atriventris Kngt., and hiatrio 
leut., were examined. Tte genital claspers resemble to a marked degree the 
claspers of the genera in the Mlrtoae. Tte vesica, althou# similar to 
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that fotind in the Mirinae, is distinctive by virtue of the unique gonopore, 
which is quite different from that found in the BSirinae. 
The species studied in this genus display -tairo closely related, but 
stractiirally distinct types of gonopores. The species, atriventris Knj?tt> 
histrio Beut., and ruber seguslnus (Itall.) represent one type •where tha 
gonopore opens into a depressed area. The vesicae of these species have 
no sclerotiised plates below the gmopore (Fig, 8U). 
The other type, including sayi feut«, fas dolus Kngt., and aphldiphagpis 
Ingt#, has a siailar depressed gonopore, but in addition the rfonopore is 
flanked by plate-like structures laterally, these plates being ornately 
»rrate at their margins. The basal portion of the vesica also has a 
number of sclerotized plates (Fig, 8?). 
It is interesting to note that the type of vesica without the excessive 
sclerotiaation near the gonopore Indicates a reasonable amount of simi­
larity to the vesica possessed by certain species of the Orthotyllnae. 
Ihen viewed from lateral aspect the nature of the gonopore seems t;0 display 
suggestive similarity to species of Orthocephalus and other Halticini, On 
the other hand, the similar type of bulbous processus vesicae but Mth the 
specialized t^'pe of gonopore found in the Mirinae indicate the same condi­
tion of similarity In the vesicae but to the other extreme. The relation­
ship to the Orthotyllnae was also suggested by the female genitalia 
investigated by Slater (1950). 
Another interesting fact observed is the presence of bristle-like 
Bpines to the vesicae of D. histrio Reut., and atriventris Kngt. This type 
of condition has been fotmd to be quite coinmon in certain genera of 
Halticini. In the Mirlni, Ganocapsus fillformis Van D, and Horcias 
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8®3SH»acalattta (Barb.) were fcmnd to possess stinictares of similar nattire. 
This may be another indication of the distant relationship of the Ortho-
tjrlinae and the Mirina© to th© Deraeocorinae, 
Deraeocoils atriventris Knishtj 1921* Pig. Bk* 
Left clasper curved| sensory lobe developed into a conical processj 
body coapressed, apex with a short beak-like process. Right claaper -with 
a small subapical depression# 
fssioa with aerabranotis processus vesicae, two larger lobes each 
bearing a short apical process| spiral sclerite with short bristle-like 
spicules I gonopore opens into a depressed aarea. Locality t It. iCTon, 
Ariz. Santa Gat. Its. July 27, 1917. Alt. 9000 ft. H. H, Kni^t. 
Deraeocozls histrio leuter, 1876. Fig. 85. 
left clasper ctirvedi sensory lobe developed into a truncate process} 
body slender, apex pointed. Ri^t clasper wibcylindrical, area before the 
apex: soiaewhat excavated, apical process pointed. 
fesica siiailar to that of atrlventriSj two larger lobes each bearing 
a short apical process? spiral sclerite lar^r than in atriventria tirith 
bj:lstle-like spicules, longer| gmopore opens ijito a depressed area. 
Locality* Ft. Madison, la. July 12-13, 192?. Harris & Johnston. 
Deraeocoris yu-ber segualnus (Iteller, 1766). Fig. 86. 
left clasper gently curred| sensory lobe developed into a curved 
conic^ process} body scmewhat flattened, with a sharp inner ridge, and a 
short subapical beak# light clasper cylindrical, apical process broad. 
Vesica m«Rbranou8, with ths^e short sderites} lobes tubular, one 
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lob© exceedingly large? gonopore opens into a semi-depressed area. Localityt 
Harvart Bot* Qard# Cambridge, Mass, July 11, 1921, Harold Morrison. 
Seraeocorls sayi Renter, 1876. Pig. 87. 
left clasper gently curved? sensory lobe large, projecting into a 
conical process! bo^ s<»[CTfiat flattened, short process at apex. Right 
clasper subcylindricalf apex T-shaped. 
Vesica very distinctivsj gonopore boi^ered by two lateral plates, 
margins irith anltidentat^ projections! structures belcwr the gonopore hi^y 
sclerotizedi processus vesicae above the gonopore consisting of membranoua 
lobes bearing variously shaped sclerites. Localitys Payne County, Okla-
hcma. Electric light. May 19, 1921;, ¥. J. Brcro# 
Peraeoeoris fasclolug Knight, 1921. Fig. 88. 
General aspect of claspers siailar to that of sayi; left clasper -with 
a large sensoiy lobe but •without the conical process. 
¥©sica very similar to that of sayi in the legion of the gonopore, 
laembranous lobes, and the sclerites, with slight modifications in these 
stJnicttires. Locality: Elkader, Icfssra, July 28, 1927. Harris & Johnston. 
Deraeoeoris aphidiphajgus Knight, 1921, Pig, 89. 
Left clasper as in ssgl, but the conical process of sensory lobe much 
lar^rj body cylindrical, apex without the beak. Right clasper angled, 
very short beak at apex. 
fesica sinllar to that of fasciolus but membranous lobes larger and more 
maierousj sclerites scmewhat modifiedj gonopoare and surrounding structures 
similar to that of faaciolus. Local ityi Batavia, K.I, July 7, 1916. 
H. H, Kni^t. 
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Deraeocapsus Knight, 1920 
This genua has the same distinguishing characteristics listed under 
teraeocoris* Bistingxiished frm. neraeocoris by the distirsctly clavate 
second antemal gepientf the tars^ claws not toothed at base} and the 
first sepaent of hind tarsus considerably longer than in Deraeocoris, 
One species, D. fratemus ¥an D*, tos examined. The claspers and the 
vesica di-splay a striking steilarity to Deraeoooris^ particularly the group 
characterized by the presence of plate-like structures below the gonopore 
as in sayi) fasciolus, and aphidiphagus. The genital parts are so alike 
that a very close relationship is indicated. Indeed, the differences in the 
genitalia are less pronoxmced between these two genera than betiraen species 
of Deraeoeoris* 
Deraeocapsus fratemus Van Duaee, 1916, Fig. 90. 
Claspers similar to that of Beraeoooris ruber segusinus; sensory lobe 
of left clasper with a broad conical process? body flattened with a beak 
at apex. Eight clasper more flattened and elcaigate thfjn in seguainua, but 
apical process similar* 
fesiea generally with membranous processus vesicae, two larger lobes 
tubularj two sclerites present, om paddle-shaped, the other slender} gono­
pore as in Deraeocoris; two sclerotized plate-like structures below the 
gonopore, the area between studded with short barbs. Hiallotheca with a 
short subapical flmge* LocalityJ Anthony-Cutchflat Trail, 71<X)-7850 ft. 
Elue Mts., Ore. Aug, 8, 1929. H. 1. Scullen. 
Eustictua Beuter, 1909 
Genus distinguished by the striate frons and sulcate vertex? and the 
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very large ©yes, thiia leaving <mly a wiy narrow sulcate vertex between 
th© ©yes# 
One species, E. oatulua (Dhl,),was studied. The structures indicate 
th® group to be distinct within the tribe. The affinity of the genus may­
be towards Klopicoris and Etgychilopterella. The gonopore is in the form 
of a trough, the margins serrate. A broad plat© partially surrounds the 
base of the vesica. 
E^stictus catulua (Uhler, 189i|.). Pig* 91. 
Sensory lobe of left clasper large, suboval, bearing Img bristles 
curTOd at apexj body pe3Ppendieular to the lobe, slender, apex pointed. 
Right clasper suboirate, apical process slender and curved. 
Vesica membranous above gOEKjpore, bilobed, the lobes tubular? gono-
pore opens into an elmgate scooped-out area, margins serrate? base 
l»rtially enfolded by serrate sclerite. Locality: Gillette, Tex. June 26, 
1917. H. H. Knight. 
Klopiooria fan Duzee, 1915 
Genus distinguished by the clavat© second antennal se^entj the slightly 
ttraid scutellwni th© glabrous and impunctate hemelytra, except for the 
claval sutureJ and the deep cuneal fracture. 
One species, K» phorodendrmae fan D,, -was examined. The genital 
structures indicate a distinct generic group with a possible relationship 
to Euryohilopterella and Eustictus* The gonopore is of the excavated type, 
spooDh-shaped, with two plate-like structures and a spicttLuia below the 
gonopore, and tubular lobes above. 
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Kloplcoris phorodendronae {Vm Duzee^^ iPlii). ?'ig* 92. 
Sensoiy lobe of left clasper aaallj body slender at base, expanded and 
flattened apicilly, termimttng in a sharp point. Right claaper sxibcylin-
drioal, bent near middle. 
Vesica laeffibranotis aboire the gonopore, lobes tubular? gonopore region 
excavated, the concavity studded with baj%sj tw^o thin plate-like structures 
and a short spiculm present belcw the gonopore. locality: Chiricahua 
Mts., Ari®. Alt. ^ (X) ft. June 20, 1928, A, A. Nichol. 
Epy^hilopterella Beuter, 1909 
The species of this genus have the same general aspect as species of 
Deraeocoris, but a» distinguished by the projecting clypeus which extends 
beyond the apex of first antennal segment. 
One species, E. luridtila Beut., ms examined. The structures of the 
genitalia appear to show a distinct generic group. Relationship to 
Klopicoria is auggested by the stoilaidty in the claspers and the vesica, 
^th more remote affinity to Euatictus. fhe vesica has an elevated ridge 
below the gonopore which appears to similar to the plate-like struct\3res 
observed in the preceding species. 
Burychllopterella lurldula Renter, 1909. Fig. 93. 
Left clasper very siwilar to faopicoria phorodendronae, but with a 
larger sensory lobe, and apical portion of body not as flattened. Right 
clasper wedge-shaped at apex. 
Vesica laembranous above the goncpore, the processes tubular with one 
spiculumj gcmopore region depressed, suboval} thin ridge joins the base of 
vesica with the gonopore, Localityi Holly, H. 1. July 8, 19lU. H. H. Kni^t. 
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Tribe CLmHEMIII Eeuter, 1875 
The gemr& of this tribe are distinguished by the impressed line 
running frm antero-lateral comer of pronottaa to posterior of the callus. 
Saa® aeiBbers of the tribe are very diverse in form, exhibiting a nuuflser of 
dharacteristies, such as hooded pronotum, very dense, long pubescence and 
fuzzy TAit® pubescence, or a cospletely glabrous condition. The tarsal 
claw characteristics are as in the Deraeocorini. 
Of th® ten genera included in the tribe, species of only two genera 
were available for study. IJi Mditim, species of Bothynotus illustrated 
% Kullenberg (19i|.?a) indicate that the species have similar type of genital 
structures as observed in largidea and Clivinema, and that all belong to 
the s«0 general group of genera. In spit® of the extreme morphological 
variatim between genera, the genital structures are distinct and indicate 
an affinity towards certain species of Klopicoris and Euarychilopterella of 
th© lieraeocorini. The phallotheca is a sisiple don®-shaped sheath. 
Clivineiaa Beuter, 1875 
Gems distinguished by the unique pronotum projecting over the head 
in the form of a hoodj the dense, somewhat flattemd and apically curved 
pubescence of the pronotum and haaelytraj the ttanid scutellum covered with 
dens© pubescence} and th© second antennal segB^nt as thick as first. 
One species, Olivineima villosa Beut., was examined. The genitalia 
show an affinity to Euryehiloptei^lla and Klopicoris in the form of the 
claspers and the vesica. The gonopore reflects to a certain degree th© 
type observed in Deraeocorini, particularly the scooped-out region fowling 
a trough from the opening of the gonc^ore to the apex of the vesica. 
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CllTlneaa villosa Reuter, 1876. Fig, 9h. 
Sensory lobe of left clasper moderately small, fairly uniform in thick­
ness throughoutI body slender, th® apical portion only slightly flattened, 
apex pointed. Eight clasper short, cylindrical, apex notched, with two 
short processes. 
?©sica partly a®ibranous, with several lobes} broad sclerite adjacent 
to gonoporej gonopor© opening into a shallow troughj free slender ^ictilvsn 
originating near base of vesica. locality} College Station, Tex. Oct. 12, 
1928. light trap, S. E, Joms. 
Igrgidea Vmi Duzee, 1912 
Genus distinguished by the csystifom rather than hooded an-terior 
aargin of the pronotumj the carinate lateral margin of pronottna, and the 
stout and elavat® second antennaL sepaent. 
One species, L. rubida (tJhl.), waa studied. The affinity of this renus 
appears to be to that of CliirineiBa, The claspera are very similar to those 
but the vesica is slightly modified in having no terminal 
sclerite, and the »®abranous aac is fused to the spicultan for support. 
The vesica is verj'' similar to that of Bothynotua illustrated by Kullehberg 
(I9li7a). 
Largidea rablda (iJhler, 190li). Fig, 95. 
Claspers very similar to that of Clivinema villosai basal development 
of left clasper slightly larger, light clasper broader apically than 
basally. 
Vesica smbranous with several spinulate lobes j one slender rib-like 
sclerite a&iate to the sac, giving rigid support to the lobes beyond the 
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goiKJpore. Iiocalityi Salida, Colo. July 2h» 1900. E« D. Ball. 
Tribe KALrODIMI CarvaHio and Drake, 19U3 
The tribe Is distinguish®?! by imrrow, slender fonaf the hyaline, 
traas|»reiit and glassy hemelytraf and the greatly enlarged emboliar 
margin. 
A close relationship of this tribe may exist to the genera of Dicy-
phihi as certain external and genitalic characteristics -were found to be 
eoOTBon to both of these tribes (Slater, 1950), although each has been placed 
under a different subfinnily. Is can be ascertained froa the material on 
hand, the Dicyphini appear to be closer to the Cylapinae and to the tribes 
of Deraeocorinae than to the tribes of Phylinae. 
Presently the tribe contains lit genera, and species frcm only one 
gems, Hyaliodea, were available for ttiis study. 
Hyaliodes Beuter, 1876 
Genus distinguisiwd by the elcnagate-slender fom| and the ©yes not 
noticeably large, occupying the anterior lateral portion of the head, 
removed frcm the collar by a distance approximately equal to the eye. 
Two species, H# vitrlpennis (Say), and harti Khgt«, were examined. 
The genital structures are distinctive for the group. The genus shows 
some relationship to genera of Clivineminl, certain ftenera of Deraeo-
corini, and likely to genera of Dicyphini. The genital claspers are 
slender, the left clasper sharply bent near the bass and partially 
constricted near apex. The vesica consists of several raembraxious lobes 
terminating in slender sclerotized processes or several spine-like 
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structures along the lobe. The gonopore is siMlar to that of the Deraeo-
ooriaae, particularly to Largidea and Clivirtemiaj but lacking the tTOugh-like 
depression of ClivlneBi& that contintses beyoal the gonopore opening. The 
gonopore opens ventrally as in the other genera of Deraeocorinae« The 
phallotheoa is a simple, dcme-shaped sheath. 
R^aliodes vitripennia {Say, 1832). Fig. 96, 
Left clasper slender, uniform in thickness, sharply bent near base; 
body constricted subapically, terminating in a pointed process. Right 
elasper slender, siraiate. 
Vesica aeiabranous, the lobes terminating in a slender, spiculum-
like processes I ductus seminis flexible as in tiie other r-tenera of the 
subfamily. Locality? Ottuawa, Iowa. July 1$, 1927. Harris & Johnston. 
I|yiQ.iodes harti Knight, 19Ul. Hg. 97. 
Left cliMper similar to that of vitripennis but with deeper con­
striction near apex. Right olasper broader and more angled. 
¥esica quite differeirt frc® that of vitripennisi maabranous lobes 
larger and bearing a series of short spines. Locality: Braddyville, Iowa. 
July 21, 1927. Harris & Johnston. 
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suHFAMija: rniusm IDCTQIAS AND sgott, i8^g 
At th® present time this is the second lar^st subfamily of the 
Mirida®, composed of three tribes containing approacijnately 190 genera. 
Material from th® three tribes, Pl^lijii Douglas and Scott, Hallodapini Van 
Di»©e, and Dic^hini feuter, was available for examination. The study of 
the gRMamily included 2? species rei^esenting 18 genera. 
The subfamily Rjylinae is distinguished by the pair of straight hair-
llke arolia between the claws instead of the swollen, or ra^branous arolia 
found in the Mirinae and Orthotylina®, The pseudarolia are present or 
absent, either free or cormected with the claws, and arise from the baa© 
or inner margin of the claws. The pronotal collar is usually absent. 
The genital structures of the and Ifellodapini studied display 
extreia® uniformity in outline and thus can be fteneralized as typical for 
the tribes. The Dicyphini differ comiderably frcan tlw other two tribes, 
both in the external appearance and the i^enitalia, and suggest no immediate 
relationship to the other two tribes. 
In the species of Riylini and Ballodapini, the genital claspers are 
•very similar in outline. The left clasper is typically biramous, the 
process of the sensory lobe and the process of the body forming a concavity 
between th«m in which rests th© terminal part of the phallus when in a state 
of repose* The ri^t clasper is snaller than the left, generally laterally 
coapressed, oval in outline, and bears a short process at apex. The dis-
ttogulshing feature of the vesica is ti» highly sclerotized and rigid 
ductus seminis, variously twisted and tenainating in om or two slender 
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processes* The gonopore is oval la outline and may be situated ar^nfirhere 
beyond th® middle of the vesica or just below the apex* The phallotheca 
is characteristic in that the tersaiml portion is rigid aixi sharply bent 
to fit th® contour of the vesica. 
The species of the two tribes above illustrate a homogeneity of 
structures with very little variation in the basic pattern of t)^ genital 
parts, although there is considerable difference in the extemal appearance 
of th® H^lini as coapared to the Hallodapini. The genital structures seea 
to indicate such a very close relationship of theae two tribes, both in thie 
lijfeeness of the claapers and the details of the vesicae, that it may be 
argued that they represent only a single tribe. 
Closterocoris asioenus (!¥ov.), of th© tribe Hallodapini, indicates an 
unusual situation# The ^nital structures indicate typical Mirinae charac­
teristics, both in the similarity of the claapers and the anatcaay of the 
vesica. The arolia, however, appear to be a pair of parallel hair-like 
structures, a condition more typical of the Hiylini than the Mirinae. This 
species reflects a condition found in Gyphopelta aodesta ?an D., now in the 
Orthotylinae, to ishich Closterocoris may be scaaewhat closely related. If 
th© genital structta*es to be considered of taxonoaic value as indi­
cators of relationship, then Closterocoris aatoenus (Prov.), should probably 
"be placed in the Mirinae. 
The tribe Dicyphini presents a perplexing picture. It is interesting 
to not® that this tribe has been considered under the subfanily Dicyphinae 
{Oshanin, 1912), and later the subfamily also contained the tribe Hallo­
dapini and a host of genera (fan Buzee, 1917), which are now placed under 
Phylinae, Orthotylinae, Deraeocorinae, and Mirinae. From the preseiBt 
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study it appears as though the relationship of the trtlbes Hiylini and Hallo-
dapini to the Dicyphini is quite remote. The broad pronotal collar and 
the tarsal claw characteristics, coznbined with an entirely different type 
of claspers aM the vesica, remove the Dicyphini from the Phylinae. The 
affinity of this tribe appears to be closer to the Gylapiriae aiid the 
Deraeocorinae than to ar^ other subfanilly. Also a distinct siibf^iiily 
may b© indicated. 
The nature of the claspers and the vesica, and their characteristic 
appearance indicate that these structures of this sabfamily are of extreme 
significance in determining natural affinity of species, and in placing 
the allied genera in the proper systematic order. It is apparent that 
more woric is necessary in this large subf-amily before the systematic 
position and the generic lijnits can be accurately determined. 
Tribe HIILim: Douglas and Scott, 18^ 
The PiQrlini are distinguishable by the biraiaoua left clasperi 
flattened right clasper, generally oval in shape| and the sclerotized 
phallotheoa angled to the left and pointed at apex. 
The tribe contains approximately 125 genera, of which representatives 
of 12 genera trer© examined. The genital structures of the 16 species 
studied shew typical group characteristics -which are sufficiently 
different frtaa the other trites and subfamilies studied to provide a 
reliable means by which anomalous species encounteired in different sub­
families and tribes placed there entirely on the basis of the anjlia and 
external moiphology could be correctly placed with their allies. 
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Plagiognathus Fieber, 18^8 
Genus distlp.guisl»d by the dark spims of the hind tibia, ustially trith 
dark spots at bas®? the jainute or aot visible pseudaroliaj the vertex of 
head nest carinate between the ey®sj the margin of eye separated from the 
aritennal fossa by not more than one-eighth of the antemal fossa, tiM 
margin of eye ^ larginate near the antennal fosaaj and the hemelytra with 
one type of pubescence, yelltwish or dark in color. 
The genital structures of four species, P. blatchleyi Beut«, nioerena 
Re-at., loBgipeimis (Wl.) and obacarae fraterms Uhl., were examined. The 
outlin© of the claspers seid the vesica indicate distinct group character­
istics. Ifee claspers are very typical for the Phylini and Hallodapini, 
with very little variati<m in the baaic pattern. Ihe vesica is featiired 
by two slender apical processes. 
PlagioKnathus blatchleyi Renter« 1912. Fig, 90. 
left clasper with a aioderately elongate process arising frrara •Oie 
sensoiy lobej body gently curved, tenninating in a point. Right clasper 
©Imgate-oval, laterally compressed, a|»x with a short process. 
¥esica bispiculate, highly sclerotized, rigid} gonopore opening 
el0ngat«-oval, with a slender process abovej second process originating 
below the gonopore* Localityi Lancaster, W. Y. Atx^. 1886* E» P, Van 
Rizee. 
ELagiogiathus obsouraa frateims Uhler, 189^, Fig, 99. 
Claspers similar in design to that of blatchleyi, wildi only minor 
specific differences. 
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Vesica of the same general pattern as in blatchleyi. localityJ 
Golden, M.I, July 1885. E, P. ¥an Duzee. 
Plagiognathus moerens Beuter, 19C39. Pig. 100. 
Claspers very similar to those of blatehleyi. 
Vesica as in the preceding species, "with minor specific differeiKJes. 
tocality: Mosccns', Idaho* July 10^ 1P32# T» A, Brindley. 
Plagiognathus longipeimis (Ohler, 18^5) • ^ig# 101. 
Claspera isfith noticeable specific differences but similar to that of 
blatchleyi. 
Vesica of same general pattexw as in blatchleyi, but one apical 
process reduced in lei^th. Localityi Mt. Lemon, Ariz. Santa Gat. Mts. 
Alt. 9000 fU July 2?, 1917, H. H. Inight. 
MicrofphyleHus Reuter, 1909 
This genus shews a close affinity to the species of Plagiognathus and 
has the saroe distinguishing characteristics, except for the absence of dark 
spots at the base of black spines of the hind tibia. 
One species, 1. leegirostris &igt#, i»as exarained. The general 
appearance of the olaspers and the vesica indicate typical Phylini charac­
teristics. The ^nital structures and the external apx)earance of this genus 
are similar to that of Plagiognathus, and iiKJicate a very close relation­
ship. 
Microplicflellus longirostris Knight, 1923. Fig. 102. 
General aspect of olaspers similar to that of Plagiognathus. 
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Vesica very siiailar to that of the species above. Localityt Straw­
berry Point, ialj 27~29> 1926. Harris & Jdmstm. 
Oncotyltis Fieber, 1858 
Oenus distinguished by the lar,pr size and light colori the second 
antennal segment thicker than hind tibiaj the hind tibia with dailc spines 
having dark spots at basef the pseudarolia lainnte or not visible} the 
margin of eye separated from antennal fosaa by sore than one-third the 
diameter of fossaj and the margin of eye near fossa straight. 
One species, 0^, gittulatus Ohl., was studied. The general aspect of 
tJie genital claspers and th© vesica indicates typical Hiylini feafares. The 
genital structures seaa to indicate a distinct generic group, with a close 
relationship to P3.af;slognathu8 and Microplg"lellu8. 
Oncc^ylus guttulatus lttiler» l89!i. Fig, 103. 
General aspect of the claspers as in Microphylellus lon^rostils, 
light clasper truncate at apex, with a short apical process. 
?esioa similar to that of loni;:irostris but gOTtcfpore located more 
apicallyi cme process broad and rounded, the other process slender. 
Hiallotheca of the typical type, apex with a short beak. Locality? 
Selipian, Ariz* Sept. 5» 1931. H« H. Ini^. 
Atraototeaaus Pieber, 1858 
&ms distinguished the scale-like hairs intemlxBd with ccsmon 
pubescenceJ the vertex not carlnate} the head extending in frcmt of 
antennal bases as seen from above | and the second antennal segment strongly 
thickened. 
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One species. A, hesperlus (Uhl.), was examined. The genital structures 
are typical of th© tribe, and seem to indicat© an affinity to the members 
of Plagiognathus and Miorophylellus. 
Atractotcgfus hesperius Reuter, 1909 • ?!<?. lOii. 
Glaspez^ typical for the tribe| left clasper with the sensory lobe 
produced into two conical processes, light clasper sinuate on one side, 
short process at apex. 
?esica bispiculate, processes flattened, one with a short subapical 
fork I gonopore near middle. Locality! Qreen Eiver Lalce, Wind Riv, Its. 
¥yo« lug. 1~8, 1935. Eleir. 8,500 ft. H, luckea, 
Psallus Fieber, 1858 
Genus distingtiished by the silvej:y, scale-like hairs intewaixed with 
cofflBion pubescenceI the head produced in front of antennal basesj and the 
praainent clypeus. 
One species, P. ancoilfer (Fieb.), was studied. The genital structures 
display typieeil Phylini characteristics, with a possible relationship to 
the general group featured by the two processes of the vesica, as in 
Oncotylus* 
Psallus ancorlfer_ (Fieber, 1859). Fig, 105. 
General aspect of the claspers similar to that of Atractotcmis hesperius, 
«all differences evident, light clasper oval, short apical process at 
middle. 
Vesica with one flattened process extending beyond the shorter and 
rounded process above ti® gonopow. Locality? Washington, D, G. June 30, 
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1926. H. H. Knight. 
Maorotyltts Fleber, 1856 
litis genus appears to contain aaabers lihose external appearance varies 
ccjnsiderably more beiween the species than encomtered in the genus 
Haf^iognathasj or even between the species of Flaglopgiathus ai^ species 
of MieroplwlQU'og» 
Gentts disting^iisl]»d by the distinctly toothed claws at basej the large 
and f3»e paetidarolia, reaching beyond the apices of cla»ra| and the strongly 
protruding clypeiis# 
fwo species of -feis genus, tristis Uhl., and poleiaonii Kngt., -were 
«a»ined. fhe genital structure® shdw typical Phylini characteristics, and 
feature a single terminal process of the vesica. 
Macrotyltts triatis Uhler, 1890. Fig. 106« 
Claspers typical for the tribe | left clasper wi-th a large sensory 
lobe# Mght clasper with a short oblique apical process. 
Vesica with on® terminal process, this process with minute bristles. 
Locality! "California, Coquillett." 
Macrotylaa polemonii Knight, 1932. Fig. 107. 
Claspers as in tristia but left clasper with a smaller sensoiy lobej 
process of body truncate. Eight clasper with a short spieal tubercle at 
siidcU.® and a short lateral pro<»ss» 
fesica siailar to that of tristis but gonopore fiirther removed from 
apex. Phallothaca irtth a b3?oad lateral flange subapically. Localitys 
Mt. Eainler, lash., Aug. lli, 1931. H. H. Knight. 
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Lepidopsallus Knight, 1923 
Geims distinguished the short second antenml segment, the length 
shorter than the width of head across the eyesf and the flattened silveiy 
acale-like hairs cm th© hod;^# inteiraixed with caomion pubescence. 
One species, L, rubidus (Uhl*), ms sttKiied, The genitalia are 
typical for the tribe aad indicate a possible relationship to the genera 
possessing a siiigle process of the tresioa. The Tesiea consists only of 
the ductus senjinis with an apical ^nopore as f oisnd in Macrotyliis, Mono*' 
Bjmam&t CanwlctMa, Criocogla, and Ghlaiaydatug. Semiam hijrtma Rettt., now 
placed in the Orthotylini, as well as Cyrtopeltocorls now placed in the 
Pilophorini, probably belcsig with this grottp of species* 
Lepidopaallus rabidtts (Uhler, 189^)» Pig, 108• 
Glaspers typical for tbs tribe a«i siiailar to those of Macrotylus. 
Vesica *ith a short apical process and a serrate ridge below the 
gonoporei gaiopore just before apex, locality: Ithaca, H. Y, July 26, 
1916. H. H. KideM. 
Monoaynmsm Scott, 18^ 
Formerly this genus ms known as a junior synonym of lUcrosynanana 
Fieber, 18<3i, Ganralho (1952) has x^viired the genus on the basis of page 
priority* 
Gems distinguished by the single type of yellowish pubescence; the 
laitrgin of eye "well separated frm the antennal fossa, the margin of eye 
near fossa alaiost strai^tf and the psetuteolia minute or not visible. 
Om species, M. boheBtajai (F^l.), was studied. The genitalia show an 
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affinity to a group having only am apical process of the vesica. This type 
of vesica ms found in MacrotyluSs Lepidopsallusj Caggpylcanina, GrlocorlSi 
and Ohlamydatua. 
MonosynaiBma bohemani (Fallen, 1926). Fig, 109. 
Claspers as in Lepidopsallias. 
Teaica with a pointed and angled apical process. Locality: Lancaster, 
M. I. July 12, 1889. E. P. Vaa Duae©. 
CamRsrlomsa Renter, 1878 
Genus distinguished by th© light color of the body and hemelytra, 
without 3cale~lik© hairsj the shcrt second antennal sepjaent, in length less 
than the width of the J^ad across the ®yes| and the dark spots on the hind 
tibia. 
One species, C, verbasci (Ifey.), -was studied. The genital structures 
are as In the preceding species, and indicate the relationship to Macro" 
tyltta, Lepidopsallus, MonQ8:p»aiaat Criocoris, and Chlaa^atus, the latter 
two si»ci®s illustrated only (Figs. Ill, 112). 
CampyloMBa verbasci (Meyer, 18U3). Fig* 110. 
Claspers as in the preceding species but smaller. 
¥esica curved, apex pointed. Locality: Batavia, M, T. Sept. 2, 
191S» H, H. Knight. 
ReuteroSCOPUS Kirkal<^, 190^ 
Genus distinguished by the light color? the dark spines of hind tibia 
without dark spots at basef and the silvery scale-like pubescence interndarad 
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with ccraion hairs. 
One species, R. oraatus (Reut«), was examined. The genital structures 
show a very distinct generic group not closely related to any of the other 
genera studied. The claspers display a aioderate amount of similarity to the 
other species of the tidbe, but the vesica is maiicedly different, and does 
not appear to show iiraaediate relationship to the other groups examined. 
The terminal portion of the vesica is -very unique for the tribe as it is 
equipped mth a series of flat plates bearing a dense set of short and 
long hairs. In addition there are two short spiculi, and a slender spiculum 
almost reaching the a|»x of the long hairs. The basal portion of the 
vesica, however, is very similar to that of other genera of the trtbe 
studied, 
Reuteroaoopus orxmtus (Reuter, 1876). Fig. 113. 
Sensoiy lobe of left clasper ndthout a pointed process j apical half 
of body broadly flattened. Bight clasper relatively large for the size of 
the species, broadly concave on one side, laterally flattened. 
Basal half of vesica as in the other species of the tribej apical half 
with a series of plates bearing bjdstles of variable lengths surrounding 
the gonoporej two short spiculi near base, another spiculum protruding 
beyond the plates, and a forked process on left side of the plates. Phallo-
theca with a short lateral beak. Locality: Hollister, Mo. July 22, 1915. 
H. H. Knight. 
Tribe MIXODAPINI Van Dazee, 1916 
The genera of Hallodapini are characteristically ant-like in appearance, 
•with abdoKien constricted at basej the pronotum triangular or elongate? and 
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the h«Belytra rally bearing white or yellow bands or pale areas. 
In spite of these extreme external differences between the Phylini and 
Hallodapini, the genital structures display a suiprisingly similar pattern. 
The claspers of Hallodapiiii are very similar in shape and outline to those of 
the clafipers found in the Phylini* Likewise, the vesica shews a strikii^ 
degree of similarity to the vesica of the preceding tribe. The vesica 
cwisists of a rigid, highly sclerotized ductus seminis, with a single 
apical process, extending beyond the i^onopore as found in a number of 
genera in the Phylini. The phallotheca is also sclerotized and has the 
same general aspect as in the I^ylini. 
The present tribe contains approximately k2 genera, of which only four 
species representing three genem were studied. The genital structures of 
these species, except Glosterocoris aiaoenus (Prov«), show a remarkable 
affinity to the species of the Phylini, and consequently indicate a very 
close phylogenetic relationship to that group. On further study of the 
species in each group, the two tribes may prove to be synonymous. The 
species of Glosterocoris appear to ^ ow liieir relationship to the members 
of the Mirina®, 
Coquillettla Uhler, 1876 
Genus distinguis!»d by the large size and elongate formj the linear 
second antennal sepients and the free pseudarolia, attached only at the 
base. 
Two species of tl» genus, G. insignis llhl., and mimetica Osb., were 
examined. The genital structures indicate a close relationship to the 
Phylini, both in the likeness of the claspers and the s imilarity of the 
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TOsica. The differences observed betareen the genera of the tribes are no 
greater than differences between the genera of Phylini or Hallodapini. 
Coquillettia inaifinis Uhler, 1090. Fig. llli.. 
Glaspers of the same general desi^ as observed in Phylini. 
Vesica hi^j sclerotiasedi gonopore opening just before apexj short and 
curved process abo"y© the gonopore. localitys Mancos, Colo. Aug. 13» 
192$. H. H. Knight. 
Coquillettia adfltetioa Osbom« 1898. Fig. ll5. 
Claspers -rery similar to Hiose of insignia; right clasper with a short 
irertical process. 
fesioa as in the preceding species. Locality: It mi, NE Beloit, la. 
July 25, 1928. G. 0. Hondrickson. 
Orectoderas Uhler, 1876 
This germs has the same general aspect as Goquillettiat but for the 
incrassate second antennal seipent, and pseudarolia completely united to 
the claws. 
One species J 0^. obliquua Uhl., was studied. The affinity of this 
species appears to be to the Phylini as the genital structures exhibit a 
high degree of siaiilarity to the species of that tribe. 
Oreetoderus obliqtms Uhler, 1876. Fig. 116. 
Glaspers very similar to those of the species of Phylini. 
Vesica siJBilar to that of certain species of B^linij ref^ion surrounding 
the gonopore expanded and narrowed beyond into a slender processj gonopore 
depressed and bordered on one side by a spiculate wall. Phallotheca bent 
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to the left and dorsoventrally coB^r®ss©d. Locality: "Ft. Collins, Colo. 
^t»e 17, 1899." 
Closteroeorls Uhler, 1890 
The mymeeottorphlc appearance of the species of this genus has long 
obscured the actual relationship to their allies. The study of the species 
indicates that the present systematic position of the genus is untenable, 
as tte genital structures show an extremely close affinity to the typical 
aembers of the Mirlnae. The iresica in particular displays this close 
relationship ixi the coil-like rim of the gonopore and the raecibranous 
processus vesicae bearing the sclerites. The genital claspers also shoir 
a higher degree of slMlarity to the species of lirinae than to the 
Phylinae, 
The tarsal claw characteristics ^ rhich have been extensively used in 
•ttie classification of the Mlridae are very remajAcable in the species studied. 
The species possess a pair of strai^t hair-like structu3:«s between the 
claws, »or© closely approaching the condition found in the Phylinae than 
in the lirinae, 
A sijffillar condition was observed in Cyphopelta modesta Van D,, pi^sently 
placed in the ^ rthotylinae, •which has the typical gonopore found in the 
Mirinae. Ju<%ing by the similarity of appearance these two species they 
may not b® too distantly related, 
Cfenus distinguished by the triangular pronotum and flattened collarj 
the eyes rejaoved from the collar} and the narrow elm gate fom* 
One species, G, amoems (Prov.), was studied. The genital parts indicate 
typical characteristics observed in the gemra of the Mirinae, The presence 
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of the pronotal collar and th© long first segment dt the hind tarsus also 
indicate that the geims is more closely related to the Mirinae than the 
Fhyllnae. 
Closteroeoris amoeTOS (Brcframher, 1887)* Fig, 117. 
left clasper gently cunred| sensory lob© small, body rounded at apex. 
Eight clasper cyllndrioal with a stout oblique tubercle at apex. 
Vesica Mth typical Mirinae gonoporej processus vesicae membranous, 
variously folded, with two heavily sclerotized processes j two smaller lobes 
near the gonopore. Locality? Oamel, Colo. June 20, 1918. C. L. Hubbs. 
Tribe DIGTHilNI Eeutei*, 1883 
The present systematic position of this tribe appears to be untenable, 
as no close relationship to the Phylinae could be detected in the study of 
the male genital structures. The external morphologsr of the species of 
this tribe, likewise, does not indicate any affjtoity to the species of the 
Phylinae. As ©an be ascertained from the stucfy of the available material, 
species of Dicfphini reaembl© in certain respects a few members of the 
Gylapinae and Deraeoeorinae, both in i^e extemal appearance and in. the 
basic pattern of the ^italia. The study of the female genitalia (Slater, 
19^0) Indicated the relationship to the genus Hyaliodes. J^om this 
suggestive evidence it seeais that the relationship of Dicyphini to the 
Phylinae is cpiite remote, and that a possible jrelationship may exist to 
the Cyl^inae or the Deraeocorinae. 
The Dicyphini are characterized by their slender form} the well 
developed pronotal sollarj th® second segaent of hind tarsus longer than 
firstI th© tarsal claws sharply bent at base} and the large and free 
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pseudarolia arising frcw the base csf the clawa, wi th hair-like arolia 
between. 
Th© ganital structtires are distin.ctive for the tribe. The left clasper 
is of the conventioml type, but the rl^t clasper is so greatly reduced in 
sisie to some species that it may often be missed dtiring dissection. The 
vesica coisigts of a flexible ductus seninisj^ apically enclosed by a large 
msibTmous processus vesicae, which may or may not contain sleirder scler-
ites or other types of sferucttires. TIm gonopore opens into the jrocesaus 
vesicae, but its rla hsus no definite outline as observed in th® other groups 
studied (Figs, 118-12^), 
Bresently the tribe contains approximately 23 genera. Seven species 
fraiB three genera wejre exaained. The genitalia of these species show 
characteristics that iaply only remote relationship to the Fhylinae. The 
claspers and vesica ai^ of an entirely different pattern frcaa those fotind 
in the Hiylinae, and these differences are stjfficiently apparent to suggest 
that the relationship of this tilbe to the Phylinae is extremely remote. 
The genital structures of this tribe shcnr a certain amount of similarity 
to those encotmtered in -fee Cylapime and Deraeocorinae, It is possible 
that a disttoct subfaiaily grcMp may be i^presented by this tribe. 
lEcyphus Fieber, 1858 
Genus distinguished by the slender form} the shiny iKpimctate pronotum 
and hemelytra} the large ©yes arising near the middle of headj the concave 
base of pronotimi with a deep oonstricture behind each callus} and a broad 
pronotal collar. 
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Fow species of the gentis, D« pallidus (H.-S*), gracilentus Parsh., 
faiBiIieti.8 (tJhlt), and using:eri Kngt*, mre examined. The genitalia of these 
speeies indicate dl.stinct group characteristics that are extremely different 
frcas the species of the Phylini and Hallodapini. The right clasper is 
greatly reduced In sis©, being mij short and slender, tiie vesica consisting 
of a flexible ductus seainls, said & -well developed sac-like processus 
vesicae. The sia© mid shape of this sac varies -with the species as well as 
the presence or absence of the enclosed sclerites (Figs, 118-121), 
The pattern of the genital straetuTCS seems to indicate no apparent 
relationship to the Phylinae. 
Meiphns pallidus (Herrich-Schaeffer, 1835). Fig. Il8. 
Both sexes of this species bracl^terous -with the abdomen only 
partially covered# 
Sensory lobe of left clasper sosiewhat rounded and compressed, -with 
several long bristles | body long and slender, curved stJbapically, apex 
pointed. Bight clasper short and slencter. 
Vesica meiabranotts} dtictxis sesdnis partially enclosed by a relatively 
large sac ccmposed of several lobes and containing two slender sclerites, 
Hmllotheca conical, sclerotized, trtth a narrow lateral flange. Localityi 
"Adamt, Steier®, Strobl." 
Dieyphas gracilentus Parshley, 1923. Fig» 11^. 
Ijeft clasper gently cTirveds body -with a large apical flattened area. 
Right clasper veiy small, 
Vesica mosbranous, ductus seainis short and wide, Phallotheca with 
a deep subapical notch. locality: Ujrtjana, 111. July II4., 1922, 
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Perry A. Glick. 
Dloyptos famllious gJhleri 18?8). Fig. 120. 
I«ft clasper gently curvedj sensory lobe aaallj body flattened near 
apex, OT^ller than in ^ raeilentus. Bight claaper very small. 
Vesica membranousj dhictns seaiinis fitted into a flask-like sac. Phallo-
theca conicalj lateral flai^e reduced. Locality: Ft. Atkinson, la. Atig. 
26, 1927# H. G. Johnston. 
Dioyphm ttslnEeri Knight, 19h3m Fig. 121, 
Left clasper sharply curved, imifona in liiidcnessj sensory lobe 
small, with a nuraiber of stiff hairs | body greatly flattened for entire 
length? apex pointed. Right clasper small. 
Vesica membranoiis, with a l<mg ductus seminisj membranous sac with a 
supporting rib inside. Locality: Oakland Rec, Caa^), Tuoliame Co., Calif. 
July 20, 1928. 1. L. Usinger* 
Cyrtopeltis Pieber, i860 
This genus has the same distinguishing characteristics as outlined for 
Dicyphus, except for the narrow pronotal collar and the eyes removed from 
the pronotuiE only by a short distance# 
Two species, gentculata Fieb., and varians (Dist.), wejre examined. 
The claspers and the vesica indicate a distinct generic group and display 
characteristics typical for the tribe. The claspers are similar to those 
SiSitiES* vesica consists of a slender ductus saainis and sac-like 
processus vesicae. 
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Cyrtopeltia genleulata, Pieber^ 1861. I'ig. 122. 
I«ft clasper sharply c«irYed| sensory lobe with a ntimber of stiff 
hairs? body flattened rabapicallyj apex pointed. Right clasper as in 
Bicyphus* 
Vesica iae®branotis •with a slender ductus seainls aM a large trilobed 
procesmis vesicae. Localitys "Europe." 
Cyrtopeltis mrians (Distant, 1883). Fig, 123. 
Claspers similar to that of genlculatus but smaller; apex of left 
clasper more rounded, stiff hairs of sensory lobe more numerous. 
Vesica siiuilar to that of Dicyphus usinggri* Locality? Laredo, Tex. 
Nov. 2, 19i|2. %a# Buren, 
Maerolophua Pieber, 1858 
The distinguiahing chara^steristics mentioned under DiojTtoia also apply 
to this genus, except for the very small ©yes removed fraa the pronotum by 
the length of the eye. 
One species, M, bi-evicomis Kngt., "was studied. The genitalia display 
typical group characteristics of the Dicyphini, The pattern of the vesica 
resembles that of Dicyphus pallidus H.-S., except for t-he pi«sence of a 
ntrober of long bristles at apex. The phallotheca is also modified by the 
presence of sclerotized recurved plate at apex. 
Maerolophua brevioomls Knight, 1926. Fig, 12U. 
Claspers siMlar to Cyrtopeltis varians with ainor differences j left 
clasper -with three subapieal notches# 
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Vesica as in Dicyphus pallidus but sclerites more exposed and each of 
different shape j apex of processus iresicae with a niaaber of stiff hairs or 
bristles. Phallotheca -with m apical plate. Locality! Ames, Iowa, 
July Ij l89lt» E* D» Ball# 
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aJBPAMIBr CIIAPIKftE KIRKAIOT, 1903 
fhla is a relatively small subfaiaily of the Miridae, consisting of 
tiir®e tribes and inclttding approximately h3 genera. Material from two of 
the tribes, Cylapini Kirkaldy, aM Fultriini Uhler, was ar<railable for study 
during this imrestJ^atioa. The study of the subfamily tacluded only three 
species representing as aany g®i»ra. The genital strttctures of these 
genera are extreaely interesting asri erbrao3?dinary as they display charac­
teristics that are siadlar to that of the groups already studied. 
The subfaaily Cylapinae is distinguished by the pair of straight hair-
like arolia between the claws and the absence of pseudarolia as in the 
Deraeocortna®. The clatsrs, however, are not toothed or thickened at the 
base, but rather are l<»g «nd slender, and may be toothed near apex. The 
hind tibia is weakly spinose, usually long and tapering apically. The 
pronotal collar may be obscmtd by the callus. 
SpeeijMns representing the tribes Cylapixii aiMJ Fulviini possess genital 
structures that appear to be very divergent in their affinities. The 
genital parts of Gylapus tenuieosmis Say show a striking degree of simi­
larity to the tribe Halticini, particularly Orthocephalus mutabilla (Fall.). 
The genital parts of g\ilviu8 bronneua (Prov.), and Peritropis saldlfonaia 
Uhl., show an unusual infinity to the tribe Dicjiphini, particiilarly to 
Bleyphus pallldua and Macrolophus brevioorais. 
In this subfamily a condition seems to exist where the included genera 
exhibit an extrei» diversity of external for®. The genitalia, however, 
appear to have remained relatively stable with only minor modifications. 
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and indicate th© relationships to on© another in the grcwp, and to the mor® 
distant relatives. 
The genital structures appear to present more reliable criteria than 
the external struotures on -which to base phylogemtic relationships, as 
evidenced during this stndy, but with such a small quantity of material 
studied in this group, it is Impossible to state definitely at this time 
the llfflits and variations of this subfamily. 
Tribe CIIArafU KiJitaldy, 1903 
Th© Cylapini are distinguished the short, rounded, and deep head| 
the vertical frons and clypeusj the finely punctate pronotum and hemelytraj 
mi the glabrous mOTibram.. 
Approximately 15 gemra are included in the tribe. Material from om 
genus was avaa.lable for study. 
Cylapus Say, 1832 
Genus distinguished by the eyes protruding considerable distance above 
the dorsum of head} the verteic -with a deep loi^itudinal impression} the 
rounded side of pronottmj the very long aytd slender antenna, much longer 
than body, first segsjent greatly thickened | and the first sepient of hind 
tarsus as long as the others imited. 
The species exmined, tenulcornis Say, shows genital characteristics 
that are very perplexing, portraying the sinsilar type of vesica encountered 
in Halticini. The situation iiKieed is very unusual aa the details of the 
vesica are so alike as to be easily considered pertaining to a closely 
related group of genera. The gonopore is of the type found in OrthocephaluSj 
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ocmpletely enclosed by a membranous sac, the latter bearing several inteinal 
sclerites of variable shape. The modifications in the structures enclosed 
by the sac may be of significance as they indicate the differences between 
Gylapus and Orthocephalue, if the present systematic position of the 
genera proves to be correct. 
Gylapus tenuicoitda Say, 1832» Fig. 125. 
left clasper gently curvedj sensoiy lobe anallj body sl®ider, pointed 
at apex. Bight clasper slender, sinuate, apex pointed. 
Tesica very similar in basic structure to that of Orthocephalua? 
teiiBinal region of ductus seminis expanded and saaeirhat dorsoventrally 
compressed! membranous processus vesicae with a series of variously shaped 
sclerites, consisting of two elongate processes and three knobbed structures. 
Localitys PluBBiers Is., Md, July 20, 1926, H. H. Knight. 
Tribe mWXim IMer, 1886 
Ih-is "telbe is distinguished by the Img, pointed head} the horizontal 
fronsj the concave base of pronotuaii aM th® almost Smpunctate pronotum and 
haaelytra# 
Presently the tribe contains 23 genera. Material from two genera -was 
available for study. 
Fulvius Stal, 1862 
Genus distinguished by the long antemal segments, the first segaent 
reaching beyond the apex of headj ajad the antennal fossa contiguous with 
the eye. 
The species ©xaiained, F. brunmus (Erov.), shore genital structures 
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that portray close affinity to the tribe Dlcyphini# Indeed, the vesica is 
so similar between the genera of the two tribes studied, that a very close 
relationship is indicated# Tim vesica consists of a reierabranous sac-like 
pTOcessus -wssica© enclosing the distal half of the ductus seoinis, and 
containing trithin several variottsly shaped sclerites. The gonopore is of 
the diffuse type observed in the Dieyphini, 
the ©xtemal appearano® of the species also indicates an affinity for 
each other# It seems that too auch stress has been, placed on the absence 
of the pseudsrolia, for this condition has been found to be variable within 
the oilier groups of genera studied. Th@ present study of this group 
strongly suggests that the tribe Fulviini is closely related to the 
Dieyphini as revealed by the similarity of the vesica. However, no 
definite conclusions are advanced at liiis time, as a further study is neces­
sary to deteiudne the actual degree of variation of each group and to 
ascertajja the liiaits of the genera and tribes, 
Fulvius bronneus (Provancher, 1872), Fig, 126, 
Left clasper relatively strai^ti sensory lobe mallj body enlarged 
at Biiddle, apex ocmpressed, with a short subapical process. Right 
clasper saall, spindle-shaped. 
Vesica very similar in basic structure to that of Dicyptoisf ductus 
s«ainis enclosed bjr a aembraBous sac, irith two slender, internal sjAculi, 
and one terJninal spiculua, Xocalityt Mcwnt Desert Island, Majjie. Aun* 2U, 
1939» Wa, Procter, 
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Peritropis Uhler, 1891 
Genus distinguished by the twcN-segmented tarsus} the shagreened body} 
and the obscured or absent pronotal collar. 
One species, P. saldifomis Ilhl»i TOS examined. The genital structures 
show group characsteristiGS that are sijiilar to those of f^ilvius. An 
affinity is also indicated towards genera of Dicyphini. 
Feritropia saldifoxmis Uhler, 18S>1« Fig, 127. 
left clasper curved, uniform in thickness j apex of bo(fy notched. 
Mght elasper strap-like, sinuate, somewhat compressed, short subapical 
tubercle on side. 
Vesica eiailar to that of RiL-glua bmnneus but saa^lerj external 
sclerite subapical, localityi Idabel, fMl&. June 30, 1937. Standish 
& laiaer. 
12li 
smwmiu miocoriiae baerensprung, i860 
The subfamily Bryocorinae is of aoderate size, consisting of three 
tribes and including approximately 100 genera. Material from only on© 
tribe, Bryocorini Baerensprung, was available for study dtiring this 
ijivestigation. fhe tribe ccmtains approximately 70 genera. Five species 
representing five ^ nera were studied# 
The genital straotures of these species are unasual in that they are 
extremely aodified in outward appearance, and in a number of cases corneal 
tha apparent relationship of the gemra within the tribe, A more compre­
hensive stady of the subfamily is needed before the actual relationships 
could be d«te»ined» 
The mibfaiRily is distinguished by the hair-like arolia between the 
claws? the lari^ pseudarolia connected to the ventral surface of the clawsj 
and the thickened third tarsal se^ent. The membrane has only one enclosed 
cell. 
Tribe BSfOCOKllil Baerensprung, i860 
Becms® of the uausual variation of the clasj^rs and the vesica in the 
tri-be, their size and shape cannot be generalized for the tribe. However, 
the condition found in Orthotylini where the right clasper is larger than 
the left, is also evident in saae mmbers of this tribe. To complement the 
exfereia® developtaent of the right clasper, species of Halticotoma possess 
a stout, dorsally directed tubercle above the left clasper afcainst -which 
the right clasper holds the feaale abdc®en in position during copulation. 
The vesica is of the simple type, consisting only of the ductoa seminis, 
or at most may possess fflaabranous processus vesicae. The ductus saninis is 
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a selerotijied tub® as in the Phylinae, except for the flexible basal 
portion. The phallotheca is a simple membranous sheath. 
Heaperolabops lirkaldy, 1902 
Genus distinguished by the stylate eyes pro;3ecting dorsally, and the 
long rostma extending beyond the posterior coxa. 
Qm species, H. pleta (fflmt., F^att, & Mitch.), wag studied. The 
genital structures are distiiictiire for the genus. The ductus semiuis is 
flexible an basal half, sclerotiaed and rigid on distal half, with a 
manbranous proctsasus v®sica@, and a STibtetminal gonopore. 
The affinity of H. picta appears to be to Haltiootoma, although the 
appearance of the two species stadied is far frcan being ccwnnon. 
Heaperolabopa picta (Banter, Pratt, and Mitchell, 1912). Fig. 128. 
Iieft clasper slender at base, curredi sensory lobe anallj body 
broader towards apex, terainating in a twisted slender process. Right 
clasper large, scB»what flattened and expanded at middle, gradually 
narrowing to a point, broadly ctiarred. 
fesica bifuroat®, »«abranous, except for the sclerotized and rigid 
ductus s®aini8| gonopore teiminal, basal portion of ductus seminis 
flexible. Locality! Meticest, Tex. April 25, 1896. Marlatt. 
Baltic ot^i Eeuter, 1913 
Geims distinguished by the small siM and oval shape j the orange 
pronottiaj aM the bltiish-black color of the hraselytra. 
Cte s|»cies, H. valida Beut., was eocamined. The similarity of the 
genital attructures indicate a relationship to Hesperolabops. 
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Haltiootama valida Renterj 1913. Pig. 129. 
J«ft clasper broad at middle, curved, apical process slender and twisted. 
Ei^t clas|»r lar^> subcylindrical, broader at base than apically, apex 
cianred at a sh»p ar:®le, pointed, 
Vesica consisting of two parts, the sclerotized ductus seminis and the 
mmbranoas processus vesicaes goiKjpor© subtenainal} basal portiOTi of ductus 
sefflinis flexible, locality: Castana, lora. Sept. l6, 1927. H, G, 
J ohnston. 
Pymoderes Guerin, 1857 
Gems distinguished by the greatly inflated pronotumf the broadly 
expanded and flat ©mboliumf the very short pubescence and shiny areas on 
the hesjelytraj and the obscured pronotal collar. 
One species, P» medius Kngt., was examined. The claspers and the 
vesica are distinctive in form, the vesica being greatly reduced in size, 
asking it difficult to separate the plmllotheca from -ttie phallobase, Hcwh 
ever, the vesica ©an be seen to be a siople tube with no apparent processus 
vesicae, displaying considerable affinity to Sijreonotus and Mcaialocoria. 
ftnenoderes aeditts Knight, 1926. Fig. 130. 
Sensory lobe of left clasper tilangular, relatively large for the size 
of the clasper J body slender, sharply curved, apex in the form of a hook. 
Eight clasper irregular, sharply angled near base, the angle tri-th a short 
knob? short tubercle at middle? apex with curvii^ process. 
Vesica with a very short ductus seminis. Localitys Hollister, Mo. 
July 22, 1915. H. H. Knight. 
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SiJceoBotus Eeuter, 1875 
Aspect of Py<modere@, but for the only moderately inflated pronotiJEij 
the narrcw and thick ©mbolixmj the Icaig s«ai-erect pubescence j and the lack 
of silvery areas on the heffl@lytra» 
One species, S, nicholi Ingt#, was studied. The genital stjnictures 
shew a close affinity to fycnoderea and indicate the close relationship 
l»tween th© genera. 
Sixeonottts nicholi Knight, 1928* Fig. 131. 
Claspere very slailar to those of Pycnoderea mediusf right clasper larger, 
"With a broader process at middle and apex. 
IFesica as in mediug. Locality* Chiricahua Its,, Ariz. Alt. 6200 ft. 
June 20, 1928. A, A, Ittchol. 
Monaloeorla Dahlbom, 18^1 
Genus distinguished by the small size, oval shape, and dark colorj the 
pale pronotal color| and the dilated hemelytara at middle. 
One species, M, americanus Wag;, and Slater, was examined. The genital 
structures are modified in certain details but nevertheless still show an 
affinity to species of StKeaaotus and fiyonoderes. 
Mcaialocoris aaerjcanus Wagner and Slateri 1952. Fig, 132. 
left clasper relatively lender? sensory lobe prctninent, produced into 
a flattened process, apex rounded and bearing short bristlesj body slender, 
narrowing to a point. Bight clasper st&cylindrical, gently curved, pointed 
at apex. 
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Vesica very siailar to that of Sixeonotua nichollt gonopore in the 
fons of & shallow trottgh. Localitj? StrecfAyerry Point, Iowa, July 27-29, 
1927. Hariris & Johnston, 
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Explanation of Figures 
The illustrations are designated as followai A, left clasperj B, 
right clasperj 0, Tesicaj D, region of the gonoporej 1, phallotheca, 
fhe aspeot illiistrated. is given for ©ach structure. The structures 
are drawn in a position which most clearly displays tte characteristic 
features of that species. In M>st cases it is difficult to determj-ne 
th® normal position of the elaspers and the vesica when they are not 
"in situ** OB the speeiMn. In view of this, ccmpailson of speoimns with 
th© figures should be made -with care and it will frequently be necessary 
to orient the parts in several different angles before a viesw comparable 
to that illustrated is obtained. In aost cases the similar structures 
were dwwn froa nearly identical views. 
PMTE 1 
Mrime 
Fig* !• Leptoptema dolobratus (L.). Apex of abdomen, dorsal view. 
Fig. 2. L. dolobratms (L. )• Phallus, right lateral view. 
Fig. 3* dolobratus (L.). A, d<»solateral viewj B, lateiral view} 
0", v@jitral view (opposit© th® gonopore). 
Pig. It. legalooeroea i^ etioomia (Geof.). A, dorsolateral viewj B, 
lateral viewi G, ventral view. 
Fig. 5* M, onrta Kngt. A, dorsolateral view? B, lateral viewj C, 
ventral view. 
fig. 6. Stenoteift virens (L.), A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
view| C, ventral viefsr. 
Fig. 7, S. viciniai (Prov.), A, posterolateral views B, lateral view} 
C, ventral view. 
Fig. 8. S. triapinogua Reut. A, posterolateral view} B, lateral view} 
C, venfcral view. 
Fig. 9. Trigonotylus rafioomis (Geof.). A, posterolateral view} B, 
lateral ^ ew} C, dorsal view (gonopore side). 
Fig. 10. T. tarssdis (Bsut.). A, posterolateral view} B, lateral view} 
G, ventral view. 
Fig, 11, Dollehoairis linearis Eeut. A, posterolateral view} B, lateral 
view} C, veniaral view. 
Fig. 12, Teratoeoris discolor Uhl. A, posterolateral view} B, lateral 
view} C, ventral view. 
Fig. 13. Gollaria meilleuril Prov. A, posterolateral view} B, lateral 
view} C, ventral view. 
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Gonopore 
PhoMobose 
Phollotheco 
Right clasper 
\ Ductus 
-.-Lseminis 
vesica Phollotheca 
Left 
clasper 
2. OOLOBRATUS, phallus 
IS  Processus
vesicae 
OOLOBRATUS, apex of abdomen 
Gonopore 
Spiculi 
Gonopore 
Apical 
process 
Body of 
clasper 
5. CURTA 
4. RECTICORNIS 
Ductus seminis 
Sensory / 
lobe 
3. OOLOBRATUS 
8. TRfSPINOSUM 
7. VICINUM 
10. TARSALIS 
9. RUFICORNIS 
6. VIRENS 
II. LINEARIS 12, DISCOLOR 13. MEILLEURII 
PMTE 2 
mrina® 
Pig« lit. Pithams fflaerkelll (H.-S.). A, posterolateral vievfj B, lateral 
TlCTTj C, ventral rim, 
fig. 1$. Bimoceps gracilis ®tl. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
C, ventral vim. 
Fig, 16• Tropidoataptes eardinalia Uhl. A, posterolateral view? B, 
lateral rimt C, ventral vie-w| E, ri^ t lateral view. 
Pig. 17, T, rafasmlus (Kngt,), A, post@J»lateral view| B, lateral viow} 
tr, ventral rim. 
Fig, 18. Xenoboras plajgifer (leut,). A, posterolateral viev/} B, lateral 
viewj C, "rontral view. 
Fig, 19, X, camisggralia Rant, A, posterolateral view} B, lateral view| 
S", vmitrai'vi®w. 
Fig. 20, Keobore.lla tmida Khgt. A, posterolateral view; B, lateral 
viewi C, ventral view, 
Heiarooolptta nubilus (Say), A, posterolateral view} B, lateral 
viewi'Cf ventral view, 
fig, 22, Yaedia scrupeus (Say). A, posterolateral view} B, lateraQ. 
view} C, ventral view. 
Fig, 23. T. s&lieis (Ingt,). A, posterolateral view| B, lateral view} 
8", ventrS "hm. 
Fig. 2^ , lampethttsa anattea Dist, A, posterolateral view} B, lateral 
vi®w} G, ventral view. 
Fig, 25. Irbieia aerioang (Stal), A, posterolateral view} B, lateral 
view} Cj'roHteal view. 
Pig, 26, I. paotficus (iJhl,). A, posterolateral view} B, lateral view} 
G, ventral view. 
Fig, 27, Melphoooris Itoeolatus (Goez®), A, posterolateral view} B, 
latest view. 
UiO 
17. RUFUSCULUS 
15. GRACILIS 
16. CAROINALIS 
14, MAERKELII 
20.TUMIDA 
19. COMMISSURALIS 
18. PLAGIFER 21. NUBILUS 
23. SALICIS 
22. SCRUPEUS 
25. SERICANS 
26. PACIFICUS 
0.5 mm. 
27 LINEOLATUS 
PIATE 3 
M3.rlna© 
Fig* 28. Stittocapigaa franseriae Ki^ t. A, posterolateral viewj B, 
later^'veiifSal rim* 
Fig. 29« Oalocoria norvegicua ((^ 1.). A, posterolateral view? B, 
lateral vi^ j "C,''''^ t^ral Tiew. 
Fig. 30. Polymertts chaysopsis Ki^ t. A, posterolateral view: B, lateral 
tIct'i C, riifjt Sieral rim. 
Fig. 31* Allorhinocorla flaims Sahl. A, posterolateral view? B, lateral 
view}" ' wntiral' rim. 
Fig. 32» Stenotus binotatus (F.). A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
viOTf" d, dorsal' view. 
Fig. 33* S. aigroqtstadristriatas (Kiric,). A, dorsal view| B, lateral 
i^ ewj u," TOjAr^  viw. 
Fig. 3h* Didnrooscytaa sttspectas Reut. A, dorsal view} B, lateral 
view? tg" antral vieir. 
Fig. 35# y^toooria pallidioomis Beut. A, lateral view? B, lateral 
Fig. 36. P. tibialis teist. A, laterauL viewj B, lateral vieiwj G, ventral 
B.ew, 
Fig. 37» Platylyigys eraadis Kngt. A, lateral -^ ewj B, lateral view} 
6, (iorsal" view.' 
llfl 
28.FRANSERIAE 
31. FLAVUS 
30. CHRYSOPSIS 
29. N0RVE6ICUS 
33. NIGROQUAORISTRIATUS 
34. SUSPECTUS 
32. BINOTATUS 
35. PALLIOICORNIS 36. TIBIALIS 
37. GRANOIS 
PLATE It 
Mirtoa® 
Fig. 38* CoccoMphes sanguimrius Uhl. A, dorsolateral viewj B, lateral 
Wmf '"ti', • venferial' view. 
Fig. 39# Gapsras ater (L,), A| dorsolateral 'sflewj B, lateral viewt C, 
iiiiuiniiniinii mil I,, r.in..iwiiaii—• ^ ' 
v^ 0W • 
Fig, JiO. Hoiteia® dislocatus (Say), A, lateral visifi B, lateral 'viefwi 
C1MIII i»n|iiwi»iw»»ium j||iiMn—iiii,»»'—I—iMii OuirwBiiii ' ' n u,orS3-X irjL®w» 
Fig. lil, H. seamcul^ tts (Barb,), A, lateral rim$ B, lateral view? 
Fig, k2» Qanocapmis filiformis Van D. A, lateral viewt B, lateral 
iriew's u,"" venSS'Hew. 
Fig, it3» e^Qil^ apsttS lAn^ tus' (P.)» A, lateral viewj B, lateral 
Fig. Wi.. Lygidea ylburai In.gt, A, dorsolateral view? B, lateral viewj 
STtenSriTvIew. 
Fig, toepopa elandestina ventralis (Kngt,), A, lateral viewj B, 
litwal" idws ti,"'ventral View, 
Fig, U6, P. iasittrms (Say), A, dorsolateral viewj B, lateral view? 
ff", ireBirsdl" 'tletw. 
Fig, hi* Dacerla formiclna Pso'sh, A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
3orsal '''i^ ew, 
38. SANGUINARIUS 39. ATER 
40. DISLOCATUS 
43. LINEATUS 
42. FILIFORMIS 
41. SEXMACULATUS 
46. VENTRALIS 
46. INSITIVUS 
47. FORMICINA 
0.5mm. 44. VI6URNI 
PMTE 5 
Qrthotyllnae 
Tig, 
Fig. k9* 
Fig. 50. 
fig. Si. 
Fig. 52. 
Fig. S3* 
Fig, 5ii. 
Fig, 55. 
Fig. 56. 
Orthotyli^  'notabllis Kngt. A, lateral view; B, lateral view, 
C, doHal'vi«r'Io|i>posit© the gonopore)j E, right lateral view, 
0, omatus ¥an. D, A, lateral view? B, lateral viewf C, dorsal 
view. 
Melanotriohtia althaeae (Hass,), A, posterolateral view} B, 
lateral" idwJ SJ"" Serial view. 
Kngt. A, ventral viewj B, nesial 
Reuteria fascicomtis Kngt. A, lateral view} B, lateral viewj 
Heteroeordjlus Bent. A, v«ntral viewj B, lateral view} 
C, ventral view' (gonopor® side). 
lopidea media (Say), A, ventral view? B, posterior viewj C, 
viewj E, right lateral view. 
h gQ^ lwns (Say), A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj C, 
SoriSTvSwT 
L. teton Kngt. A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj G, dorsal 
e^w. 
Ili6 
50. ALTHAEAE 
49. ORNATUS 
48. NOTABILIS 
51. ARTEMISICOLA 52. FUSCICORNIS 
53. MALINUS 
UsiK A 
55. CONFLUENS 56. TETON 
54. MEDIA 
PIATi 6 
Ortho-tylina® 
stall! Betit. A, dorsal view? B, mesial viewj C, dorsal 
Hewv~~" 
Fig. 58« Ilnacorella sulcata Kngt. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
"" (forsfi""ii®w» 
Pig. 59• Slateroeoris stygicug (Say), A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
rlew$"'&,' Ventral 
Hg, 60, S. hirtus (togt*)* A, posterolateral views B, lateral viewj 
CT, veireiml view. 
Fig. 61. Hadronema oilitaris Uhl. A, ventral viewj B, lateral views 
e, dwsai Hew;— 
Pig. 62* Macrotyloldes veatitus (Ilhl.). A, posterodorsal viewj B, 
posterior viOT5'"dj"'Sorsal viiiw, 
Hg. 63. Labopidea siBplex (Uhl.). A, posteroventral view} B, anterior 
vieWi" '6s "dorsad viefw. 
fig. 614# Parthenicus aridus Knj=t, A, posterodorsal viewj B, lateral 
vlmf C, dorsal view. 
Fig, 65. Ceratoeapstts modeatus (Uhl.). A, lateral viewj B, lateral vierwj 
C,' ior!8ai"''^ @ws' l',""<J»sal view. 
Pig. 66. pianiltts (Uhl.). A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj C, dorsal 
view. 
Hg. 67. Seiaim hirttm Rent. A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj C, right 
lafei€i''%0wj 1, dorsal view. 
Fig. 68. Halticus apterag (L.). A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj C, 
3brsal" viewj "'"B,"lefb lateral view. 
Fig. 69. H. intemedius Uhl. A, ventral viewj B, lateral views C, right 
lateral view. 
Fig. 70. labops hirtue Kngt. A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj C, dorsal 
HewjBTlri^ t lateral viewj E, right lateral view. 
lliS 
58. SULCATA 
59. STYGICUS 
57. STALII 
61. M L TARIS 
63. SIMPLEX 
60. HIRTUS 62. VESTITUS 
66. PUMILUS 
65. MODESTUS 
64. ARIDUS 
69. INTERMEDIUS 
68. APTERUS 
0.5mm. 67. HIRTUM 70. HIRTUS 
PIATE 7 
Orthotylinae 
Pig, 71, labops hesperius I3hl, A, ventral viearj B, lateral views E, right 
lateral'"Mw,"' 
Pig, 72. L, sahlbergi Fall, Af ventral view; B, lateral view} E, right 
Xater^  viOT, 
Hg, 73* Orthooeph^ tts autabilis (Pall,). A, ventral view? B, lafceral 
viemj (5^  dcjrsai" viwj" D, left lateral viewj E, dorsal view. 
Pig, 7k* 0, brevis Pans, Aj, ventral view? B, lateral view. 
Fig, 75. r^yopicoris nitldaa (ley,). A, ventral view| B, lateral viewj 
(/,' le^ t' lateral v£ew| 1, dorsal view. 
Fig, 76, Stronglocoris leucocephatos (L,), A, ventral viewj B, lateral 
" 'S,' ^ oMal • view J "B, left lateral view} E, left lateral 
view. 
Fig, 77• Sericophanes heideiaannl Popp, A, ventral viewj B, lateral 
view} ci ' iiiorsal' "viewT"" 
Fig, 78, Pseudccsenetus scutellattis (Uhl,), A, doraal view} B, lateral 
TdelTi 8, vntral view. 
Pig, 79. Cyphopelta modesta Van D. A, dorsal viewj B, lateral viewj C, 
ventral' ^'ew. 
Fig* 80, M-lophoms aaoentis Ohl, A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj 
C,' right lateral viewj D, dorsal view, 
Hg, 81» P« gtrobicola Ingt, A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj C, right 
Ia.teral view. 
Fig, 82. Alepldea gracilis (iBil*), A, ventral viewj B, lateral viewj 
G, right lateral view. 
Fig. 83. Cyrtopeltoeoria albofaseiatus Reut. A, lateral viewj B, lateral 
view} G,' Hgiil'''laier^  vl'ew. 
DerMocorinae 
Hg, 8U, Peraeoeoris atriventris Kn^ , A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
view? C» vedbi3r'vlw~Tgonopore aide). 
Fig, 85, I^ raeocoris hiatrio ^ ut. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
Tijmt C,' left' ''lateral view. 
1$0 
72. SAHLBER6I 71. HESPERIUS 
73. MUTABILIS 
74. BREVIS 
77. HEIDEMANNI 
75. NITIDUS 
76. LEUCOCEPHALUS 
A B 
80. AMOENUS 78. SCUTELLATUS 
79. MODESTA 
Bl. STROBICOLA 
83. ALBOFASCIATUS 
84. ATRIVENTRIS 85. HISTRIO 
82. GRACILIS 
0.5 mm. 
PMTE 8 
Deraeocorlnae 
Fig# 86. Beraeocoris ruber aeguetotia (Mull.). A, postertor v±m$ B, 
laierai'""^ ew j G," -ventral'"' "*«4©w, 
Fig» 87# D. gayt Eeut* A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral view? G, 
•feiiiral' vim. 
Pig, 88» D, fascioltts Kagt. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral -vlewj 
Cr, vfsiitrai" Hew. 
Fig. 89. D. aphidiphagtts Kngt. A, lateral vleirj B, lateral viewj C, 
TOniral''"vi®ir.' 
Fig. 90. Demeooapsus fratemtis Van D. A, posterolateral views B. 
laWid' VlCTi C, Tentral Tie*. 
Fig, 91, lustictiis catulus (Uhl.)» A, TOntral viewj B, lateral vienri 
C> muiml Yim, 
Fig. 92. Ilopieoris pfctorodendronae (Van D.), A, lateral view| B, lateiral 
vi^ l" ft, '^ twd.' view. 
Fig. 93. EyryoMlopterella laridtila Reut. A, lateral view} B, lateral 
view j" b, 'v®rii3«l 'view. 
Fig. 9ii. Clivineraa villosa Retit. A, lateral view? B, lateral viarj C, 
ventral' viiwl 
Fig, 9S* Mrgidea ^ ida A| lateral vlew| B, lateral viewj G, 
venti^ l viw'. 
Fig# 96. HyaHodes vitripennis (Say). A, lateral view} B, lateral view} 
c'i"'iSoSy.' viw^  
Fig. 97. harti Kngt. A, lateral vi©sr| B, lateral viewj C, dorsal viflfw. 
152 
1.0mm 
B 
86. SEGUSINUS 
87. SAYI 
88. FASCIOLUS 
89. APHIDIPHAGUS 
91. CATULUS 
90. FRATERNUS 
®®- VITRIPENNIS 
92. PHORODENDRONAE ^ 
94. VILLOSA 
95. RUBIDA 
93. LURIDULA 97. HARTI 
fun 9 
fhyljtoa® 
fig. 98. Plaglomathiis blatohleyi leut. A, lateral viewj B, lateral 
Ti0W|' C, rl^ t''lKeral''"Vief®r} E, dorsal view. 
Fig, 99* P. obiMiuras fratewimi Uhl. lateral viewi lateral viewt 
IT, 'HBraterSnEew. 
Fig. 100, P. ffioerens leut. A, lateral -rtewi B, lateral view; G, right 
lateral"' 'view. 
Fig, 101. P. longipennis (Uhl.). A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj C, 
rigEf~IiSeiSr'visw. 
Fig. 102. Ittorophylellua longirostrla Kngt. A, lateral viewj B, lateral 
IHCTJ C, 'ri^ i lalier^  
Fig. Oncotylua gattulatas Uhl. A, lateral irlewj B, lateral viewj C, 
rigiC liberal tIW. 
Fig, loll, Atractotofflus tespeilus Reut. A, lateral Tiewj B, lateral view? 
d, Hghl" laWraI"'vi^ . 
Fig. 10?. P8s0.1tt8 ancorifer (Fieb.). A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
Gi"'''r£iS^  lateral view. 
Fig. 106. Macrotylys tristig Uhl. A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj C, 
rlgK"laleral" 
Fig. 107. M. poleaottil Kngt. A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewf C, right 
TatemTlEew. 
Fig. 108. lepidopsaJLlus rubidtts (Uhl.). A, lateral view| B, lateral 
5'^ '"" ' lalierkl view. 
Fig. 109. Umosjmm& boheaani (Fall.). A, lateral viewj B, lateral 
viewi d,"" lateral vi@*r, 
FS^ . 110. G«pylogBa verbMci (M^ y.). A, lateral view} B, lateral viewj 
d f'' "slghl "late3S""'vl«w, 
Fig. 111. Griocorts sallens Keut, A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
C7' rligfiT'laliiiS""^  
98. BLATCHLEYI 
99. FRATERNUS 101. LONGIPENNIS 
100. MOERENS 
105. ANCORIFER 
102. LONGIROSTRIS 104. HESPERIUS 
103. GUTTULATUS 
109. BOHEMANI 
106. TRISTIS 108. RUBIOUS 
107. POLEMONII 
112. ASSOCIATUS 
III. SALIENS 110. VERBASCI 
113. ORNATUS 
114. INSIGNIS 115. MIMETICA 
0.5 mm. 
116. OBLIQUUS 
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PLATE 9 (Gon't) 
Hiyltaae 
Fig» 112. Chlaaydat-us aasociatus Uhl# A, lateral view? B, lateral viewj 
C, rlgfei lateral 
Hg* 113. Seuteroscoptts ormtxis (Reut,). A, posterolateral viewj B, 
laterS. vlewj 0, riglit lateral idew. 
Fig. iiii. CcKpillettia insignis Ohl. A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewf 
C, rigKt lateral -view. 
Fig* 115. C, ffliffletica Osb. lateral view? B, lateral view? C, right 
Tateral vlei*. 
Fig* 116. Orectoderus obliqpius llhl. A, lateral view} B, lateral viewj 
C, le^ i lateral 
PIATE 10 
Riylinae 
Fig. 117. Cloaterocoria moemxB (ProT«). A, dorsal view? B, mesial 
view} C, dorsal vtew# 
Pig* 118. Djcyptats pallidua H.-S. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
dorsal ^ ew» 
Pig, 119. D, gracilenttts Parsh. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
6". dorisal" rimt I, dorsal view# 
Fig, 120. D, faiaeliemi Uhl. 1, posterolateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
EorsSTlTew. 
Fig. 121. D» tisingeri Kngt. A® posterolateral view; B, lateral viewj 
SoriaT' View. 
K.g, 122, Gyrtopeltis geniculata Fieb. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
rimf tSg "dorsal viw.' 
Fig, 123. C, vailang (Dist.). A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
CT, rigiil' lateral view. 
Fig, 12li. Macrolophus brevicorais In^ . A, dorsal viewj B, mesial viewj 
Ia¥@raS''''^ OT^  ^ dorsal view. 
Gyiapina® 
Fig, 125. Gyl^ tts ten-tticornia Say, A, dorsal viewj B, lateral viewj 
C, doiSal vIot,' -
Fig, 126. Fulvitts bruamtts- (Prov,), A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewj 
•6,"<i^ sal vi'ew. 
Fig# 127. PeMtropis aaldifo:^ s IM.. A, posterolateral viewj B, lateral 
viwj 6," vetiiraL' vi'ew. 
15? 
119. 6RACILENTUS 
118. PALLIDUS 
117. AMOENUS 
1 1 
123. VARIANS 
120. FAMELICUS 
122. 6ENICULATA 
121. USiNGERI 
C 126. BRUNNEUS 
125. TENUICORNIS 
B 
28. PICTA 124. BREVICORNIS 
127 SALOIFORMIS 
Phaliotheca 
132. AMERICANUS 
131. NICHOLI 
129. VALIOA 
130. MEOIUS 
158 
PLATE 10 (Con't) 
Bryooortna® 
Fig. 128. Hespe^ Mbopg pleta (Hunt., Pratt, & Mtch.), A, lateral vietrj 
S,'•lateral" mew J' iS,' dorsal view. 
Fig, 129. Halticotoaa valida H«ut. A, ventral viewj B, lateral view? 
C, ri'ghi lateral view. 
Fig, 130. Pyonoderes medltts Kngt, A, lateral view} B, lateral viewj 
J,'dorsal''view. 
Fig. 131. SlxeoKotys ^ oholi Kngt. A, lateral view} B, mesial viefwj 
d, dorsal'vitw. 
Pig, 132. Monaloeoris aaerlcan^  Wag, & Slater. A, posterolateral viewj 
iB,'" lateral"view} G, dorsal view. 
157 
1(9. 6RAC(LENTUS 
lie. PALLIOUS 
117. AMOENUS 
123. VARIANS 
120. FAMELICUS 122. GENICULATA 
121. USINGERt 
126. BRUNNEUS 
125. TENUICORNIS 
128. PICTA 
124. BREVICORNIS 
127 SALDIFORMIS 
Phollothtco 
132. AIMERICANUS 
131. NICHOLI 
129. VALIDA 
130. MED(US 0.5 mm. 
Fig. 128, 
fig. 129. 
Fig. 130. 
Fig, 131. 
Fig. 132. 
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Bryocorinae 
Hesperolabops picta (Hunt., Pratt, & HELtch.). A, lateral viewj 
S, lateral Hewj d, dorsal view. 
Halticotcana valida Reut. A, ventral viewj B, lateral vieir} 
C, ri^t lateral view, 
Pycnoderes roedius Kngt. A, lateral viewj B, lateral viewi 
G, donal view. 
Slxeonotua nioholi Kngt. A, lateral viewj B, mesial view| 
C, dorsal view. 
Monalocoils tmericanua Wag. & Slater. A, posterolateral vienrj 
B| lateral view} 6, dorsal view. 
